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This work showcases the complexity and imolvement of comrnunity development. 

It focuses primarily on the creation of a community-based housing corporation 

c d e d  the North End Housing Project and the community economic developrnent 

(CED) elements incorporated into the initiative. North End Housing and its 

commUZLity development partners face a large nurnber of obstacles, ranging fiom 

social problems to a huge stock of old and detenorathg housing. The 

methodology of this study is descnbed as participant observation and research. 

The purpose of this practicum is to show how planning theoy can be applied in 

the context of community development. A planning theoy c d  Pragmatic 

Incrementalism is explored in this regard Incremental planning theoiy works well 

with the variety of social theories that are embodied by community development- 

It is found that community development often proceeds through trial and error, 

making incremental gains towards its goals. Pragmatic hcremetalism recognizes 

these realities and prescribes a means to clearly idente, just* and maintain 

chosen goals. This process includes a co1111i1UIUlcative tool called the Wide 

Reflective Equili'brium (WRE) which c m  help structure debate within the 

community development process and help to bridge the class and value divide that 

may separate the practitioner and community members. 
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This practicum is about a challenging and ambitious community development 

project in Winnipeg's Old North End neighbourhood. 1 use the word "ambitious" 

for two reasons. One is the complexity of the project: a housing development 

project modelled on community economic development (CED) guideluies. The 

second reason is the impoverished socio-economic make-up of the neighbourhood, 

and a l l  of the consequent problems. This practicum wiU follow the CED 

deveiopments more than the latter issue. 1 was directly involved in the technical 

and developmental aspects of the CED project and can present and analyze this 

experience in-depth. The dynamics of the socio-economic conditions, on the other 

hand, are more difficult to explain and clearly require a sociological analysis. To 

understand the housing project fully' however, it is important to shed light on the 

social and economic conditions of this, one of Winnipeg's poorest communities. 

Consequently, many of these details are covered in the body of this practicum. In 

addition to research and secondary sources, 1 have been a resident and homeowner 

in the subject community for six years and so some of the information about the 

commUILity is based on experience, firsthand howledge, and intuition. The 

important lessons that should be taken fiom this practicum revolve around the 

CED elements and the difnculties that a planning practitioner encounters in this 

environment. 

The purpose of this practicum is to sbow how planning theory can be applied in 

the context of community development. A planning theory c d  Pragmatic 

hcrementalism is explored in this regard. This work also showcases how complex 



and long involved cornmunity development actudly is. The role of Incremental 

planning in facilitahg ongoing involvement, therefore, becomes a key question. 

The practicum itself focuses primarily on the creation of a community-based 

housing corporation called the North End Housing Project. North End Housing 

and its coxnmunity development partners face a large number of obstacles, ranging 

fkom social problems to a huge stock of oid and deteriorating housing. The 

analysis of this housing project covers a period of approlcimately 4 years, to a 

point where the housing corporation is s t h g  to show signs of stability with an 

accumdated asset base of close to $0.5 million. 

The format of this practicum will be to hrst briefiy explore the nature of the 

housing industry and govemmental responses to support that indusûy and social 

housing programs. At tbis point in time Canada is at a crossroads. The social 

housing program has been alI  but abandoned and there has been a void in housing 

policy ever since. Some alternatives that can fdl this void will be introduced in 

this section. Next, planning and commuuïty development theory WU be explored. 

Within this chapter, there will be a brief examination of community development 

theory and in particular, community econornic development. The role of the 

professional in this field is also examined. This leads into a discussion around 

planning theories and practices that have attempted to adopt a community 

development approach. The section ends with an introduction to Pragmatic 

Incrementalism which, it will be argued, c m  provide a planning procedure for 

community development practice. 

The 6nal two chapters are a case study of the housing project itself. Chapter 4 is 

an account of the North End Housing Project up to the time of this publication- 

Chapter 5 uses Pragmatic Incrementalism to examine the project and the decisions 

.. . 
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that have been made dong the way. While it is difficult to many professional 

planning practice with commdt); development, it is hoped that this work wiU 

shed light on the complexities of this field and a planning theory that can become 

an effective guideline in this prachce. 

The methodology of this study c m  be described as participant obsewation and 

research: My f i s t  involvement with the housing project was as a volunteer. As a 

local resident 1 atîended Board meetings of the North End Housing Project. 1 later 

completed an intemship with the Community Education Development Association 

and its demonstration project Just Housing. Approximately a year later I was 

hired as Project Co-ordinator for the Just Housing project and was later seconded 

to the North End Housing Project. My involvement, therefore, goes beyond 

simple "observation", but this is a good description since this study does look at 

responses to the broad forces at play. The study also includes literature research in 

areas of history as well as in planning and community development theory. 

Before 1 launch into the body of this work, I would like to M e r  comment on the 

social complexity of this coxnmunity. The Old North End is a nifficult comuniw 

to work in. It is home to the poorest and most deteriorated housing stock in the 

city. As a resulf the "'poorest of the poor" often end up here since it is difEcdt to 

&ord housing in other parts of the city. But this is more than about being 

"poo~ ' .~  The Old North End is, in many ways, "a last resorf' neighbourhood for 

many individuals and families fkom all walks of life. Commwities like the North 

End are the 'bottom of the cracksy' (author's description) in the proverbial "fden 

1 - The writer of this practicum grew up in a Iarge "working poof' household and knows firsthand about 
poverty, oppression and ridicule. 



through the cracks" analogy. As a result there is a multiplicity of social problems 

in the North End, and t h i s  makes community development exceedingly 

challenging. 

The social problems in the North End are many. Aside fkom the poverty there are 

problems such as youth delinquency, teenage prostitution, violent crime, 

transience, alcoholism, various forms of h g  and solvent abuse and parenta1 

delinquency. As rnentioned above, to tackle these issues would require a 

sociological discourse. Why people have fallen into these patterns, what life 

experiences have caused them to fall, and what vices or forces keep them 

victimized are large questions. There are no easy answers to such questions, but 

the questions remind me of a conversation that 1 once had with a horneless man in 

Toronto. At the time 1 was working as a caretaker of a church/community centre 

on Bloor Street, bordering the trendy and wealthy Yorkville community. The 

"homeless" man had a locker in the church basement and so we talked   fi en.^ He 

would sit in a doorway on the noah side of the street and wodd do Little more than 

water the flowers for the merchants on the block. The people in the 

neighbourhood enjoyed his presence. People would often stop and chat with hun, 

buy him a snack or a coEee, or share cigarettes with him. 

He was an interesting m m -  He grew up in Quebec, was bhgual ,  had been 

mamied, was trained in architecture and had worked in a provincial Minisûy of 

Housing. Something came undone and now he prefers to sit on Bloor Street, 

srnoke cigarettes, and watch the world go by. 1 never did probe to ask how he 

2 . I say "homeless" because while he had characteristics of a street person, he apparently paid for bis 
shelter, a rooming house, and despite sitting on the street a i i  day he did not panhande. 



ended up where he was; 1 didn't feel 1 knew him well enough. Ye t  one day, 

almost out of the blue, he commented that the reason there werez so many people 

who were "screwed up" was because many people "never really had a real 

family." We talked about it briefly, and the analysis of this street person was that 

there were too many people alone and unloved. 

1 raise this, not as a challenge for the work set out here, but to nane an almost 

insuxmountable dilemma that complicates society. And I feel thac as a 

marginalized commUDiîy7 we in the North End have a higher proportion of those 

who are alone, neglected, abused: unloved. 1 would fkther venture to Say that 

this community dso  has a higher proportion of those who are 'çomewhere 

in-between' this destabilized state and the ccnomal" or stable l i fe  that most people 

take for granted. 

In a general sense 1 am t a k g  about Abraham Maslow's (19702 theory of 

hierarchy of needs, where love and nurturing f o m  a basis for personal 

development. Without such a basis self-esteem and personal advancement are 

hampered or even prohibited. In a competitive capitalist society, self-esteem and 

personal advancement carry great rewards. However, those in society who are 

victimized by poverty and oppressive treatrnenf be it physical, mental or sexual 

abuse, do tend to "fall between the cracks". These marginalized people ofien 

don't look for help (other than hancial) nor do the helping professions know how 

or when to treat this human suffering. And because these peopxe constantly 

confront persona1 or f d y  problems, they wïü likely be evasive about 

participating in community development. If they are involved, then they will tend 

to be %igh maintenance", requiring a considerable amount of emergy and patience 

to keep them motivated and involved in the project. 



As an economicdy margindked community, the North End is home to more 

people who are victims, who haven't come to tems with their victimization andor 

seek some sort of diversion that allows them to escape their daily reality. 

However, this only characterizes one part of a community which is very large and 

has many positive aspects. It rernains a very diverse comrnunity that respects and 

protects the various cultural identities within it. By and large it is a very fiiendly 

communi~.  People are generally h t r a t e d  by the various problems that plague 

the neighbourhood, but many are determined to tum things a r o d  In particular, 

people who are ccsurvivors7', who have fought adversity and victimization, are 

amongst the most determined to improve their living environment. 

The whole reason for this introduction to the social and economic aspects of the 

community is to simply underline the dynamics and cornplex. of undertaking 

community development here. Aside from sirnply being "'poor", the North End 

has social factors that cause p a t e r  destabilization. In many cases people within 

the community need heahg themselves, and so to talk of commUILity or social 

development without fbst addressing some root problems seems quite backwards. 

The obstacles can be great, and many or most people prefer not to become 

involved in community organizing. 

.C 

Whether or not the initiative studied here will ultimately succeed is still %p in the 

air". 1 have recently come to descnbe community development practice as a "leap 

of faith", where there are good intentions but no guarantee that the immediate 

community or even the wider community WU "buy in". In this context, it is hard 

to ta& about community development in relation to planning theory or the 



planning profession. In realityJ it is hard to "plan" co~~mUILity development, for it 

often tends to take on a We and direction of its own- 

This study of the North End Housing Project provides an interesting and 

uifonnative example of community economic development. It isn't exactly 

exemplary of the ideals of CED or how CED practice ought to be undertaken. 

However, it is a project that has made major achievements among many 

challenges. IdeaUyJ there should be more analysis of the community outreach 

process and attempts to foster commUILity control. Implementation of this process 

was delayed but is underway at the time of writing- Human resources in this 

project have been minimal, and so community work to date has been more focused 

on organizational development 

Working in margùialized communities with limited resources creates unique 

challenges which theory alone carmot predict or even prepare the practitioner. 

This study wiU look at the evolution of the housing project and hopefûlly provide 

some insight to the cornplexities of coxnmunity work. To help explore this work 1 

am introducing Pragmatic hcrementalism as a planning theoy that can be applied 

to community development practice. hcrementalism is largely a descriptive 

theory of how our working environment and daily reality affect the decisions we 

make, and it works well inthe unpredictable realm of community development- 

Pragmatic lncrementalism is also a normative theory, which provides a valuable 

structure for the practice of community development. This is key as there is a great 

need to allow the communïty development to proceed without the burden of 

unrealistic expectations or the delays of cnsis management. 



As mentioned above, there are many challenges in creating a housing project in 

Winnipeg's inner-city. Aside fkom the community development process there is a 

need to understand housing development itself The next chapter will provide a 

brief history on housing development policy in Canada and some insight into the 

uncertainty facing non-profit housing providers today. 



2.0 HOUSING AND URBAN REWALIZATION: 
CON TEX^ AND ISSUES 

Housing policy and urban revitalization strategies have undergone many changes 

since World War II. This chapter will bnefly iotroduce some of the rnacro issues 

involving housing, in both economic and social policy. How soine of these 

policies and programs af5ected the North End will also be introduced, with a more 

detailed history in the foUowing chapter. Also examined here are several housing 

models that have ïnfluenced the North End Housing Project (NEW). 

Contemporary Canadian housing policy, and the sustained involvement of the 

senior levels of governmenf began with the establishment of the Canada (then 

Central) Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) in 1945 and the 

implementation of the National Housing Act (NHA) of 1944. Although there had 

been earlier senior government initiatives in housing, the provision of urban 

planning and housing for the poor had been lefi primarily under municipal control 

(Canoll: L99O). While CMHC s main focus has been to support private-market 

housing, the agency did make, particularly through the 1970s, strong efforts in 

social housing policy and provision. 

c 

Today, Canada ranks arnong the best-housed countries in the world. However, 

since the mid-1980s, senior govenunents have been in retreat fiom the provision of 

or support for housing. Predictably, problems of &ordability and adequacy will 

deepen over t h e .  According to Steve Pomeroy (1996), without active governent 

intervention in the housing market, the volume of affordable supply that can be 

produced annually wiU be mgligible in relation to the level of need. As a result, 

- 
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he argues, Canada nuis the risk of permitting a housing crisis of such a magnitude 

that solutions will seem beyond reach. 

The roots of the predicted housing crisis have long been evident According to 

David Hulchanski (1992), there has been a dualism in Canada's housing system in 

which a primary part and a secondary part each has its own distinct and unequal 

range of govemment activities and subsidies. The primxy part comprises about 

80 percent of all households, including most homeowners and those tenants who 

live in the higher end of the rental market. It also includes households that live in 

the CO-operative sector and some that live in non-profit and public housing. 

Basically, these are households that have secure tenure in good quality housing 

that is appropriate to both their needs and ability to pay. The secondary part 

comprises everyone else, including tenants in the lower half of the rental market 

residents in poorly managed subsidized housing, and impoverished homeownee in 

both m a l  and urban areas. 

Hulchanski argues M e r  that the development of the modem welfare state 

provided two forms of welfare. The first form is social welfae: assistance to 

those most in need. The means of this targeted w e k e  has varied The targeting 

of social welfare was most innovative during the 1970s when govements 

supported a non-profit approach to housing delivexy, combined with policies that 

encouraged mixed incornes within communïties dong with community 

development supports. 

The other form of welfare can be described as market welfare: direct hanciai 

support for the private sector that is intended to provide stabilization for the 

economy and its emerging middle class. It has been designed and redesigned to 



meet the vagaries of the fkee market. Arguably, d has never been intended to 

provide subsistence to the poor. 

The problern the market welfare state seeks to address is the maintenance of a 

high, or at least stable, level of consumption. In the pas& wage stabilization was 

one of the goals of market welfare, and the economic production M a g e s  of the 

housing industry was a primary focus of this strategy. Housing typically has had 

preferential treatment since it is a major contributor to the overd  growth of the 

economy and provided many people with weU-paying jobs. This aspect of housing 

policy has nothing to do with helping impoverished households obtain adequate 

housing: that's the fûnction of the social assistance part of the weLfare state (ibid.). 

Strong national lobbies, effectively representing everything fiom housing industry 

giants to individual homeowners, have shaped the nature of Canadian housing 

policy and have encouraged this dualism (ibid.). Often during recessions 

goveniments have introduced short-term programs, most often assisting tenants in 

the high end of the rental market, and particularly those who could buy or who 

actually owned a home. Some of the better hown programs were the 

multiple-unit residential building tax incentive (MURB); the Registered Home 

Ownership Savings Plan; the Assisted Home Ownership Plan; and the Assisted 

Rental Program. While some of these incentives were introduced within the 

context of a govemment wanting to assert its federal role, the main intent was to 

affect the economic conditions of the day by assisting middle-income earners. 

Households in the secondary part of the housing system have little political clout. 

The housing options for these households are limited to the low end of an ageing 

and declinùig pnvate rental market and a very small non-market social housing 
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sector. The approximate size of Canada's social housing sector, some 66 1,000 

units @nice and Chisholm: 1999), represents approxhatety 5 percent of Canada's 

housing stock. This is small compared to most advanced Western nations. In 

Western European corntries, the social housîng stock is much higher: 43 percent 

in the Netherlands; 24 percent in France and the United Kingdom; 21 percent in 

Sweden (with another 15 percent in the CO-operative sector); 17 percent in 

Denmark; and 16 percent in Gemany (HuIchanski: 1992). 

Canada's attempt to develop a social housing mode1 now seems to have collapsed. 

Early efforts included the Limited Dividend Program which provided loans for up 

to 50 years to pnvate companies building accommodation for households of low- 

or fked-income (Rose: 1980). In 1954, Federal f u n h g  was expanded to provide 

90% loans to provinces, municipalities, or their public agencies for public houshg 

schemes, and up to 50% of operating losses on such schemes (Oberlander: 1992). 

The most concerted effort for social housing came in the early 1970s, shifkg 

away fkom entrepreneurid and public housing towards provision of housing 

throua non-profit housing corporations. Additional supports and services often 

created an underlying community development strategy for the various housing 

programs. Numerous projects were initiated by neighbourhood groups in renewal 

areas, or in areas approved under a federaVprovincia1 revitalization program c d e d  

the Neighbourhood hprovement Program (NP)(Patterson: 1993). 

The Neighbourhood Improvement Program overcame most of the criticisms of 

earlier urban renewal programs but did not achieve its ambitio~s community 

development objectives. There were general achîevements with regard to physical 

changes, including the addition of amenities, rehabilitation or reconstruction of 

housing, and infiastructure improvements. But assessrnents were mixed with 



regard to resident participation, community planning, integration and targeting of 

other govenunent and non-govemment resources, and the long-tem municipal and 

resident conunitment to older areas (Lyon: 1986). 

While expenence with income mix in the non-profit and CO-operative housing 

programs was generally positive, continued support for this objective was 

tempered by politics. Since low-income tenants often comprised only one-quarter 

of a housing cornplex, many argued that the middle income households witfiin 

these projects were dso being subsidized. These middle income households did 

not receive rent-geared-to-income but rather paid lower-end-of-market rents. 

Political opposition increased as the building industry lobbied the federal 

government to replace its housing programs with a shelter allowance targeted to 

those households most in need (Patterson: 1993). The lobby was effective. 

Poricies around income mïxing were the f is t  to be cancelled followed by the 

entire non-profit program. 

As will be discussed later, income rn-g had its benefits. Non-profit housing and 

in particuiar, CO-operative housing has provided stability without the stigmatization 

typically associated with low-income housing. The stability of this combination 

was effectively bringing low-income households - households on social assistance 

- into the "primary part" of the housing system; the realrn of secure tenure and 

good quality housing. This wasn't just a housing senice, but rather CO-operatives 

and other non-profits sought to build commmity through self-governance and 

management and to provide collective benefits and supports for all. 

- - -  
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2.1 HOUSING STRATEGIES IN THE NORTH END 

W ï p e g ' s  North End has struggled more with housing issues than perhaps any 

other neighbourhood in the city, and over the most active years of governmental 

support there have not been any clearly successfd revitalization strategies. While 

various housing programs have injected new life ùito parts of the North End, there 

haven't been any programs that have created a sustainable solution for renewal. 

Rapid suburban development through the 1950s and 1960s resulted in an exodus 

nom the inner city that contributed to its deterioration. With more money 

available for "urban renewd" and slum clearance programs, the option of tearing 

d o m  became the preferred alternative to rehabilitation (Yauk: 1973). The urban 

renewal target in the North End was the Lord Selkirk Park community. Bordering 

industrial lands, rail yards, and home to a then-famous f m e r s '  market, the 

condition of the neighbourhood was descnbed as a slum. Approximately 

two-thirds of the neighbourhood was razed in order to make way for public 

housing. Not unlike other public housing complexes throughout Canada, Lord 

Selkirk Park would become known as a cchigh-density ghetto" that destroyed a 

community and dislocated its population (see Yauk: 1973). 

Later attempts at revitalization tended to focus on the rehabilitation of existing 

housing. Rehabilitation programs delivered through initiatives such as the Core 
.C 

Area Initiatives, Neighbourhood Improvement Programs and the 

ManitobalWinnipeg Community Revitabation Program have undoubtedly helped 

to slow the overd deche of the housing stock. As well, a number of non-profit 

rental housing corporations also specialized in housing rehabilitation. These 

groups included the municipality's Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation 
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(which eventually specialized in apartment block rehabs), and a couple of 

Aboriginal groups: Kinew Housing Inc. and Aiy awin Corporation. 

Another notable housing revitalization strategy fiom the fist Core Area Initiative 

was the Infill Housing Program. From 1982 to 1986 the Initiative subsidized a 

home building program for vacant lots throughout the older neighbourhoods of the 

city. The subsidized homes were sold to prospective homeowners on a lottery 

basis. However, for many newcomers to the North End, the neighbourhood was 

too inhospitable. Many of the innll residents ended up selling and movuig out. 

With the withdrawal of senior government hding, the once dominant form of 

housing intervention, new construction by public and nomprofit corporations, has 

since ground to a halt. Low-end-of-market rents by themselves simply do not 

provide enough revenue to cover the costs of land assembly, construction costs, 

and interest charges of new housing projects. This  is the case in Winnipeg, even 

with its depressed land values in the inner city. A more viable approach in today's 

political climate has been to look towards the existing housing stock rather than 

building new housing. In many areas of the country acquiring and improving 

existing housing stock is significantly less expensive than building new units 

(CMHC: 1994). 

Various co~~~mUDity groups in Winnipeg are now taking this route. It should be 

noted, however, that the impetus for these groups has been to improve the image 

and safety of their neighbourhoods and to provide adequate housing in the process. 

The initiatives may not have been primdy based on the need for aordable 

housing. W i t h  the North End Housing Project there has been considerable 

emphasis on job creation and as a result the nature of the project has tended to 



reflect the market welfare approach to housing. The "deep" subsidies that are 

required to build and operate within the social housing mode1 were not sought in 

this case. Planning around the initial demonstration project assumed that there 

would be limited accessibility to public subsidization, let alone deep subsidies. 

Political climate, therefore, constrained the decision-making process of this project 

and precluded the chance of providing housing for "the poorest of the poor". 

North End Housing Project, nonetheless, is st i l l  able to provide afFordable housing 

to low-incorne familes and, in special arrangements, to families on social 

assistance. This is largely due to existhg depressed market values in Winnipeg's 

inner city, a situation that is perhaps unique in this country. Perhaps nowhere else 

in Canada can you find such a stretch of urban decline. And with the retreat of 

govemments since 1992, there have been no means to intervene, to arrest the 

decline. The year 2000 marked the return of govemmental funding for housing in 

Winnipeg (other than marginal h d i n g  by the Federal govemment's Residential 

Rehabilitation Assistance Program) but with much smaller commitments than the 

funding levels of the 70's and 80's. 

The combination of serious inner city decline, an absence of comprehensive public 

policies regarding housing, and the marginal funding conmitment for housing 

sounds reminiscent of the .experience south of the border some 3 0 or 40 years ago. 

Many U.S. cities have seen such a hi& degree of urban bLight that they have stiU 

not recovered. However, in some areas there have been successes. In the 1960's 

Comrnunity Development Corporations, with a combination of public and private 

fundingy started to work on the revitalization of inner city areas. Other innovative 

models were created, such as the comrnunity land trust, which also relies on 

similar funding streams. Ofien included in such housing initiatives are various 
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forms of CO-operative housing. niese community-based models of redevelopment 

have recently received more attention here in Canada since the governxnental 

retreat f?om housing. As a result Canadian housing policy, programrning and 

response is quickly becoming more and more CcAmericanized". There is a major 

merence, however, in that federal and state govemments in the U.S. still 

participate in the creation of housing. In Canada, except for certain circumstances, . 

there is little participation. 

These U.S. models have figured prominently in the way that the North End 

Housing Project has shaped its redevelopment plans. While the project has 

considered CO-operative housing (one of the strongest traditions of communiity 

housing in Canada), the development of the North End Housing Project has 

proceeded as a hybrid of various models. The three most influentid housing 

models for North End Housing are examined in more detail below. 

2.2 COOPERATIVE HOUSING 

The North End Housing Project didn't explore the establishment of a housing 

CO-operative in the traditional sense, but there was some exploration of adopting a 

CO-operative model renewed by Quint Development Corporation in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan. This model had some similarities to a "home buyers' CO-op", 

where a group of people enter the home-buying experience at the same time, but 

with collective professional and hancial suppoa in the process. Ownership in the 

Saskatoon model, however, has to pass through a 5-year qualincation period. 

Groups of ten households each, scattered throughout Saskatoon's inn-r city, were 

incorporated uito CO-operatives. Ifafker 5 years a household didn't quai* to 

assume its own mortgage, or if they chose not to enter home ownership, then they 

could simply c q  on in the f o m  of a rental housing CO-operative. What becornes 

-- 
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of these CO-operatives afker five years is still to be seen. The North End Housing 

Project eventually discarded the concept of incorporabng each 10 households as 

CO-operatives, but did borrow the 5-year lease-purchase concept. 

PersonalLy speaking, it is unfortunate that the CO-operative model fell by the 

wayside, but the desire of people in the community to take up home ownership 

simply £iew in the face of the traditional CO-operative r-odel. The general model 

for housing CO-operatives in Canada is the ideal that each household is a member 

of the CO-op and therefore a CO-owner of the development. Each household holds 

a unit through a lease that can be terminated only when membership is terminated 

Co-ops subsidized by public programs - and unsubsidized "equity CO-ops" - are 

constituted on a not-for-profit basis by which resigning members are reimbursed 

only the amount they spend to buy shares (CMHC: 1990). 

The old national CO-op program is intended to provide affordable housing with 

security of tenure on an income-mixed bais to households with low and moderate 

incornes. They are primarily targeted toward families and, like other social 

housing, have been heavily accessed by single-parent families. Single parents 

f o m  about 30 percent of CO-op households and somewhere between 30 and 50 

percent of income-tested members, depending on the province ( C m :  1990). 

Co-ops provide solutions to many family problems - not only in costs, but security, 

safety, a home designed for childreq and a community where one can share child 

Carey where one's children can make &ends, where one can get involved and have 

a Say (Doyle: 1992). Another perception that is repeatedly connmied anecdotally 

is that once single parents have been established in a CO-op for some time, they 

usually take the opporhinity to upgrade their qualifications and eventually find 

jobs (ibid.). 
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The stabilizing nature of this foxm of housing remains a goal for the North End 

Housing Project. A major merence for North End Housing is the fact that its 

rehabilitated houses will be scattered throughout a large neighbourhood. Typical 

CO-operative roles and responsibilities are weakened when the housing is 

dispersed. The strength of a CO-operative comrnunity in large part relies on the 

physical structure of the CO-operative which are, typically, housing complexes. 

The only other form of housing CO-operative that was briefly considered for North 

End Housing was the "equity CO-operative". Equity CO-ops are hanced  entirely 

or p h a l l y  from the equity of their members. The possibility of developing 

CO-operatives on the basis of member h d s  rather than based on government 

grants has stirred debate within the CO-operative housing sector. For several years 

the equity CO-operative concept was rejected by most of the members of the 

CO-operative movemenf largely due to the Co-operative Proclamation which 

stipulates that housing must constitute collective property which does not seek 

individual accumulation of capital (Poulin: 199 1). For Winnipeg's North End 

community, the possibility of this type of CO-op is severely Limited sirnply due to 

the inability of households to bring forward initial equity. 

2.3 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENY CORPORATIONS 

Community DevelopmentCorporations (CDC) had their start in the United States, 

products of the Democratic administrations of the 1960s. Their main functions are 

identical to the stated goals of the North End Housing Project: to foster urban 

revitalization, often using housing as an economic development and job creation 

vehicle. Housing development is the predomuiant activity of CDCs, as 88 percent. 

of the CDCs create affordable housing (NCCED: 1991). CDCs in the U.S. target 

their programs to low-income people and economically distressed areas and 
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respond to ethnic diversity. Economic development has focused increasingly on 

sup porting micro-enterprises, in addition to continue d involvement in commercial 

and industrial development projects and job creation and retention. Canada's Grst 

CDC, the New Dawn CDC in Cape Breton, has followed closely in the tradition of 

the U.S. model, while other models established here have tended towards centres 

for s m d  business training, development and loans. 

Given the long history of the CDC structure in the United States, there is a great 

deal that can be leamed fiom this approach. CDCs in the U.S. are being 

increasingly heralded in media reports as success stories in hirning around blighted 

inner-city neighbourhoods. Generally, CDCs are more lïkely than for-profit 

developers to meet the needs of the poor and to raise expectations that will lead to 

political pressure for social change (Stoecker: 1996). Some critics counter though, 

that no matter how much housing CDCs produce, they have not reversed social 

decay, empowered community residents, nor changed the balance of power at any 

political level. Constrained by their h d i n g ,  CDCs cannot take the nsks necessas. 

to produce empowering co~zzmUIilty organinng. They manage projects, but withi.  

the constraints set by their funders . They try to be community-oriented while their 

purse strings are held by outsiders (Stoecker: 1996). 

One of Stoecker's (1996) arguments that most overshadows current revitalization 

efforts in Winnipeg is the question of adequate resources. He argues that attempts 

at comprehensive redevelopment without sufScient resources will often lead to 

victim blaming. Since CDCs are cornmunity-based alternatives to govemment 

programs, only about halfof CDC operathg budget needs are met through 

govemment sources (as is the case in the North End Housing Project). 

Governments are also reluctant to commit funds to CDCs because of their lack of 
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productivity. While lack of productivity is caused by lack of fùnding to begin 

with, these non-profit developers are believed to fail or succeed based on their 

skills, not their circumstances. When neighbourhoods continue to decline, CDCs 

and their associated comrnunities, rather than corporate divestment and 

govemment neglecf are lefi to take the blame. He concludes that organizllig 

groups need to be independent of CDCs, to develop effective levers over the 

developer, and that community planning is key to this process. 

2.4 COMMUN~TY LAND TRUÇTS 

The community land tmst (CLT) model was instrumental in the initial 

organisational development of the North End Housing Project. While the 

organization has decided not to pursue a land trust structure at this time, its 

organizational structure and subsidy retention policies largely reflect those of the 

CLT model. A community land trust is a non-profit and democratically structured 

organization which provides af5ordable housing, usually to disadvantaged families. 

This is typically done by buying land and buildings, holding the land portion in 

trust, and s e b g  the buildings. The basic premise is the sepairation of land and 

housing. The land is removed f?om the real estate market so its value does not 

escalate. CLTs serve the surrounding community ' s long-tem interest by creating 

a stock of houshg that remains pexmanently affordable without requiring repeated 

infusions of public fundingg The CLT has proven to be a particularly effective 

way to both empower residents of low- and moderate-incornes, and to address the 

roots of the hoiuig crisis in theiï commtlfilties (Hahn: 1993). 

Land held in trust are administered by a CLT board. Under the model promoted 

by the Institute for Commmity Economics (ICE), typically one-third of the board 

consists of lessee representatives, one-third consists of representatives of 



non-lessee members (local community groups), and one-third consists of 

representatives of the "larger public interest" Homebuyers enter into a long-tenn 

lease with the CLT and agree to a limited appreciation or limited equity provision, 

should they decide to sell the home. Homeowners cannot sen, rent or lease the 

land to others without the consent of the CLT board. Some ground leases provide 

that either a family member or the CLT has the k s t  option (pre-emptive right) to 

purchase the building when the homeowner decides to sell. 

As a "land msf"  CLTs in the U S  take on an aggressive role as housing and land 

developers. They appear more as communïty development corporations covering a 

wide range of economic and social development objectives. They are also often 

combined with co-operative housing projects as the principle f o m  of housing 

tenure. 

What is most exciting about the commUIUty land tmst movement are the sph-offs 

that such an initiative can create. The CLT provides a crucial forum for 

comnunity-building by providing a direct participatory mechanism for members o f  

the community. Additiondy, the flexibility of its structure allows for an 

incremental growth that c m  help create or strengthen other co~~~munity-based 

institutions. That is to say, CLTs can work in coalition with other neighbourhood 

groups, and even help "house" them. 

In its initial efforts to try and adapt to a CLT structure, North End Housing did 

and define its role to include cchousing" for other community-based institutions. 

However, during NEHP's application to Revenue Canada for charitable status this 

provision had to be deleted fiom the organization's by-laws. In facf entire 

references to "trust" terms in the by-laws were held as suspect by Revenue 
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Canada, and the organization didn't have, nor codd it fina the legal representation 

to properly illustrate how the CLT would function within Canadian law. 

Charitable status was eventudy granted, but only on the grounds of a typical 

non-profit rental housing corporation. North End Housing would eventually 

amend its status to include home ownership, but not as a land trust. Much of the 

process for deciding these issues is addressed in Chapter 5. 

The North End Housing Project is situated in a unique but far fkom perfect 

situation. The organization, among othen, is carrying out a long term revita 

project in a neighbourhood that has a large, old and deteriorating housing stock. 

Organizers have seized upon housing as a means to provide a solid base both for 

community and economic development. The initiative to date provides quality 

housing and secure tenure, but is generally only accessible to low-income eaming 

families. The seategy employed is more indicative of market w e k e  delivery of 

housing, but with a twist: here there is direct Enancial support for the non-profit 

sector that is intended to provide economic and social stabilization for a 

community and its working class families.. 

The project itself is one of many efforts trying to chart new ground with respect to 
.F' 

affordable housing in Canada. With the withdrawal of senior govenunents, 

pdcularly in the area of social housing, there has been a void with respect to 

policy and programming. Korth End Housing's decision not to pursue a social 

housing mode1 had more to do with resignation to prevailing policy (or lack of) 

than it had to do with preference. The alternative is to follow financing and 

development models that have long been in existence in the United States, where 



each project is assembled by a combination of public and pnvate subsidy with a 

signincant portion provided by private lending. 

North End Housing considered a number of housing models including the 

commUIZity land trust (CLT) and cooperatiw housing. It has borrowed 

considerably &om the CLT model but basically provides a low-end-of-market 

rental with a lease option to pursue ownership. The organization is dso s d a r  to 

a community development corporation in te= of goals for overall community 

and economic development With CED and self-management at the base of the 

commUfUlty initiative it is hoped that this type of community-based response cm be 

sustained over the long-term. Past neighbourhood improvement initiatives 

generaIly achieved the rehabilitation and infrastructure goals for ccrenewal" but 

lacked in the social organizing and networks. The North End initiative WU 

perhaps have a better chance of ensuring resident participation, comUILity 

planning and the long-term municipal and resident cornmitment to the area. 

The stabilization and revitalization of the North End neighbourhood wiU require 

the integration and targeting of other governent and non-govemment resources, 

including the reintegration of social housing programming. The model that North 

End Housing has begun with will not solve ail of the housing problems, however, 

the home ownership aspect may become an important tool to bring about genuke 

commdty control. 

Empowering poor communities is no easy task. Nor is planning within a 

commulzity development context. The following chapter will look specincdy at 

theory and some of the challenges facing the practitioner. 



3.0 COMMUNIN DEYELOPMENT, PLANNING THEORY 
AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

The tenn cccommUD1ty development" is most often tossed around when there is talk 

of revitalinng low-income, working-class communities, or commmities that are 

under distress due to divestment in the local economy and/or a crisis in social 

cohesion. Winnipeg's North End has al l  of these characteristics: problems that 

compound themselves. 

Many communïty developrnent projects will focus on housing, since housing is a 

need that can signincantly change quality of life, and therefore improve the 

stability of a community. A high incidence of poor or ccslum" housing, for 

example, can contribute to instability in any number of ways. Historicdy, there 

have been statistical associations between poor housing conditions and health, 

linking inadequate heat, sanitation and ventilation, to the prevalence of gem-borne 

diseases. n i e  common understanding of health has M e r  broadened to inciude 

mental and social health. Poor housing conditions have been found to be 

associated with depression (particularly among women), the poor school progress 

of children, and the prevalence of violence and other social Us (Doyle: 1992). 

..- 

The health of a communïty c m  be traced in other ways. Instability, for example, 

is often marked in tenus of ccmobility'y: the number of times that individuals and 

families change residences. Doyle (1992) argues that fiequent change of homes, 

fiends, schools, and neighbourhoods will lead to iU health, behavior problems and 

poor school performance for children and to wony and stress-related illness for 

parents. Having to move again and again deprives children not only of their 
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present health, cornfort and sense of security, but dso of their future, which 

depends in part on a stable home and a good education. 

Not suipnsingly, recent studies have established that social network ties are the 

strongest detenninant of mortality and morbidity. Reviews of the evidence luîkuig 

social and environmental circumstances to health have noted that increased rates of 

disease are found when: 1) supportive ties between people are interrupted; 2) 

people occupy low positions in a hierarchy resulting in feelings of low-esteem, 

less opportunity for meaningfid participation and less control over conditions 

affecting their lives; and 3) people are disconnected nom their biological, personal 

and historical past (Lindheim and Syme: 1983). Put more directly, health is 

related to social identity in terrns of having a respected place in the social world, 

receiving feedback that tells us we are contributhg actors, and that we belong 

(Doyle: 199Zj. 

3.1 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

Although comunity development has becorne an elastic te- now used by 

various sectors for varyhg reasons, it has traditionally been very much grounded 

,in the search for social identity. Community development, with its goals of 

community empowexment, participation and self-reliance, has long been promised 

as an answer to powerlessness and isolation. Nozick (1992) stressed social 

identity, reclaiming social history, and the building of a community culture as 

important elements for sustainable commUIUlty development. Nozick's work 

explores a holistic approach to community development based on community 

economics, co-operative ideals and ecological sensitivity. And as with many 

comrnunity development and sustainability theorists, the vision is often utopic: 



stressing the potential of seEdetermination, self-reliance and self-suniciency for 

communities. 

The evolution of commUIXity developrnent theos. itself has drawn spec5cally from 

such broad fields as commmity organinng, econornic development and social 

development. However, while the promise and scope of community development 

is great, achievements are often elusive. Empowerment, the central aspect of 

community developmenf is often difficult to foster. It requires that the community 

develops a cntical analysis of "the world", and its place in it. This is often 

achieved by entering into an intentional consciousness-raising process or by 

directly challenging the source of perceived problems and leaming fkom these 

challenges. Ultimately, the central notion of empowement is to build the 

"people's wiUingness to challenge forma1 authority in order to do things for 

themselves" (Rubia and Rubin: 1986; 2 1). 

3.2 COMMUNIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

As a process in commmity organinng, community development has a greater 

history of practice in developing capitalist and socialist economies. Until lately, 

its attraction in developed capitalist economies has not been so pronounced. 

However, due to demands for less govemmental intervention in the economy, and 

a desire for more autonomy by community groups, Community Econornic 

Development (CED) has become the favoured f o m  of community development in 

recent years. While s t i l l  not an assured means to empowement and self-reliance, 

CED processes have shown to be a substantive approach to community 

development. 
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There are two competing approaches to CED. The fkst is described as the 

cclïberal" perspective, and the second as the 'cprogressive" orientation. The ïiberal 

approach is often simply cceconomic development" at the micro level, typically 

for-profif with linle or no concem for social development or commUDity 

empowement. Often called Local Economic Developmenf it is really "tnckle 

down" theory where the attainment of economic security (Le. employment) is to 

lead ta positive social change for the community. The progressive approach is 

r e d y  the opposite: a belief that community empowerment is needed Erst in order 

to ensure economic improvements. This is the traditional CED approach which 

focuses on poor and powerless comunities, but "does not seek to make the 

existing conditions more bearable. h tead ,  cornmunity economic development 

seeks to change the structure of the community and build permanent institutions 

within the community" (Swack and Mason: 1987; 327). 

The housing project which this paper studies is largely aligned with the latter. One 

of the project's main goals is to help "plug the leakages" in the inner-city 

economy, reflecting a self-reliance or convergence theory of development The 

objective of convergence theory is to reverse the outflows of profits, rents and 

other incomes in an economy where local property and skiUed jobs are often held 

by outsiders (Loxley, 1986). New housing construction and renovation, in this 

case, represents a 'basic good' which c m  generate many backward, forward and 

final demand linkages in economic production. A range of products are channeled 

into the bu i lhg  and fumishing of a house, sreating an expanded demand for 

products that CED initiatives may be able to exploit. For the housing projecf a 

long terni goal is to create a "sheltered market" where there can be a systematic 

approach to development that d o w s  for the creation of employment and related 
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demand linkages. A sheltered market would effectively limit or target normal 

economic cornpetition in order to Launch and "incubate" locaUy based businesses. 

To provide a broad summary of CED, the following "best practice characteristics", 

as defined by the Canadian CED Network (2000: 4), are provided here: 

CED in its rnost effective fonn ernbodies the foilowing features: 

It is always a multi-fllnctional, cornprehensive strategy or development system, in 
contrast to an individuai economic developrnent or business developrnent project or 
other isolated efforts at comrnunity bettement. 

The basic range of hc t i ons  inchdes speciflc operations (or partnerships) for: 

strengthening comrnunity ownership and creating comunity equity for investment 
in venture and property development, hcludïng enlarging the asset base owned by 
low income people; 
securing access to credit for business, for commercial development and for 
a8Fordable housing; 
building human resources through leadership developrnent, literacy and 
pre-employrnent supports, skills training* job and career development services, 
entrepreneurid developrnent supports, etc.; 
local capacity building through planning, research, advocacy, strategic networking 
and pwership development. 

It speciticdy integrates or merges social aiid economic goals in order to make a more 
powerfil impact for community change and reviîaiïzation. 

It involves activities that empower the broad range of community residents for the 
governance of the CED organization and their community as a whole. 

It is a process guided by strategic planning and analysis, in contrast to opportunidc 
choices and unsystemabc tactics. This strategic orientation is coupled with a strong 
orientation to achieving results, both qualitative and quantitative. 

It uses a busksl ike  financial management approach that builds ownership of assets 
and a wide range of financial partners and supporters. 

It employs a core-organization format that is non-profit, independent, and 
non-govemmental, even though for-profit and govenimental entities are linked to its 
work. This format is fiequently refemd to as a community developrnent corporation 
(CDC) or a community economic development organization (CEDO). 
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While the North End Housing Project embodies mmt of these characteristics, 

its contribution is only a piece of a larger strategy that is required to bring about 

revitalization. The North End Community Renewal Corporation (NECRC), 

established in 1998, will play a key role in CO-ordùiating the goals outlined 

above. Modelled &er Le Regroupement pour [a relance économique et socid 

du sud-ouest (RESO) in Montreal, the NECRC is a timely and much needed 

addition to the broad based efforts currently at work in the North End. 

3.3 TASK VERSUS PROCESS 

The populady of CED is understandable; it is easier to gain tangible results (i-e. 

job creation), sometimes in a relatively short period of time. However, there are 

intangibles which are imperative to the development of the col~u~lunity. It may 

therefore be said that commmity development, as a process, "assumes an idealist 

ontology, accentuating a need for a change in ... ideas and values as a prerequisite 

to any substantial change of the social structure" (Chekki: 1979; 13). 

According to Chekki (1979) there has been ongoing debate among theorists and 

practitioners regardïng the s i m c a n c e  of 'process' as opposed to 'task' 

accomplishment goals. As a process, the primary objective of c o m r n ~ t y  

development is to initiate, give direction to and sustain community action. 

"Implicitly emphasized hefe is a notion of change proceerling in a senes of stages 

primarily aimed at community self-detennination, so that members ally themselves 

and define their common needs, elucidate a plan or plans which would guarantee 

satisfaction of those needs, and competently administer the application of those 

plans" (ibid; 13). In practice, the process typically requires initial research, local 

recruitment, organiPag meetings and discussinp issues, developing strategies and 
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organization, and sustainhg organizational maintenance and momenhim (ie. 

Shragge: 1979, Rubin and Rubin: 1987). 

While it may be relatively easy to follow a process as outlined above, the nifficdty 

lies in gaining momentum and sustaining it with tangible achievements. A more 

recent model known a s  asset-based comrnunity development is seemingly more 

focused on tasks as opposed to its overall process. Promoted principally by John 

McKnight (see Kretzm;ann and McKnight: 1993, McKnight: 1995) this method of 

community developmemt focuses prirnarily on "mapping" or sweying individual 

and community capacities, and then linking them to other ixidividuals or 

organizations in the cofnrnunity. 

A large part of the attraction of this model is its practical and pragmatic approach. 

The mapping exercises stress the need to hrst look ùiside the community, and 

build upon the strengths uncovered there, before starting to look outside of the 

c o m m d t y  to txy and f i d  solutions to local problems. The model is presented in 

opposition to traditionai c o d t y  development practice, a process McKnight 

labels as a "needs-driven dead end." 

The "task" that really eets the assets-based model apart fiom traditional 

community developmernt practice is the mapping/inventory, and ccco~ecting'y 

aspect of the process. cOthervvise, the remainder of McKnightys process does not 

m e r  much nom traditional community organizing methods. What is of real 

interest for this study is: 1) that passivity is almost inherent in the main task of 

McKnight' s process, amd 2) McKnight ' s critique of the professional class, which 

provides a logical lead-in to the discussion of the Planning profession's attempts to 

be more cornmunity-based. 
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McKnight7s task-oriented approach and his criticisrn of professionals have built a 

following on both ends of the political spectrum. For those on the Left of the 

spectrum, the clear process and emphasis on community assets has breathed Me 

back into the community development movement. For those on the Right, 

McKnight7s ah-professional critique and "cm-do" theory resonated in a era of 

downsizing and off-loading, particularly with respect to community services. 

There is almost a tone of residents needing to "'pull themselves up by their 

boot-straps": a strategy not unlike Local Economic Development which wil l  seek 

to place or employ people f i s t  before fiirther addressing any real structural or 

s y s t e ~ c  problems within the community. 'Empowerment' is simply not a word 

that is used by McICnight. Instead, those most marginalized in a community are to 

be "'reconnected" as cccontributors to the community maùistream" (ibid; 347). 

How to affect and change the 'mainstream,' or at least a critique of 'mainstream' 

neglecf seems to be of little importance. Finding everyone a place in the existing 

order of things appears to be the moral of McKnightls thinking* and perhaps it is 

this passive strategy that has lead the Right to embrace this mode1 of community 

development. 

3.4 THE PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM 

McKnight7s most forceful argument is perhaps his most dishirbing: The 

professional class is at the~oot  of al l  the social and economic injustices facing 

poor communities. McKnight c d s  it the ccprofessional problem," a labelling tactic 

admitîedly bonowed fiom the civil rights movement. In the 1960s, the black 

community turned the tables and declared that the central issue was a "White 

problem. A people declared deficient and in need unshackled their labels and 

attempted to lock them on their oppressors" (McKnight: 1995; 16). McKnight is 

m g  to do the same to the professional class, and gives many examples where 

- - .- - - -- - 
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clientage is fostered, and dortunately, retained to the ongoing benefit of the 

s e ~ c e  provider. This is an ethical dilemma that is probably most acute in the 

medicd profession (which McKnight is most critical of), particuiarly in the United 

States where medical practice is a for-profit business. 

The question is multi-dimensional. Undoubtedly there are many professionals 

who are h s t  entirely motivated by profit. There are others who have corne to 

the helping professions with altniistic motives, but have assumed p atemalis tic 

roles. The ideals of individual and community empowexment are ofien lost or 

constrained within an institutionalized structure; short tirne-fiames and tight 

purse-strings confine decision-making and often limit or even eliminate 

participation nom the commmity base. Furthemore, the ability to foster tme 

participation can and WU often breakdown dong class Iines. Between the 

professional and the working classes, there may be a gulfin tems of values and 

understanding of cause and affect. Bridgùig that gulf is no easy undertaking, a 

point that has not been lost in the Planning profession: 

Planning ... is intrinsically lirnited in its potential to address organizational 
and social problems. These limits are set by uncertainty about the relations 
between cause ând effect in Our environment, ignorance of possible 
organizational and institutional behaviour and interactions, and the 
instabiiïty of the values, goals, and objectives of the people we are planning 
for. Especidy the last, increasingly critical in a changing and complex 
society, raises the spectre of unanticipated outcornes to weil-meant 
intementions (~lexancder : 1992; 127). 

Indeed the helping professions are h d a m e n t d y  based in good intentions, as 

opposed to the cmde generalization of self-seMce. Many professionals are 

motivated by social solidarity and remain committed to civic service, not simply 

for economic purposes, but rather for socio-political reasons. Instead of hoping 

for "the fall of the modernized professions and the development of new definitions 
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of good work" (McKnight: 1995; 29, professionals must embrace comxnUIilty 

developrnent more seriously by engaging in forms of mutual leaming (Friedmann: 

1987) and critical communication that can bridge the experieutial gap that exists 

between all of us. 

3.5 PLANNING ~ E O R Y  AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

There have been many attempts to link the Planning profession and the ideals of 

citizen participation and empowerment. Theories such as John Friedmann's 

Transactive Planning, John Forester' s Progressive Planning, and P au1 Davidoff s 

Advocricy Planning corne to mind. John Friedmann, for example, essentially lays 

out commmity development practice in dehning the plannefs role in an early 

theory he called Participant Planning: 

Professional planners at the local Ievel, however, must ... be abIe to rally the 
community around the common tasks, help its mernbers to Iearn about the 
problems they are facing and the avdable methods for dealing with them, 
and provide a constant stream of information about those relevant aspects, 
of the extemal environment (1973; 78). 

Friedmann wams that while participant planning is not demanding in terms of 

information (most people know the environment in which they live), it is 

extraordinarily time consuming (the institutional constraint). Assuming such a 

role within a govemmental bureaucracy, where the planner may oversee a large 

jurisdiction with dozens of communities, can lead to stress and burn-out 

(Needleman and Needleman: 1974). Added to th is  is the dilemma of divided 

loyalty: the desire to do more advocacy for constituents, while constrained by 

perceived professional expectations, or political orders. 



While there is the occasional inspiring example of planners being given the 

political green light to implement more equitable processes for the 

'unincorporated' of ~ociety,~ planning in the public domain tends to be a political 

obstacle course. Charles Lindblom's (1959) descriptive theory of Disjointed 

Incrernentalisrn rernains largely the reality for traditional land use or other 

allocative foms of planning. The incrementalism is in part the result of 

negotiations that create and sustain a corporate planning process. Corporate 

planning occurs in situations where the structure of power culminates in a small 

number of influentid organizations who represent certain sectors within the social 

economy. Due to the inter-corporate negotiating and acts of appeasement, 

corporate planning is not likely to result in long-range commitments to action 

(Friedmann: 1973). As Friedmann aptly notes, the corporate planning process 

resembles, and can even replace, the political process (ibid.). 

To counter such a political process, planners have been actively engaged in fhding 

ways to plan with cornmunities. One of the fkst substantial efforts was advocacy 

planning, which evolved in the turbulent 1960s. Based on the claim that the 

'public interest' wasn't trdy being served, advocacy planning urged city planners 

to mediate the demands of the urban poor vis-à-vis state agencies (Heskin: 1980). 

Advocacy planners assumed the role of "public defenders" of the urban poor, and 

like public defenders in law courts, their work was typicdy paid by the state. 

According to Davidoff (1965; 333), the advocacy planner was needed to assist "the 

client organization to c l a m  its ideas and to give them expression." As it tumed 

3. There are exceptions. Knimhoiz, Clavel and Forester have provided many e.uamples of innovative 
planners, often working in unique (poiitical) situations, inside city hall, While uniqueness doesn't make 
theory, these authors do reveal systernatic processes that can buiid systems of advocacy fi-om tvithin' (see 
Krumholz and Clavel: 1994; and Clavel: 1986). 
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out, "the notion of advocacy fit quite codortably into the reality of pluralist 

politics, with planners giving the poor a professional voice to defend their 

'interests' in an arena where other, better-zndowed groups were aheady busy with 

advocates of their own contending for a share of the available resources" 

(Friedmann: 1987; 300). 

Many advocacy planners, and the agencies that they worked for, gradually moved 

their practices into the field of community development (Heskin: 1980). The 

contradictions in both theory and practice took its toll. Advocacy planners, 

typically white, middle class outsiders, struggled in their work with poor 

communities of colour. They could get community CO-operation on issues of 

defense, but as outsiders, they could not bring c o d t i e s  together to plan. "For 

rnany, who had taken up the challenge of b ~ g i n g  about a just society, advocacy 

planning had meant the leaming of the limits of their professional cornpetence" 

(ibid; 60). In Robert Goodman's (197 1; 18 1) reflection, the alternative to 

professional intervention would be to have professionals become part of their 

communities' search for new ways of living; to be "part of, rather than an expert 

for, cultural change." 

Being "part of' the solution, that is, being part of commuaity, would probably suit 

sustainabïlity and commUIÙty development theorists. However, it may corne into 

conflict with the ego of professionals. Take, for example John Friedmann, who, 

on the one hand, is one of the more radical planning theorists, but on the other, is 

endlessly broadening the professional attributes that distinguish planners £iom all 

others. According to Friedmann (1987; 404), the planner must keep a "critical 

distance" fiom the group that he or she is working with. "Planners must be part of 

the action, but not entirely a part." 
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It is dZficult to see how Friedmann's radical planning would not invite the same 

"outsider" contradictions that advocacy planners encountered in the 1960s. The 
. -  

commuuity development ideology remains present, but the presence of the planner 

is s t i I l  ambiguous: 

Because it is oppositio nal, radical practice (and the planning associated 
with it) cannot be organized and sponsored by the state. The impulse for it 
m u t  corne fiom within the community itself. Self-rnob~tion, however, 
involves gaining an awareness of the promise of emancipation and 
confidence in the possibilities for change. These processes may require the 
outside intervention of 'organizzrs' and others who c m  teach both a new 
awareness and the necessary skills for a self-reliant practice (Friedmann: 
1987; 301). 

Quite clearly, Friedmann leaves the realm of mainstream planning and lands 

solidly in the debate surrounding the theory and practice of commUIiity 

development. And he rehuns to a critical point: ' teachg a new awareness. ' 

Achieving "new awareness" lies at the heart of empowexment, and can be the most 

political element of community de~elopment.~ 

The question of awareness is important. It was noted earlier that John McKnight's 

ccasset-based" theory was in opposition to a ccneeds-driven" approach to 

development. However, it is unredistic to ignore needs or systemic problems 

within communities. Instead, the question of 'need' m u t  be probed in a critical 

way. John Loxley (1986) argues that the deprivation and lack of economic 

opportunities that pervade many communities in fact limts the knowledge of 

possibilities available to them. "People cannot be expected to want what they have 

no knowledge of. In addition, these circumstances of deprivation serve to 

constrain the ambitions and aspirations of communities" (ibid; 13). He goes on to 

4. The most comprehensive study of conscienceness-raising can be found in Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed (New York: Continuum) 1970. 

- - .- 
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argue that the 'felt needs' of poor communities ofien tum out to be relatively few 

in number, relatively general in nature and very limited by the narrow view of 

what is possible. Challenging the perception of what is deemed 'acceptable' is the 

fïrst step in developing a critical awareness of why thuigs are the way they are. 

One of the more recent planning theories that looks at perceptions and distorted 

information and its sources is John Forester's (1989) ccProgressive Plamer". 

Forester's work is largely derived fiom Jurgen Habermas' theory of 

communicative rationality (1984). According to Habermas, our world view - 

conceptual fi-ameworks, theories, assumptions observations - is unconsciously 

distorted by the ideology of "Scientism": the application of "objective" scientinc 

methods of investigation to people and society. Because this ideology 

systematically distorts communication, it prevents us fiom reaching 

sel£-knowledge and emancipation (Harper and Stein: 1993). 

Progressive planning practice, Forester argues, is a refinement of traditional 

advocacy planning, based on the practical recognition of systematic sources of 

misinformatioo. The progressive planner seeks to anticipate and counteract 

misinjFormation that hampers infomed and participatory planning. Planners cm 

prepare participants in the planning process to face misinformation - sometimes 

preparing them with facts,.sometimes with questions and arguments, sometimes 

with expertise, and at other times with just an early warning. "Anticipating the 

agenda-sethg attempts of established interests, planners can respond through a 

variety of informal, information-brokering roles, keenly attuned to the timuig of 

the planning process, its stages and procedures, and the interests and perceptions 

of the of the participants all dong the way" (Forester: 1989; 46). 
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This theory of progressive planning doesn't m e r  greatly fiom Friedmann's 

Participant Planning7 except in that it is more clear that the planner can control 

information and assist the client group through a bureaucratic system. It may not 

be an ideal example of the professional and non-professional interplay of 

community development, but it is a normative and more realistic description of 

how planning may interact with community, particularly disempowered 

communities. 

3.6 PRAGMATIC INCREMENTALlSM AS A MODEL 

Forester's theoxy is based largely on practical experiences of attempting to solve 

real problerns. Similarly, if we are to look for an appropriate mode1 for planners in 

relation to comunity development, we should also consider practical experïence 

first as a means for prescribing the planner's role. Incrementalist theory c m  be 

incorporated in this endeavour, and more appropnately a reconstituted fonn of the 

theov known as Pragmatic Incrementalism (Harper and Stein; 1997) rnay serve 

well as a means for theoretical explorations of comunity development and 

linkages to the Planning profession. 

Pragmatic Incrementalism is largely a re-work of Charles Lindblom's (1959) 

theory of Disjointed Incrementalism. In looking back at Lindblom's two 

normative arguments for Disj ointed Incrementalism, we find ùiteresting challenges 

and supports for the ideals of cornrnunity development. The fbst is that 

incrementalism accepts the reality of constraints and works within them 

(Lindblom; 1959). Arguably such decisions are bound to be more effective in 

achieving goals than ones which ignore reality. Conversely, with respect to 

community developmenf constraints can and will complicate the development 

process and may be the reason why an organizing effort has started. Accepting 
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constraints will undoubtedly impede or diminish the emancipative goals or 

empowering ideals of community development. For long-tem sustainable 

community development, maintenance and momentum for the process rnay rely on 

incremental steps that ensure srnd achievements towards larger goals. The sense 

of empowement may be muted in the process, but this need not be considered 

failure. Self-esteem might be more readily achieved if done in or through 

incremental steps. Without initial boosts to self-esteem, empowement over the 

long-tem is vimially imp~ssible.~ 

The second normative argument is that Incrementalist politics "help maintain the 

vague general consensus on basic values ... that many believe is necessay for 

widespread voluntary acceptance of democratic government" (Lindblom; 1979: 

520). The argument for fair play and shared basic values can take the community 

development process a long way. In civil society, disadvantaged comunities 

need not be left behind or neglected. A community development process will 

often ask the greater community to jus* its acquiescence and resultant neglect, 

and at what expense. 

Harpes and Stein's re-work of hcrementalism puts an interesting 'spin' on the 

theory which may make it a valuable tool for analyzing and implementing 

community development practice. Their Pragmatic Incrementalism consists of six 

important elements : 

1. In a dernocratic society, change must take place within a consensudiy-held 
fiamework of sameness, 

2. The test of good policy is agreement (consensus). 

5. Conversation with Farley Cates (reader for practicum). 
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3. Consensus cornes out of partisan debate through a dialogic process which 
has been referred to as Wide Reflective Equilibrium. 

4. Ends and means are not separately chosen; ends emerge and evolve in 
process- 

5.. Social ' theory' is ad hoc, constantly modified by practice. 
6. Change occurs through successive incrernental steps, by trial and error (1997: 12). 

One the most applicable aspects of Xncrementalism is its allowance for tnal and 

error. A cornrnuaity development process can be a highiy unpredictable activity 

and rnay require risk taking- The uncertainty with respect to supporters, allies and 

real or perceived opponents, the ability of the comunity to produce leaders, the 

dynamics of group buiiding and interpersonal conflicts, ail these and other factors 

create complex challenges for planning action. Moreover, because comunity 

development practice focuses on finding alternatives to unique problems, the 

search for solutions may chmge through trial and error. The Incremental approach 

is a learnhg system (Sager: 1997), and the same can be said of community 

development: "@Z]ach comnUILity situation is Merent  and much is learned fiom 

the doing. In fact, we are al l  learning as the field of comrnunity developrnent 

evolves" (Frank and Smith; 2000: 25). The application of trial and error may in 

fact stimulate creativity and make it possible to exploit some of the unintended 

effects. Albert Hirchman (1967: 13) puts it this way: 

Creativity aiways cornes as a surprise to us; therefore we can never count 
on it and we dare not believe in it until it has happened. In other words, we 
would not consciously engage upon tasks whose success clearly requires 
that creativity be forthcorning. Hence, the only way in which we can bMg 
our creative resources fùly into play is by misjudging the nature of the 
task, by presenting it to ourselves as more routine, simple, undemanding of 
genuine creativity than it will turn out to be. 

Aside fkom the results of decision-making, which Disjointed Incrementalisrn tends 

to focus on, Harper and Stein's approach focuses more on the way in which the 

decision is justifïed. "Precise predictive theory which would allow manipulation 
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and control of social behaviour is impossibIe" (Harper and Stein: 1997; 15). 

Incrementalism requires no such meta-narrztive, but rather bases actions pnimanly 

on experience: 

'Social theory' attempts to give an account of the structure and 
finctioning of society which may lead to (Le. cause) social conditions, 
values, and changes in thern. Its perspective is extemal to the society. 
Lindblom advocated emphasizing an intemal or participant's perspective. 
Then the concern is not the cause of change, but its justification ,... For 
an extemal (social theov) perspective to be relevant, it must be 
interpreted into context by those who are situationally located. This is 
the ody way that its application can be justined (ibid.: 15). 

To evaluate and justi& decisions within Pragmatic Incrementalism, Harper and 

Stein promote the Rawlsian (1971) notion of 'Wide Reflective Equilibnum" 

(WRE). The WRE process is based on a coherent set of beliefs which include a 

number of components. First, we are asked to consider our own moral judgements 

and intuition. We all have personal values that shape and define our own personal 

world Mew. How these values correspond or conflict with the task at hand is ofien 

ignored or repressed. Second, a set of normative, substantive andor procedural 

ethical principles need to be identified. And fïnally, a set of background theories 

are used to h&lp evaluate and jus* both judgements and principles. According to 

Daniels (1985), these background theories may incorporate both ethical notions 

(different fiom the normative ethical principles held), and empirical theories and 

observations. ..- 

Applying this Gramework to the decision-making process in cof~llllunity 

developrnent may provide the best evaluative nIter for a professional working in a 

commufulty-based process. Justification for planned actions must dign within an 

'overlapping consensus' that is a combination of judgement, intuition, and 

normative ethical principles tested by extemal theory and empirical observations. 
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3.7 CONCLUSION 

Working in poor communities with LUnited resources can present more challenges 

than the practitioner can deal with. The main challenge is to involve the 

commUIUlty and foster community control of the development process; a process 

that ofien requires the community to change ideas and values as a prerequisite to 

any substantial change. Sustaining community participation in this process can be 

diiEcult, largely because of the intangibles involved The wider plank of 

commuuity economic development is likely to produce quicker and more tangible 

results for residents which, in turn, will sustain participation and momentum. 

There are obvious luikages between the planning profession and the comunity 

development field. However, the planning role in commUZLity development has not 

been easy to theorize or practice. Since community development is dynamic, "a 

h e d  blueprint for the perfect commtmïty development process is unrealistic. It is 

better to plan a fiamework that provides guidance and adapt it as the situation 

evolves" (Frank and Smith; 1999; 25). Community development and CED theory 

will often cite strategic planning as part of the development process, and this alone 

could preclude the need to i d e n t .  a complementary planning theory. While there 

are many examples of proceedural theory, a normative theory that is sensitive to 

the organizational and interpersonal dynamics in community development is 

wanting. 

The theory of Advocacy Planning and its transformation in the field was perhaps 

the most interesting marriage between community development and planning. 

However, practitioners struggled with their roles and often found themselves as 

ccoutsiders" who couldn't organize a sustained interest in community development- 
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John McKnight's work on asset-based commlIILity development provides some 

innovative guidelines for practice, but offers Little to resolve the gulfbetween the 

professional and members of a communïty. It is perhaps this gap, be it cultural, 

class or values, that creates one of the biggest challenges to practice. Therefore, 

theones that promote effective communication could be the most appropriate 

vehicles h m  which to engage practice. John Friedmann's Mutual Leaming and 

John Forester's progressive planning practice are some of the more practicd 

theories regarding this. 

Community development tends to be a leaming process for all involved. The 

same is said of Incremental Planning (Sager: 1997), where leaming, often by trial 

and enor, is expected. Stanley Stein and Thomas Harper's theory of Pragmatic 

Incrementalism, a modification of Disjointed hcrementalism, is a planning theoxy 

that can both help explain the commuuïty development process and guide it. 

Incremental planning theory works well with the variety of social theories that are 

embodied by community development. Goals and theories regarding community 

control, empowerment and sustainability cannot be treated as precise predictive 

theory. As a resulf community development will offen proceed through trial and 

error, making incremental gains towards its goals. Pragmatic Tncremetalism 

recognizes these realities and prescribes a means to clearly i d e n m  jus* and 

maintain chosen goals. .- 

The core of Stein and Harper's theory is the use of Wide Reflective Equilibrium 

(WRE) . The WRE process involves seeking CO herence amongst ethical principles 

and theories and reflecting on these with one's own judgemnts and intuitions, as 

well as incorporahg background theories. As a communicative tool, the WRE 

can be used by the practitioner to provide a structured debate within the 
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community development process. The starting point would be to seek agreement 

on an 'overlapping consensus' of shared moral p ~ c i p l e s ,  values and empirical 

facts. In this way the WRE can also help bridge the class and value divide that 

may separate the practicioner and comuni ty  members. 

The following chapter details the development of the North End Houskg  Projecc 

which is largely based in CED theory. The subsequent chapter will review the 

project using Pragmatic Incrementalism. 
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4.0 ~ U N C H I N G  THE HOUSING PROJECT: 

AN OVERVIEW 

4.1 BACKGROUND 

Winnipeg's Old North End is one of Canada's most famous neighbourhoods. The 

North End is heralded by many as a place of working class struggle, a birthplace of 

- Canadian radicalism, and the heartland of support for the General S trike of 19 19, 

the subsequent career of J.S. Woodsworth, and social democratic politics. For 

almost the entire history of Winnipeg's municipal govemance, the working class 

North and the wealthy South have been at odds. Sm today, many "North Enders", 

including those who moved further north into West Kildonan, consider themselves 

ccfighters". 

The Merences were once welI defhed. The neighbourhoods adjacent to the 

Canadian Pacinc Rail yards were generally known as the North End of the original 

city. There was a class division: working class and radical politics in the North, 

and middle and managerial classes and conservative politics in the South. 

Additionally, there was an ethnic division with an immigrant population of east 

Europeans in the North a white Anglo-saxon population in the South. 

During Stephen Juba's tenure as mayor, the class and ethnic conflict largely died 

d o m .  This was largely due to a rapid population decline in the North End after 

World War II. The Old North End was changing. Between 1941 and 1996, the 
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population deched by 62 percent fiom approximately 47,000 to 17,800.~ As the 

population moved into new suburban areas, businesses died or moved on. Today, 

the commercial strip on Selkirk Avenue is only a shadow of the once-vibrant 

commUI1ity hub. Long-term home owners who have kept their houses weli 

maintained increasingly h d  themselves surrounded by deterioratkg housing, 

often boarded-up and abandoned For many outsiders, the North End is a typicak 

landscape of despair, "where the seedy bars of North Main Street empty into an 

area of poor-quality housing, low educational attainment, high unemploymenf and 

visible poverty" (Hiebert: 1992; 92). For residents, crime, arçon and youth gang 

violence have brought greater instability to the neighbourhood. 

The North End is in transition, but remains a rich multi-cultural neighbourhood. 

People of Ukrainian and Polish ongin continue to represent a signincant 

proportion of the population, and more recentiy Filipino and other immigrants 

have made the North End home (see Appendix A). However, people of Aboriginal 

origin now represent the fastest-growing community. In 199 1, William Whyte had 

the highest number of Aboriginal persons of any neighbourhood in Winnipeg. 

Aboriginal schools, churches, businesses and s e ~ c e  centres have been increasing 

rapidly, both in total numbers and capacities. 

The future of the North End is largely in the hands of Aboriginal communities. By 

and large, Aboriginal cammunities have experienced a greater sense of 

empowerment by recIaiming traditional culture, and by retuming these values to 

their own community development and political processes. The development of 

6. This is for the area bounded by the Red River to the the CPR yards to the south, Arlington Street 
to the West and Church Avenue to the north. Based on Statistic Caaada Census tracts for the area. 
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these communities, with their distinct culture and rapidly growing labour force, 

rnay re-establish the radical political dynamic once prevalent here of a 

marginalized comrnunity strugghg to gain equaiity. 

4.2 HOUSING IN THE NORTH END 

Prior to the tum of the c e n m  intense immigration coincided with a major 

extension of the CPR yards. Land around the yards attracted wholesale and 

manufacturing h s ,  but its value as residential property plummeted. With low 

land values, and with proximity to work, the North End naturally became the 

destination of poor immigrants. Since Winnipeg had no large stock of old housing 

to accommodate the large Mux of immigrants, a great demand rose for new and 

cheap dwellings. To meet this demand, large tracts of land in the North End were 

purchased, developed and sold to newcomers. In order to make large profits, the 

developers squeezed the land: most lots are only twenty-five or thïrty-three feet 

wide (Artibise: 1977). While some developers built solid housing, many houses 

have not stood the test of t h e .  

Although the North End was h o w n  for its slums at the tum of the century, its 

quatity of community did improve as the various immigrant communities settled 

and prospered. This prosperity arose not only fkom the rapid rate of growth that 

Winnipeg experienced in the £irst half of the century but also due to the North End 

co~~ll~lunity maturing as a whole, with a wide range of industry, commerce and 

services. However, dong with the upward mobility of its population came the 

desire to ccmove-up" to larger and better housing in the neighbouring suburban 

areas. Movement out of the c o ~ a m ~ t y  started after World War II. This 

movement would see those families with the higher disposable incorne leaving, 

and subsequently the slow but steady divestment o f  a vibrant commerce. 
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Aside fiom the growing Aboriginal population, there is not an overwhelming 

demand for housing at the turn of this century. There is plenty of cheap and 

affordable housing, but it is in very poor condition. There are also a lot of 

bungalows and one and a hdf  storey houses, which are exceedingly small by 

today's standards. Many of the larger houses have been divided into one and two 

bedroom rental units. The high vacancy rate combined with low market rents 

indicate that there isn't a huge demand for residency in the North End. 

Generally, the population that chooses to move into the North End are doing so 

because the rents and housing prices are amongst the lowest in the city. However, 

people also choose to move back into the comunity because they have grown up 

here and are more comfortable with the sense of community, which is greater in 

many respects than in other neighbourhoods. People also move to the North End 

simply to be closer to family rnembers. 

The quality of the existing rental stock in the North End varies, but is generdy 

observed to be in a continual and sharp deche. Landlords who have managed to 

keep up the standard of their properties seem to be in the muiority. Because of the 

overall decline of the neighbourhood, today's market rents for the immediate area 

allow little or no profit margin for the private landlord. As a result, many 

landlords re-invest the bare minimum into their properties in order to try and 

realize some profit This short term gain obviously leads to a long-term loss, as 

the quality and the marketability of the house deteriorates, which subsequently 

affects the entire neighbourhood. 

In some cases, landlords known as '~slumlords" can add signincantly to the 

neighbourhood's decline. The successfùl s l d o r d  will be able to purchase homes 
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outri& or will only need to mortgage a small amount which is amortized over a 

short period of time. The typical condition of slum housing will ofien consist of 

poorly laid-out living units carved out of a former single family house. Flooring, 

kitchen, windows, wiring and plumbing will be older and in need of replacement. 

Heating of these houses is most problematic, and always a contentious issue in 

wintere7 In many cases, the only new systems in a slum house are the hot water 

tank and the fumace. In a house with poor or broken windows and minimal 

insulation, if any, the fumace will nm constantly in the winter. An older fumace 

cannot keep up with the demand, wiLl fail, and will need replacement. Adding to 

the demand on the system is the likelihood that the filter of the h a c e  is not being 

replaced or cleaned. If air intake cannot easily reach the heat exchanger, then the 

furnace will simply burn more fuel since its intake is obstructed and heated air is 

not promply retuming to living areas. If the households that are in these buildings 

are on social assistance, and the govement  is paying the u.tility bas ,  then there is 

Little concem for how much natural gas is consumed; the bill will be paid by the 

public purse and the landlord may be able to keep the tenants relatively wam and 

happy- 

In the William Whyte neighbourhood, 62.5 percent of the houses were built before 

1946, and another 21 percent between 1946 and 1960. Almost haIf of the houses 

are in need of repair: 16.1 -percent in need of major repairs, 28 -5 percent needing 

minor repairs, and 55 percent require only regular maintenance. Half the houses 

7. Social workers at Hope Centre HeaIth Care, a partnet in the North End Housing Projecc are often 
caiied-upon to advocate for tenants in substandard housing. Disputes with landlords are frequently about 
heating issues where the house is too draughty or where the landlord has fixed the thermostat in winter to 
try and minimize rising heaîing costs- 
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are single-detached while all other units, includuig apartments, account for the 

other half.. Home ownership continues to deche, and was at 39 percent in 1996.~ 

In 1996, the average assessed value of houses in William Whyte was $43,983. 

However, property tax assessments in the inner-city are much higher than market 

values. Accordùig to the Winnipeg Real Estate Board, the average 1991 selling 

price in the 4A which includes all  of William Whyte, was $32,600. That 

number rose to $33,500 by 1993, but after that market value has plummeted. By 

1999 the average selling pnce was hovering just above $19,000. 

4.3 THE BEGINNINGS OF THE NORTH END HOUSING PROJECT 

The creation of the N ~ t h  End Housing Project was a tentative and fiagmented 

process. The need to do something about the housing conditions in the north end 

is apparent to everyone who lives or works here. For Betty Edel, a social worker 

then working with Hope Centre Health Care, advocacy work for her clients often 

involved dealing with substandard housing. She, dong with a community 

development worker fiom the Comunity Education Development Association 

(CEDA) started to hold community meetings around housing. At the time, the 

federal govenunent had just pulled out of its role in providing for social housing. 

Non-profit groups most active in the North End using govemment subsidy were 

Kinew Housing, an Aboriginal non-profit corporation and the City's Winnipeg 

Housing and Rehabilitation Corporation. Other groups active in the North End 

8. AU figures are fiom the 1996 census. 

9. The 4A a r a  is bounded by the Red River to the east, CPR Yards to the south, Arlington Street to the 
West, and Mountain Avenue to the north, 
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included Aiyawin Corporation, Payuk Housing Co-op @ o h  groups Aboriginal) 

and M.A.P.S. Housing Co-op. 

The latter CO-op came together towards the end of the 1980's and established a 

housing stock of 42 units before govemment funding dned up. M.A.P.S. Co-op, 

onginally intended to revitalize an area within the streets of Mowntain, Andrews, 

Pan  and S e k k ,  was largely a project of CEDq and in many respects a precursor 

to the North End Housing Project. The M.A.P.S. project allowed for a scattered 

CO-op that would help to revitalize a part of the North End. It renovated some 

houses, but largely built new two-storey side-b y-side duplexes. Land acquisition 

for this project was scattered vacant properties, or slum properties which were 

acquired and demolished. Only one cctypical" CO-operative complex was created, a 

14 unit townhouse complex which is adjacent to the Dufferin Avenue industrial 

and commercial area. Another "cluster" was created on Manitoba Avenue, in an 

attempt to turn around a deteriorated block on that Street. This cluster was the 

most signincant attempt to use the CO-op program not to just produce social 

housing units but also to try and achieve revitalization. 

Because of the cancellation of the federal programs, CEDAys administration felt it 

was important to fïnd a way to continue a housing revitalization strategy. Richard 

Dilay, a community development worker with CEDA, was assigned to help 

explore a housing strategy with Hope Centre. Besides Betty Edel, the executive 

Director of Hope Centre HeaLth Care, Helen Wythe, also became involved in the 

strategy sessions around housing. For approximately two years meetings were 

held at Hope Centre. Most participants were professionals who worked in the area 

or who had expertise in housing. At tirnes program officers fiom Manitoba 

Housing participated in the meetings. Instmctors and students fiom the University 



of Manitoba's ber-city access programs (Winnipeg Education Centre: WEC) ais0 

participated, providing surveys and research on housing conditions. Ostensibly 

this group was to provide the proof and rationale for why governments needed to 

remain instrumental in the provision of afXordable and decent housing. However, 

momentum waned as govemments continued to announce m e r  austerity in a.U 

sectors of public prograrns. Dilay was to be moved to the West Broadway 

neighbourhood, and Helen Wythe left Hope Centre, leaving Edel as the remaining 

organizer fkom this initiative. 

Frustrated by the lack of resdts, Edel changed the housing forum fiom a 

professional base to a community base. hspired by the community land trust 

mode1 fiom the United States, Edel looked for ways that housing could be 

undertaken fiom the grassroots. At that tirne, Edel was also on the Board of 

Directors of CEDA, and was in regular contact with Tom Simms, the Executive 

Director of CEDA. Simms was the catalyst of the M.A.P.S. housing CO-op, and 

urged that any new housing initiative needed to be integrated as a community 

economic development (CED) strategy. 

M e r  a short time of organizing a handfd of residents, the North End Housing 

Project was incorporated in the Spring of 1996.L0 The goals and objectives of the 

organization were still quite general in nature, emphasizing a healthy commdty 

philosophy with Bordable and quality rental housing renovated by local labour. 

In the incorporation process the o r g e a t i o n  indicated its interest to "move k t0  

the area of commULUty land trust?', but was denied by Consumer and Corporate 

10. Just More incorporation, the author of this study had moved into the neighbourhood and became 
active in the project a s  a voiunteer. 
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Affairs as there was concern with the term "trust" and the designation of such an 

entity. 

Overd participation in these initial years was low, with a relatively high tum-over 

of participants. The low participation c m  perhaps be attributed to a lack of 

promise. While the organizntion had good intentions, it had no real resources to 

actually create affordable housing. The organization stmggled to maintain any 

momentum. Meetings that were held often only focused on s m d  fimd-raisers and 

strategies to get other neighbours involved. Fund-raising efforts within the 

community, however, produced LMted results. This impeded a simple goal of 

purchasing and renovatïng just one house, fïnanced completely on hd-raising 

efforts. 

Meanwhile, by-laws for the structure of the Board of Directors where drawn up 

based on the Board structure for a comunïty land trust. Wording in the f i s t  

by-law also lay the groundwork for creating a community land trust entity. 

However, gaining technical expertise for the land trust was a different matter. A 

number of lawyers were consulted but would not commit to the undertaking of 

adapting the land trust mode1 to Canadian law. 

The tuming point for the organization came, indirectly, with the awarding of a 

Samuel and Saidye Brod5nan Family Foundation grant to CEDA and Hope 

Centre. The two organizations had submitted a proposal for a "sustainable 

cornrnunity" demonstration project based on employment and housing for a 

Winnipeg inner-city neighbourhood. While Board members of the North End 

Housing Project were never consulted around such a proposal, it did call for an 

"Inner City Community Land Trust" as one component of the project. The 



proposal, titled "Just Housing" and authored by Simms, laid out a number of broad 

and ambitious goals: 

To strengthen the neighbourhod economy by developing cornmunity econornic 
developrnent strategies to stop Ieakages for housing expenditure, incomes and 
profits from an identified inner city neighbourhood in the core area of Winnipeg. 

To develop and co-ordioate a community based working group with a local credit 
union, Canirda Mortgage and Housing Corporation and uuier city housing 
organizations to develop a cornmunity based financing mode1 for inner city 
non-profit housing for low income familes in an identified inner cïty 
neighbourhood in the core area of Wm-peg, 

To develop and CO-ordinate a community based working group with the municipal 
governmenf a local credit union, community groups and inner city housing 
organizations to develop a working model for an Inner City Comrnunity Land 
Trust in order to assemble land for inner city non-profit housing for low income 
fàmilies in an identified inner city neighbourhood in the core area of Winnipeg. 

To develop and co-ordinate a community based working group with local 
cornrnunity residents, cornmunity groups, a local credit union, provincial and 
f e d e d  govemment to develop a workiog model for convedng an identifieci public 
houshg project to a community owned inner non-profit housing for low income 
fknilies, 

To develop and CO-ordinate a comunity based working group with Iocal 
cornmunity residents, cornmuai& groups, a locd credit union, church groups, and 
service organizations to develop a workhg model for raising equity fUnds for inner 
city non-profit housing for low incorne families in an idenrified huer city 
neighbourhood in the core area of Winnipeg. (CEDAHope Centre: 1996; 3) 

Although the Bronfhan's Urban Issues program provided up to $30,000 per year 

for three years, the undertaking would take longer and would change with t h e .  
.- 

While overly ambitious in scale and scope, what probably influenced the 

Foundation the most was an initial tour of Winnipeg's North End. The hi& need 

for action and the fact that housing could be acquired for less than $10,000 

presented a real opportunity for a high impact and high profile project. 
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The fïrst goal of the hst Housing project, community economic development, is 

the main focus of this study. Ostensibly this goal seeks the retention of money in 

the local economy by employing local residents via housing renovations, and by 

creating ownership of property within the community, rather than seeing rent 

moneys fiow out of the comrnunïty to absentee landlords. Specincally, the job 

creation goal was to be achieved through renovation crews which hired local 

people. This goal would be achieved, but not until the year d e r  the initial three 

year funding block. 

The "captUnng7' of rents wodd fall to community-based housing corporations, in 

this case the North End Housing Project, although this too would come in the 

fourth year, and under circumstances that differ greatly nom what was onginally 

proposed. One of the main selling points of the Just Housing proposa1 was the 

cost of houses and advantages of a depressed housing market. However, the costs 

of rehabilitation in this strategy were underestimated: 

Due to lower interest rates and a depressed housing market in the inner city, 
housing c m  be purchased at a very reasonable pnce. The amount of rent that 
people are presently paying would readily cover monthly mortgage payrnents given 
inner city housing market prices. However, most low income fimilies are unable 
to corne up with the initial equity requirements for mortgage fbncing (ibid.: 3). 

The proposal M e r  suggested that "the arnount of money required to s e ~ c e  the 

monthly mortgage cos& oFa non-profit housing initiative would be weLl within the 

r e n d  guidelines of the social assistance programs" (ibid.: 4). The housing that 

has been created to date through both Just Housing and the North End Housing 

Project do not provide rents that are within the rental allowances of social 

assistance. To be fair, the proposed economic strategy could have been achieved, 

but only if the houses were to be purchased cheaply with very Little costs in 
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renovaticns. Such housing is few and far between and could pose greater costs in 

on-going maintenance. It would also require an avoidance of the most detenorated 

housing stock as rehabilitation costs would require greater mortgage loans. In 

tems of affordability for people on social assistance, the major problem is with 

ProMnce itself, which does not provide realistic allowances for rent (see section 

4.6). 

1 will detail the housing project m e r ,  but 1 will fïrst brieny summarize the four 

other goals stated in the original Just Housing proposal. Goals number 2 and 5, 

the hancing model and the model for raising equity, have both undergone 

extensive consideration, Models that were examined included the Montreal 

Investment Fun& which saw a combination of regular mortgage funds and second 

mortgage investors. To date, discussions around fiaucing and equity have been 

taken up by the Inner City Housing Coalition, which is currently pursuing a 

foundation structure rather than an investors scheme (see Appendix B). 

The third goal of undertaking a community land trust was never seriously 

considered by the Just Housing project. The model has been considered by the 

North End Housing Project, and more recently by a housing goup in the West 

Broadway neighbourhood The Winnipeg Housing and Rehabilitation 

Corporation, dong with the City, have also been pursuing discussions arouiid 

"land bankingYi for the purposes of setting aside properties for non-profit groups. 

The fourth goal, converting a public housing project, was in reference to the Lord 

S e k k  Park housing developments owned and operated by Manitoba Housing. 

This was not addressed as part of the Just Housing project, however, CEDA is 

supporting an initiative which would see tenant management of the complex. 
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4.4 THE J .  HOUSING DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

Funding began to flow by the summer of 1996 and Richard Dilay was re-assigned 

to the Norîh End as the CO-ordinator of the project. The ikst task undertaken was 

the recniitment of voluntsry advisors and the establishment of four workulg groups 

to explore the Merent  components of housing development." Adding to the 

complexity of this undertaking was the establishment of a steerhg cornmittee 

which was to oversee the process. The foUowing four committees were 

established: 

Mortgage Financing Committee. The purpose of this group was to determine the 

mitena for accessing mortgage £ïnancing for the project. Much of the discussion 

which took place here was the need for Canada Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation (CMHC) to treat non-profit housing organizations the same as the 

private sector in order to allow non-profits to start projects with 15% equity, rather 

than requiring 25%. 

Fund-raising Cornmittee. This cornmittee looked at methods for securing 

funding required to establish equity or downpayments in future housing projects. 

Absentee landlords were offering to give away properties for a tax receipt, and the 

immediate task at hand was to detemine which organization would issue 

charitable tax receipts. CEDA initially volunteered this fûnction and amended its 

by-laws to allow this mandate. Other questions around hd-raising campaigns 

and possible investor models were explored with this group. 

11- The advisors were principaiiy professionds who were currently invoIved in housing or financing. 
Residents were intended to be part of these working groups, but only the author of this study and Betty 
Ede1 attended as residents of the targeted neighbourhood. 
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Construction Committee. This committee was to detennïne the feasibility of 

renovation versus new construction. While there w a  an attempt to examine 

built-form and costs in this group, discussions often centred around mortgage costs 

for each house and whether this operating expense, among others, codd be 

covered by the local market rents. 

Planning Committee. The purpose of this committee was to identify an 

appropriate development mode1 and tenure system. Employment creation fiom 

housing renovations was also discussed here. Models such as c o d i t y  

development corporations, CO-operatives, commwilty land trusts and rental versus 

home ownership were covered in this working group. 

This committee also debated strategy for developrnent. Under the direction of 

Tom Simms, the project would ideally pick up where M.A.P.S. housing CO-op had 

left off: p~cipaLly the area that s ~ ~ ~ o u n d s  William Whyte Community School and 

Andrews Street Family Centre. The rationale for contiming housing development 

here was largely predicated on these community driven institutions and their 

ability to support a greater community-building process. A cluster approach 

would provide an easier means to organize and support residents, moving the 

initiative beyond just housing and towards building community. Without question 

there would be multiple benefits with such a strategy, but in the initial stages of 

the demonstration project the ability to renovate in a concentrated cluster of homes 

was a moot point: due to a lack of capital, the project had to take what it could get, 

which meant a scattered acquisition process. 

Some committee members questioned the wisdom of tackiing the 'core of the rot'. 

For the North End, the core was roughly bordered by Main Street to the east, 
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Bunows Avenue to the north, McGregor Street to the west and Selkirk Avenue to 

the south. This area represented approximately 40% of the Wiuiam Whyte 

neighbodood and approximately 25% of North End Housing's boundary. l2 The 

west end of this area is the M.A.P.S./Wfiarn Whyte School area descnbed above, 

while the east end, known as Pritchard Park, became the centre of an arson 

epidemic. Eariy in the demonstration project there was nervousness around the 

prospect of acquiring anything within Pritchard Park. It was fek that the area was 

too destabilized and that the housing project would have a difficult time keeping 

anyone as long-tem residents in this area The hi& number of bumt garbage bins 

and abandoned garages here were only a precursor of worse things to corne. The 

more conservative suggestion was to tackle revitalization by moving fkom the 

"outside in": to develop the orgariization in more stable parts of the neighbourhood 

and then tackle more difficult areas after a solid operational base was developed. 

For a time, it wasn't clear which strategic development area would be chosen. It 

was clear, however, that there should not be a .  "either/or" approach. In particular, 

if a cluster target area was to be decided upon, the housing organization should 

still be fkee to take other projects when opportunities cl-early presented themselves. 

This meant thit a scattering of acquisitions would be still reasonable to expect. 

While there were some good results and direction coming out of these working 

groups, the four meetings plus the s t e e ~ g  cornmittee became overkill in a short 

time. Too often each group would veer off its mandate and instead debate wider 

12. The North End Housing Project defineci its catchment areas as bounded by Main Street to the east, 
Mountain Avenue to the notth, Arlington Street to the W e s t  and Dufferin Avenue to the south, Using City 
of Winnipeg dennitions, the William White neighbourhood falls entirely within NEHP boundaries 
( c o v e ~ g  approximately 2/3 of the ara) while four other neighbourhoods share the north and south 
edges. 
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issues which almost always involved the mandates of the other committees. This 

redundancy, combined with the fiequency of the meetings, soon led to what 

Simms aptly describes as "andysis paralysis". The meetings did provide general 

guidelines or parameters in which to start the demonstration projecf and they also 

flagged a number of issues which continue to challenge development to this day. 

The Grst issue was the level of market rents in the area, and the fact that the high 

number of w e k e  recipients in the neighbourhood was in fact dictating the level 

of rents for the area. Furthexmore, based on the experience of existing social 

housing corporations in the North End, it was clear that operating costs could 

easily out-strip the amount of rent revenue created. This led to a second looming 

issue, that being the need for govemment participation to subsidize rehabilitations. 

Opinions ranged dramatically, fiom the view that subsidy wasn't needed thanks to 

low house pices and ample room to mortgage renovations, to the opinion that 

such an undertaking wouldn't be possible without some sort of subsidy. In 

hindsight this debate should have been closely examined in the initial stages, as it 

became clear that subsidy would be required if employment was also part of the 

goal. 

A &al issue which wasn't examined thoroughly in the initial stages of the Just 

Housing project was the costs of housing rehabilitation and new home 

construction. The construction cornmittee met least fiequenliy of the five 

committees and was the least resourced. A more detailed examination of 

construction costs could have provided a basis of information that the other 

committees needed and lacked. 
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4.5 m~ RENOVATION W N I N G  PROGRAM 

All of these issues would eventudy be encountered in the launch of the 

demonstration project Richard Dilay would leave CEDA within the £ h t  year of 

the projecc after successfidly creating a housing renovation training program that 

would train social assistance recipients in construction skills. I 3  The North End 

Housing Renovation Training Program (otherwise lmown as the Just Housing 

Training Program) was b d e d  by Human Resources Developrnent Canada 

(HEWC), one of the federal partners in the Winnipeg Development Agreement 

(WDA)14. The six month training program was basically a copy of a program run 

three years earlier by the Mennonite Central Commitîee and Winnipeg Habitat for 

HumitZiity. The only dinerence with the Just Housing training proposa1 was the 

placement of the bainees after graduation. The initial proposal hoped to train 15 

individuals and to take several of the graduates and create an incubated renovation 

company. The trainees would receive small business management training as part 

of the six month program. The renovation company would be worker-rnanaged, 

sheltered by a large flow of renovation projects, and would receive support form 

SEED Winnipeg (Supporthg Employment and Economic Development) in 

establishing itself 

The business management training would not take place with this group or my of 

the other training sessions that followed. Three years later, with the training 

program still intacf the project finally launched a renovation company with a 

13. With the departure of Richard Dilay, the author of this study was hired as the project CO-ordinator for 
the demonstration project 

14. The WDA was a tri-partite govemmental strategy for programs and developments in Winnipeg, 
effective for a five year penod between 1995 and 2000. The City of Winnipeg and the Province of 
Manitoba witnessed slower impkrnentation penods and therefore continued fiinding project beyond 
March 2000. 
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journepan carpenter and five graduates of the training program. This enterprise 

isn't a worker-managed entity, as previously envisioned, but its establishment is a 

major achievement given al l  of the obstacles encountered. 

The creation of the training program provided the vehicle fkom which strategies 

and practice were tested. The training courses spent only two months in a 

classroom, while the remaining four months were spent working on a houe. 

CEDA acquired houses for rehabilitation and axranged building mortgages to cover 

material and sub-trade costs. The mortgage loans arranged were typically 75% of 

the estimated end value of the property after renovations. A $40,000 value would 

therefore leverage a $30,000 loae 

Project management of the projects undertaken by the training program 

encountered hancial constraints. Out of the 8 renovations in the 3 year 

demonstration period, 4 projects struggled with the budgets created, and 2 projects 

saw cost ovemins of approximately $1,500 each. l5 The fact that the training 

program struggled with the fïnancing wasn't surprising. The loans not only 

covered renovation costs, but also had to cover legal and acquisition fees, utilities, 

property taxes, insurance, appraisals, engineering reports, etc. Furthemore, the 

fact that the demonstration project had no workuig capital led to some creative 

acquisitions. Out of the 8 -projects, three houses were donations. While these 

project costs were easier on the fiont end, the ability to *ce the extensive 

renovations were generally much more diiEcult. l6 For houses which were 

15. The training program was often kept busy by other non-profit organizations with renovation projects, 
however, the majority of the field work was undertaken with houses purchased by CEDA- 

16. The third donated house was the Ieast problematic, as hnancing included a $12,000 Residential 
Rehabilitation Assistance Program grant. 
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acquired on the market, the credit union recognized that the training labour 

provided an equity position, and permitted CEDA to tap into its lùie-of-credit to 

rnake the initial downpayments for house purchases. In such cases, the renovation 

and overhead budgets were simply the size of the mortgage less the purchase pnce 

of the house, l7 

4.6 MANAGING THE INITIAL HOUSlNG STOCK 

The $3 0,000 debt load would become the benchmark for determining if a property 

could be acquired and renovated within that amount. The loan represented the 

iargest operating cost duRng the rental of the house. Other operating costs 

included insurance, property taxes, management fees, maintenance reserve and 

replacement reserves. To cover these costs the housing initiative set rents between 

$450 and $500 per month with utilities to be paid by the tenantdg These rents 

were average or perhaps above average for the irnmediate area but a very good 

value for the condition of the home. 

As a first step in transforming itself as a housing corporation, CEDA encouraged 

the Noah End Housing Project to ccmanage" the new homes, and to help select the 

17. In one case, Assini'boine Credit Union provided CEDA with 100% fuiancing to take a duplex the 
credit union had acquired through a foreclosure. 

18- In 1998 the proposed rent for a 4 bedrwm home was $500 per month plus utilities. The expenses 
broke d o m  to these a p p r o h t e  figures: $220 for mortgage; $1 10 for property taxes, $35 for insurance; 
$25 property management fee; $60 maintenance reserve; $50 general or replacement reserve. The 
organhtion debated hiring a property management fïrm but chose not to. In the initiai three years stafE 
from the training program were d l e d  upon to attend to maintenance issues. Eventually the corporation 
would receive fiinciing to train a person in this area To date the property management fee has not been 
c k g e d  or executeci 
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families for the homes.lg While community workers fiom CEDA were slow to 

help create a hands-on process for the North End Housing Board, the undertaking 

itseif did provide a good Iearning experience for comunity Board members. 

There were many discussions within North End Housing, fiom mernbers who were 

on social assistance themselves, that the rent level was too hi& and not accessible 

for families on assistance. The counter argument for this issue was that assistance 

rates were too low, and that if we were to have any impact in the neighbourhood 

then we had to incur these debt loads and seek a rent that could cover the operation 

expenses. This emphasis on quality of housing was to become a prominent aspect 

in fuhue h d i n g  proposals: 

The project also recopkzes that in order to provide decent, anorciable and 
relatively maintenance fiee housing, a subsidy will be required. To sirnply patch 
and païnt, to cosmeticaiiy renovate a house while ignoring other potentid 
problems, will only lead to future financiai difnculties for low-incorne home 
owners, Conversely, paying fili market value for a fully renovated house may 
lead to a high number of foreclosures for the targeted Iow-incorne families. The 
viability and sustainabiiity of long term home ownership for low-incorne families 
lies in quality housing at affordab le prices (NEHP : 199 8; 6).  

The first f d y  housed by the housing initiative was on social assistance but had a 

special rental allowance of $500 plus utilities. Until the summer of 1999, income 

assistance in Winnipeg was split between the City and the Province, with the latter 

serving longer-term recipients. iC The City' s welfâre department allo wed its workers 

to have discretion over certain allowances, and this was the case for the group of 

families housed by the initiative. However, when income assistance was 

19. Up to this point, North End Housing Project's role in the demonstration project waçn't clear. When a 
development strategy was discussed at the planning cornmittee level, it was usually " h t  Housing" that 
was referred to as the housing organization. Eventually, North End Housing was referenced as the 
possible long-term housing corporation. The reason for the slow acceptance of North End Housing was its 
fragiie state at the time. 
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amalgamated under the Provincial MUiistry of Child and Family SeMces, such 

discretionary assistance was strongly discouraged. As a result, it became much 

more difncult for the project to house people on welfare due to the gap between 

North End Housing's rents and the rental dowance fiom Provincial assistance. 

By the year 2000, the Province was still using rental allowances fïrst established in 

Table 4.1 
ProvinciaI Social Assistance 

Monthly Rental Allowance Schedule, 1993 
, Famiiy Sue 

2 

Source: Govemment of Manitoba, Miriishy of Child and Family Sewices 

4 
5 
6 

As the project matured, the selection process gravitated towards working familes. 

Although there was some effort to lobby the Provincial governent to put in place 

realistic rental allowances, the Province's Child and Family Senices would not 

make the change. In 1999, during the ProMncial election, the Inner City Housing 

Coalition, of which NEHP is a member, drew up a 23 point platform for the 

poLitical parties to endorsdo As part of the platfom the coalition asked the 

parties to '?ncrease the social assistance rental allowance to reflect cment market 

rents" and to "Increase the social rental allowance on an annual basis equivalent to 

the annual rate of inflation as measured be the Consumer Price Index." Both the 

Progressive Conservatives and the New Democratic Party (NDP) rejected large 

Basic Rent 
$285 

20. See section 4.7 for a description of the Coalition and its activities. 

Ali Inclusive Rent 
$3 87 

N.B, Basic Rent - Social Assistance pays for hydro, gas, and water 

$351 
$371 
$3 87 
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parts of the plaaonn, including an increase in rend allowances for social 

a~sis tance.~~ Further demands around this issue were muted perhaps because 

housing groups were waiting to see what program funding was being made 

available for inner city housing and commtxnity safiety. 

4.7  CU^^^^ RENEWAL'' AND WIDER ACTION ON HOUSING 

D d g  the last few months of 1998, parts of the North End undenvent "urban 

renewal", to quote one teenager in his statement to police. Within this time some 

80 incidents of arson occurred, prharily in abandoned houses and garages. The 

early warning signs were the fiequent torching of garbage bins that lïne the back 

lanes of the North End. Most of the arsonists anested were teenagers between the 

ages of 12 and 17. Bored with garbage bin fires, kids rnoved on to garages and 

abandoned houses. According to police, the kids competed to see who could get 

their arson on the fkont of the newspaper. The tactics became more sophisticated 

as the teenagers chopped holes in floors so the f ies  could spread quickly. The f i e  

department warned that it couldn't keep up. The media was quick to label the 

entire North End a "fie zone". Public demands became more clear and urgent that 

somethllig had to be done to arrest the downward spiral in the inner city. 

The cnsis got worse before it got better. As the police and fire department 

managed to get more control over the arçons in the North End, cccopy-cats" started 

in the cityys old West End. Soon the entire inner city area was labelled a "fke 

zone" and the national media was labelling Winnipeg the "mon capital" of the 

nation. The response to the cnsis was not unpredictable. Goveinments started to 

21. Only the Liberal Party endorsed the platform. Homever. the Liberals ran a poor1y organized 
campaign and elected only one member to the legislature. 
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put concrete values to the funding promises for inner city revitalization; the City 

mobilized special units to increase inspections and clean-ups, school assemblies 

were organized specinc to mon  education, and M e r  funding was approved to 

demolish a greater number of abandoned houses. Various sectors for the city were 

c a b g  for action, perhaps none as visible as the Winnipeg Free Press, whose 

editor, Nicholas Hirst, organized a forum and ordered special reports focusing on 

inner city issues. Hirst, a relative newcomer to the city, had Little good to Say for 

parts of the inner city: 

Let no one mistake what is going on in parts of our ber city. They are not 
dscaying. They have decayed. We have the crisis of urbau btight (1999; 12). 

While a forurn such as a newspaper is an important tool for infonning and shaping 

public opinion it is difEcult to gauge just how concemed Winnipegers are 

regarding inner-city distress. Winnipegers have lived with inner-city deterioration 

for yean and have largely turned a blind eye to it. There have been half-hearted 

attempts to improve areas through Core Area Initiatives I and II, and the more 

recent Winnipeg Developrnent Agreement. Fuaher attempts for urban 

revitalization are now undenvay, but one cannot help wondering if public support 

for such initiatives is a product of apathetic consent rather than emphatic concem 

for the inner-city population (see Yauk: 1973). 

..- 

The Inner City Housing Coalition felt that suburbanites should be concemed about 

older neighbourhoods, if not out of empathetic concem for people, then at least for 

their own pocket books. The Coalition was aware, just as the media and othee 

were, that a declining property base in the inner-city would translate into a higher 

proportion of the property taxes being can-ied by the suburban neighbourhoods. 
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This was one of the main wamings fÎom the Coalition as it campaigned for greater 

resources and support for revitalization. 

The Coalition itself is a loose afnliation of housing and development organizations 

that came together in 1998, several months before the arson crisis. The impetus 

for this coalition initially came out of the Just Housing project, which saw the 

need to create collective strength by establishing a shared resource base for inner 

city housing initiatives. There were two main areas that the Coalition tackled: 1) 

regdations and fees regarding rehabilitation of older homes; and 2) sustainable 

fïnancïng for inner city revitalization. The former category included a variety of 

standards and policies which had been adversely af5ecting efforts of community 

groups. Pressure around these concems were largely taken up in the form of two 

campaigns, one for the municipal eiection and the other during the provincial 

election. During these elections the Coalition drew up " b e r  City Houshg Policy 

Platforms" and asked candidates and party leaders to endorse the platfoms (see 

Appendix C). The campaigns met with relative success. Out of the 18 points 

issued for the municipal govemment 9 were adopted or partially adopted. The 25 

points issued for the provincial election had a much more arnbitious scope, 

however 10 points were adopted whole or in part. 

To get m e r  action out of both the public and private sectors, the housing 

coalition took a lead role in designing a mode1 for sustainable financing. The plan 

sou@ support fkom the banking industry and fiom private foundations. The 

largest demands feu upon the three levels of govemment to provide direct 

subsidies for housing rehabilitation. Furthemore, the Coalition called for an 

endowment fiuid, fünded by the govemments and b d t  up over a five year period, 
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which codd provide an ongoùig source of funding beyond the inital five years (see 

Appendur B). 

While the Coalition and the three govemments were unable to agee on an 

endowment h d ,  the governments did proceed on a tri-partite level to try and 

CO-ordinate campaign promises and funding commitments. The result was the 

Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness Initiative (WHHI), a single window s e ~ c e  

office which would take proposals and assemble the h d s  required. During the 

1999 Provincial election, the ~ e w  ~emocratic Party proposed a program called 

Neighbourhoods ALive, which would inject $8 million into the inner city over 4 

years. The majority of the h d i n g  would be made available to community groups 

to purchase and renovate homes in targeted neighbourhoods. Other eligible 

initiatives included training and employment (CED) as well as commdty safety 

initiatives. While this fûnding was province wide, the majority was expected to be 

channekd înto Winnipeg's inner city. The Federal and Municipal governments' 

commitrnents amounted to $7 million each over the same t h e  period. The City's 

portion provided grants which were aimed at alleviahg its own fees as well as 

other project development fees encountered by the housing groups. The Federal 

portion was not all  new money, but rather existing RRAP funding which was more 

strategically allocated. 

Other funding fkom the Federal govemment was possible at the time, but 

complicated by competing demands. Prior to the tri-partite office on housing 

redevelopmenf federal Liberal Lloyd Axworthy was pushing for a tri-partite urban 

Aboriginal strategy (Samyn and McAurther; 1999). That initiative was soon 

overshadowed by the m o n  crisis. Further complicating the federal response were 

the deaths of homeless people in Toronto, and the growing concem about 
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homelessness across the nation. A taskforce was set up and eventually federal 

moneys were made available in response, but there remah questions regarding 

how such funding could be used in Winnipeg, which doesn't have major 

emergency shelter problems. 

4.8 THE ' ~ S T I N G  GROUND' FOR NORTH END HOUSING 
AND ITS CED PARTNER 

During the Just Housing demonstration project, the organizational development of 

North End Housing continued to proceed slowly and at times painfully. The 

organization stmggied to keep community members on the Board. Because the 

organization still had no houses, Board members struggled with their roles in the 

organization. 

The structure of the Board of Directors was based on the Community Land Trust 

model. Under such a model the Board is divided into three sectors. The fist  

sector is the Lessee members who lease or own the housing stock. The second 

group is reserved for general or cornmunity members who live or work in the 

community but do not live in NEHI? housing. The h a l  sector is for technical 

support; professionals who can bring specific expertise and help the organization 

function more effectively in the wider community. By the end of the Just Housing 

demonstration project, organizers had managed to recruit four strong and 

consistent members for the professional or technical members of the Board, but 

struggled with the community and lessee side of the Board. 

A large part of the problem was the complexity of the undertaking. Specifically, 

the organization had to transforrn itself into a housing developer even though the 

- -  - 
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majority of Board members did not have any expenence in this type of hancial or 

organjzational management. Through 1997 and 1998, the organization would 

develop in spurts, developing pieces of the fiamework that the organization would 

requùe as a housing corporation. There were numerous discussions around how 

housing codd be acquired and how ownership could be transferred to tenants. A 

handfùl of housing acquisitions were examined over îhis penod, but due to the 

lack of capital nothuig was ever purchased. Working committees for the Board 

were weak and minor issues would fiequently end up the subject of discussion in 

many Board meetings. In particular, local hd-raisers and social events often 

became the whole agenda for the Board, rather than the larger policy and process 

questions tbat the organization s t .  needed to figure out. When funding for the 

organization did begin to flow many policy issues were tackled "on the fly" as 

housing acquisitions became a reality. 

There were some important accomplishments in the initial years. By-laws were 

adopted specifk to housing, and amended over tune. M e r  some negotiations with 

Revenue Canada, the organization managed to obtain charitable status, but as a 

rental housing corporation only. was agreed that amendments would be made at 

a later date which would detail the homeowner model to be adopted by the 

organization. The ground work was also laid for resident selection and 

application. And a number of financial models were examined as the group 

considered the options available to it. Cornmittee structure within the Board of 

Directors altered over the initial three years. At the time of writing, the conmittee 

structure had become more stable, largely because the volunteer Board itself had 

become more stable. Guidance and scheduling for the Board and its committees 

still needs work, however, this will be improved with the M g  of additional staff. 
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North End Housing Project 
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Board of Directors 1 
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Resident Acquisition 

1 :$:$$: 1 ~inance 1 
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raining Prograrn 

Community Education 

Development Association 

(and other program areas) 

Figure 4.1: Organizational Chart of North End Housing Project aad relation with CEDA 
(CEDA program areas not eIaborated). Intra-organizatiod relations have largely deait with 
financing issues which have invoIved Executive Cornmittee members and Finance Cornmittee 
members. NEHP staff regularly mets with North End Comuaity Renovation Enterprise 
(NECRE) and Just Housing staff regarding acquisition and project management, 

Towards the end of 1998, North End Housing made a proposa1 to the Winnipeg 

Development Agreement's (WDA) Neighbourhood Revitalization program for 

Lord Selkirk Park, a small neighbourhood within the North End. The approval 

process for the project, administered by Property and Development Services of the 

City, would take more than a year to complete. Meanwhile, early in 1999, in the 

midst of the m o n  crisis, both CEDA and North End Housing had approached 

CMHC with the possibaty of funding a CEDhousing pilot project for the North 

End. The groups had previously learned that CMHC was providùig the Spence 

neighbourhood (West End). with 10 RRAP grants to develop home ownership in 

that neighbo~hood.~' CEDA and North End Housing were seeking a s i d a  

project but with a different scope for home o ~ n e r s h i ~ . ~ ~  

22. Ln that initiative, a coalition of housing groups atternpted to use home owner RRAPs ($12,000 g a n t  
and $6,000 loan) to identify potentiai home owners and acquire new housing, The strategy didn't work 
and the groups simply ended up seeking out existing home owners in need of support. 

23- Through the Jusr Housing project CEDA had taken on three houses wïth the aim of creating direct 
home ownership. In dl cases it was cLifEïcult to quaii@ the home owners-to-be. The first two candidates 
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Due to nifficult expenences in quaiifjhg households for immediate home 

ownership, CEDA and North End Housing borrowed fkom the experience of a 

development corporation in Saskatoon. The Quint Development Corporation 

purchasedand renovated houes for families, but transferred ownership over a five 

year CO-operative approach.24 The CEDAMorth End Houskg proposal to CMHC 

was for 10 landlord RRAP forgivable loans which would be unencumbered after 5 

years (as opposed to 15 years), and that within that 5 year penod North End 

Housing would provide the supports to qualify households to assume the 

mortgages, if the households so chose. Furthemore, the RRAP grants would 

provide the basis to create an incubated renovation Company made up of locally 

trained residents. This CED business would also be unencumbered in that CMHC 

would not require competing bids on the R R M  projects. 

Canada Mortgage and Housing didn't respond to the proposal unid the middle of 

1999. When it ha l ly  did community organizers found themselves scrambhg to 

get started. This period was marked by some urgency as CMHC indicated that the 

funding for the 10 houses would ody be available within their fiscal cdendar, 

which ended March 3 1, 2000. There was also the need to assemble the renovation 

crew and the initial houses they would work on. A lead carpenter was already in 

place, but negotiations to sub-contract the renovation crew through his employer 

feu through; it was decided-instead that CEDA would contract the carpenter 

had to overcome credit history problems, whiie the third had no credit histoxy despite king employed for 
several years. Downpayments for these households were also problematic as the Iender required a large 
percentage ofequity or other forms of coliateral, 

24. In this approach, 10 houses were bought at a time and 10 families would then f o m  a home ownership 
co-operative. Ifa f d y  chooses not to becorne home ownen after 5 yean, then they a n  still remain in 
the rental co-operative. North End Housing basically adopted this approach, but chose not to create 
CO-operatives. 



separately and hire the crew on a wage basis. Five graduates (all Aboriginal or 

Metis and all fiom the North End) were hued fiom the Just Housing training 

prograrn to staff the enterpr i~e.~~ The group remained unuicorporated during its 

initial year but would be lcnown as North End CommUIilty Renovation Enterprise 

(NECRE) - 

The target area for the CMHC project was AEed Avenue, one block north of 

Burrows Avenue and therefore just outside the more problematic areas of William 

Whyte. AEed Avenue or "the Alfked Line" was seen as a strategic position to 

"draw the lineY7 on the spread of absentee owners. AEed Avenue was showing 

some major signs of deterioration and increasing home owner flight It was felt 

that a small amount of intervention dong this avenue could provide a solid 

demonstration of revitakation. 

CEDA's Just Housing training program was already renovatkg one house on 

M e d ,  and North End Housing made its first acquisitions directly beside and 

across fkom the training house, and one further east in the next block of Alfred- 

The other benefit of workïng on Alfked was the relatively hi& degree of two 

storey homes. Many of these homes have been converted into inadequate 

duplexes. Out of the initial 8 houses acquired within a two block area, 6 were 

duplexes which would all be converted back into single family homes. 

The ccincubation" of NECRE created many challenges to the basic goal of building 

up af5ordable and decent housing stock. The undertaking was based on the simple 

25. On average, three quarters of the trainees in the Just Housing program were Abonginal or Metis. 
There was never a need for an "aftïxmative action" policy in hiring or training Aboriginal people. These 
outcornes were representative of the people that simply applied for the training program. 
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premise that the RRAP grant would be a sufncient amount to cover crew wages 

for each of the renovation projects. Given the relative success of previous 

renovations of the training program and the private hancing that could be drawn, 

it was felt that $18,000 in labour costs, above and beyond sub-trade labour costs, 

codd be sufncient. The gants, however, would be insugicient arid the 

management capability of the lead carpenter combined with personal and family 

issues within the crew created Merent challenges. 

Overcoming financial constraints was addressed in due course. At the beginning 

of this pilot project the Thomas Sill Foundation was approached for support. The 

foundation agreed to support, but wanted to see the initiative run as close to a 

business model as possible. It was agreed that a h e  of credit would be provided 

for up to $40,000 to help with acquisitions and bridge h a n ~ i n g . ~ ~  This line of 

credit would be instrumental in getting beyond the fïrst four months. Within this 

time productivity of the crew was less than expected and the fiuiding flow f?om 

RRAP was held up due to a lack of communication between CMHC and the 

delivery agent for the landlord RRAP. Because of these delays, the line of credit 

was quickly maximized. This in turn prohibited M e r  house purchases, and 

subsequently stalled the future renovation projects available to NECRE. Making 

matters worse was a general goal of "no lay-offs". Fear that such an action was a 

sign of failure, the fidl crew remained working on sites despite the fact that the 

amount ofwork at the time didn't warrant the amount of labour This o d y  

exacerbated the financing problems on the initial houses. 

26. The foundation set the terms at an interest rate that was on par with the market, but indicated that 
such interest payrnents could be wiped out with application to a grant, 

-- 
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CEDA had access to a small amount of gant  money that helped to offset some of 

the start-up costs. Application was also made to another foundation to help with 

equipment costs during start-up. The most timely support, however, came fiom 

the provincial government. The newly elected government advanced fiuidirig £?om 

its still proposed Neighbourhoods Alive program, giving the pilot project an extra 

$7,000 per house. This intervention was sunicient to stabilize the project and to 

move forward on firther acquisitions. 

Other actions were taken to improve the renovation crew's productivity. Two 

workers were eventually "laid-off' and replaced by a new graduate of the training 

program, and a more experienced lead-hand. Both employees were North End 

residents. Project management dso came under tighter control. The merence in 

cost management between Just Housing's manager and NECRE's manager were 

signincant. The training manager would generally work within the confines of the 

set budget and would forgo some amenities to achieve this. This would offen 

mean that the siding of a home would only receive attention where absolutely 

necessary. The enterprise manager put more emphasis on amenities, and as a 

result overspent considerably on project budgets. Nicer homes were created but 

the cost o v e m s  created problems for both CEDA and North End Housing. For 

both managers, there was never sunicient funding to undertake landscaping. 

./ 

The cost o v e m s  also created conflict between CEDA and North End Housing. 

North End Housing was contracting NECRE and was therefore responsible for 

paying for the work done. Invoicing was handled simply on  a cost recovery basis 

where NECRE would first pay supplien, subtrades and labour and would then be 

reimbursed by NEHP for those costs. North End Housing would draw on private 

building mortgages, RRAP funds and Provincial funds to meet its obligations. 
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Negotiations were needed to convince NEHP to cover cost ovemins on the fkst 

three houses, but it was agreed that friture ovemuis would have to be absorbed by 

NECRE. The renovation enterprise also improved its hancial position by picking 

- up smaller jobs outside of the North End. This supplemented its operating budget 

and ensured a fidl employment schedule for its employees. The smaller "outside" 

jobs were more simple and lucrative than the larger rehabilitations and their 

iimited budgets. 

Shortly after the start of the Alfked Avenue project the WDA approved North End 

Housing's proposal for Lord Selkirk Park. After a year of delays and changes, this 

proposal tumed out to be a joint project between North End Houshg and RB. 

Russell Vocational Hi& School. The parameters for this project were quite 

confïned. The Lord Selkirk neighbourhood is dominated by the ccdevelopments", a 

social housing complex which was built in the 1960s. The old neighbourhood to 

the noah and west of the developments was the only area the proposa1 dealt with. 

Due to the Iimited prospect of acquisition and renovations, the project also 

proposed to build three new homes. This project is only in its initiai stages at the 

time of this writing. 

4.9 THE HOUSING PROJECT AND ITS FUTURE . *- 

At the time of writing, the Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness Initiative 

is just being estabfished. The WIW, the tri-partite govemment response to the 

inner-city housing crisis, promises to provide more flexibility and more 

accessibility to funding than what has been available in the fbst four years of this 

initiative. In cornparison to the AEed Avenue project, the WHHI funding 

cornmitment per house will see up to $8,000 more in gants. 
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Throughout the experience of the Just Housing demonstration project and the f i s t  

year with the CED renovation enterprise, many of the technical problems were 

worked through. A large unlmown is how soon the real estate market responds, if 

at all. It is conceivable that the project will run into higher purchase pnces as the 

revitalization effort grows. Another unknown is the interest rates for the mortgage 

loans. At the beginning of the Just Housing project a $30,000 mortgage could be 

secured for payments of approximately $200 per month. By the year 2000, the 

interest rates had increased a couple points, and North End Housing was securing 

$28,500 mortgage loans at approximate payments of $235 per month. If there are 

M e r  increases in interest rates, then the b d i n g  strategy for this project is in 

North End Housing's home ownership program is targeted to low-income families. 

Families will be supported through a five year Iease-to-purchase mangement that 

wiU enable prospective home owners to establish a positive credit history and 

demonstrate a commitment to home ~ w n e r s h i p . ~ ~  The five year commitment is 

als O in place for ano ther reason: the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program 

loan. The RRAP loan is forgiven after five years, but possession must stay with 

Noah End Housing for that period of tirne. 

Education and training support will be provided where necessary to help in the 

transition fiom rental to home ownership. The legal formulation for this type of 

tenure lagged behind the rest of the initiative. This was due to the lack of human 

resources to undertake this task. Eventually, the volunteer lawyer on the Board of 

27. It shodd be stressed, however, that the lease-to-purchase is an option. The household is not obliged 
to assume the mortgage after five years and can instead simply remah as renters. 



Directors was able to draw up the legal format. Further discussion of this process 

is discussed in the following chapter. 

More immediate challenges for the housing project lie in stanulg and in 

communîty organizing. The CO-ordinator for the Just Housing project has been 

seconded to the North End Housing Project for continuity of the project. The Jus? 

Housing position covered acquisition, hancing, NEHP Board and policy 

development, community organisring, general liaison with the wider commudy, 

and management of the training program. The NEHP position basically remained 

the same but with more building activity and no responsibility for the training 

program. The WDA provided sorne funding for training a Local person in 

outreacwproperty management skills. The first candidate for this training was let 

go and the second hiring is in process at the time of this vvriting. North End 

Housing is seeking fbrther funding to hire an additional outreach worker, which 

would brhg the staning up to three within the second year of operation. These 

latter positions will be very important as the number of cclease-to-homeowners" 

increase, putting more demand on program supports. 

In general, the project to date has incorporated most of the CED features described 

as "best practice characteristics" in Chapter 3. However, while strategic planning 

and analysis started off strong, there was less attention towards the end of the 

demonstration period. As a resulc the launch of the CED renovation business 

occured quickly and precariously. It was ofken joked that it was a "ready, aim, 

k e y '  process and that it was difncult keeping up with what we created. Again, this 

was partly due to the lack of human resources, but it was also due to failure in, or 

a lack of, planning procedure. 
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For everyone involved, the project has been one large learning curve. For local 

residents, however, there needs to be more effort to bring about processes that will 

enhance their govemance of the CED project. The strategic plan f i s t  laid out 

came into many challenges and momentum for the project was sustained largely 

nom creative solutions to the organizational and hancial problems faced. The 

theory of Pragamatic Incrementalism was not used during the period described 

here, however, its employment is applicable and would have provided a solid 

stucture for both planning and operations. The following chapter will re-evaluate 

the project as described using Pragamatic lncrementalist theory. 
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5.0 A PRACTICAL ANALYSE USING 
PRAGMATIC INCREMENTALISM 

It is somewhat ironic that 1 have chosen to analyse this project with a theory that is 

rooted in Charles Lindblom's (1959) Disjointed hcrementalism- Disjointed 

hcrementalism was reviled by some planning theonsts as simply being a 

description of how planning and policy-making actually proceeds, but was rejected 

as a normative theos. (see Faludi; 1973). 1, myself, tended to lean towards more 

radical or progressive normative planning theories and considered Disjointed 

lncrementalism to be too conservative and reshctive. However, in reading 

Stanley Stein' s and Thomas Harper' s recons tituted theory of Incrementalism, a 

consistency between the theory and the experience of the developrnent of North 

End Housing Project emerged. 

The theov allows for change through trial and error, and this process was 

expexienced throughout the housing project The "trial and errob' in the case of 

North End Housing wasn't intentional, but rather a consequence of misjudging the 

tasks at hand and having to h d  solutions. As Albert Hirchman noted, this isn't 

necessarily bad since creativity occurs when we misjudge "the mature of the task, 

by presenting it to ourselves .- as more routine, simple, undemmding of genuine 

creativity than it will turn out to ben (1 967: 13). 

There are many examples of how organizers had to corne to termis with some of 

the more naive suppositions of the project, and how solutions o r  creativity 

strengthened the means of the overall housing project. Reviewimg some of the 

trial and error aspects of this project is one of the issues to be covered in this 



chapter. The main purpose of this chapter will be to look at how decisions were 

justined, and what factors were infiuencing those decisions. To do this 1 will use 

the Wide Reflective Equilibrium (WRE) as outhed in Stein and Harper's 

Pragmatic lncrementalism theory. However, before launching into WRE analyses 

1 will fïrst provide an overview of Stein and Harper's six elements of Pragmatic 

Incrementalism, relating them to the general experience of the housing project. 

1. In a democratic society, change must take place within a 
consensually-held framework of sameness. 

There are a number of ways to look at thîs element and how it would apply to the 

housing project In a general sense, the practice of community development is to 

bring about a semblance of social justice for communities that have been ignored 

and marginalized. The goal of community development is often to take a 

disempowered commmity and give it a voice; to give it a chance to thrive and 

have a level of stabïlity that most communities take for granted It can be argued- 

that community development is an attempt to bring faV balance, to foster "equity 

in the social, economic, and political relationships among people as a requisite 

condition for a just and lasting society.. ." (Kruxnholz and Forester, 1990, 50). 

The North End Housing Project is about revitalization and providing opportunities 

to strengthen the local economy and social cohesion. 
-6 

The issue of ""home ownership" could also be examined to highlight a more 

specinc example for this f i s t  element While not everyone has a goal of "home 

ownership", its general acceptance as a stabdking aspect of cof~ununity He has 

played a prominent role in shaping decision-making in this project The idea of 

home ownership has been very appealing both for prospective families and 
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funders. Generally, funders and professional resource people attending the initial 

steering committee meetings of the Just Housing project were very suppomve of 

the idea of home ownership and the stabilizing influences of this type of tenure. 

In a general sense this was a product of "sameness" : the wider commtmity 

encouraging the ideal of home ownership, but with special provisions to make the 

"dream" attainable for low-income earners . 

A counter-argument to 'home ownership as sameness" is the fact that not 

everyone will have access to home ownership, nor will everyone want it. 

Throughout the project there was never consensus that home ownership was the 

answer to the housing crisis, let alone the social problems plaguing various 

communities. There remains the question of housing for the "poorest of the 

poor", and whether or not there is adequate provision of decent and affordable 

housing. This argument leads us back to the question of ccsocial housing" or at 

least a stock of housing where aEordability and quality c m  be maintained on a 

long-term basis. The North End and other parts of the ber-city has ccaEordable" 

housing, but much of it is unhealthy and unsafe. Housing for "the poorest of the 

poor" remains as a large policy issue that needs to be tackled by North End 

Housing and others in the public and non-profit sectors. 

2. The test of good policy is agreement (consensus). 

It should be noted that tenure with North End Housing allowed for the option of 

home ownership. The "option" provides both the organization and the household 

the opportunity to decide, over a five year period, whether home ownership will 

ccwork" for the individual household, Ifit is not desirable nor feasible, then the 
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household can simply stay on as renters. In tbis way, the organization can be 

more inclusive. 

For those wishing to enter into home ownership, however, there is a 'catch' (aside 

fiom needing to hancially q u w  to assume the mortgage after 5 years). The 

'catch' is that in order for the tenant to exercise their option to purehase, they 

must agree to a "Home Maintenance Agreement" as demonstration that they can 

leam and prepare to eventually assume fidl ownership. Section 9 of the NEHP 

Option to Purchase agreement reads: 

It is agreed by the parties that the Purchaser SM comply with the Home 
Maintenance Agreement attached hereto as Schedule "C". Ifthe Purchaser does 
not, in the sole and absolute discretion and opinion of NEHP, comply with the 
Horne Maintenance Agreement, NEEP may came1 the Option upon given 
wrïtten notice to the Purchaser. 

Specinc to North End Housing, this policy helps to alleviate two issues. One is 

home owner preparation; there is consensus among comunity members that this 

is a reasonable demand to put in place. The second is that this mode1 if upheld, 

wil l  relieve some sta£nng pressures on the organization in tems of property 

management. Since payment of bills for maintenance and replacement wiu 

remain with the organization for the initial five years stafhil l  stiU have to be 

vigilant. The fine balance wiU be in helping those who need more guidance and 

ensuring that houses are being properly maintained. 

Another "test of good policf is cumently undenvay. It involves the 

aforementioned need for rental houshg that is even more aordable than what 

North End Housing currently provides. There is no ccpolicy" to address this as of 

this writing, but solutions are being explored that can help to alleviate this 

concem. The role for North End Houskg, at this time, is not to get directly 
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involved in cheaper rentals, but rather to help identify existhg landlords &d 

agencies that can make improvements while keeping rents at an affordable rate. 

In North End Housing's outreach and community building2 workers have surveyed 

the immediate area where the organization is renovating, and is i d e n m g  home 

owners and landlords that could q u w  for govenunent gants. This is a joint 

effort between NEHP and the Winnipeg Housing Initiative, dong with other 

partners. As of yet, however, it hasn't resulted in a comprehensive policy around 

the provision of quality affordable housing. 

The reason why North End Housing has not made an attempt to create a housing 

stock that allows for more affordable rent requires more detail. This process will 

be explained later in this chapter, using Stein and Harper's third element, Wide 

Reflective EquLLibrium. 

3. Consensus cornes out of partisan debate through a dialogic 
process which has been referred to as Wide Reflective 
Equilibrium (WRE). 

There are a number of aspects of the housing project that cm be analysed using 

WRE. Due to the detail of these analyses, 1 will place this text at the end of the 

chapter, in order to continue with the oveMew of Stein and Harper's six elements -- 
of Pragmatic Incrementalism. The WRE analyses (see section 5.1) will examine 

the folIowing four issues: 1) The need for intervention; 2) The structure of the 

organization; 3) Renovation costs and rents; and 4) the viability of new 

consmction (in process). 



4. Ends and means are not separately chosen; ends emerge and 
evolve in process. 

This is a particularly accurate statement when refemng to community 

developrnent. In community development, the ability to create change is largely 

contingent upon the resources and capacity to make things happen. More often 

than no& resources and capacity tend to be thUl during initial stages, and the size 

of the undertaking is often underestimated. This was certainly the case in the 

housing project. It took at least four years to evolve to a point where most of the 

objectives of the housing project were being met. The components of the project, 

however, are considerably different than what was initially envisioned. The 

following are some examples of this: 

P The "sheltered" renovation business is not "worker-managed" as ideally 
envisioned. Rather, it operates under a typical hierarchical management 
stnicture. M e r  one year of operation, the group is s t i l l  ûying to determine its 
to ta1 cap acity . 

The renovation training program, which was intended to be a short t e m  
start-up vehicle for the renovation enterprise, continues to exist. The program 
and the houses it renovates provide a great amount of information for the 
organizers regardhg the requirements and obstacles of neighbourhood 
revitalization. 

The role of govemment subsidy has emerged as a critical necessi~. Even after 
the need for public support was realized, the size of contribution was 
underestimated. It wasn't u n d  the renovation Company had completed its 
thkd house that the tme hnancial need emerged. 

P The proposed organizational structure for North End Housing, the cornmunity 
land trust, was not realized. However, a mode1 similar to the protective 
function of a land trust did emerge. 

P The complexity of the project was underestimated and, as a result, critical 
elements of the comunity development process were ofien not attended to. 
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The ability to staff and fund additional resources were lacking. The outreach 
aspect of this project continues to be only at an emergent state. 

5. Social 'theory' is ad hoc, constantly rnodified by practice. 

This is another applicable statement to commuaity development theory. 

Community development theory is premised on a number of social theories. The 

main theones deal with consciousness-raising and empowering the 

disenf?anchised of society. niere are also theories of self-reliance, 

self-determination, leadership development and participation. How such theories 

play out is dependent on the social cohesion and CO-operation withui each 

community. 

As an example, the goal of c'empowement" can be elusive, or just simply hard to 

dehe .  This example of social theory can mean dif5erent things to different 

people. My own understanding of empowerment assumed that people were 

cctransfomed" and "life is changed for the bette?'. And 1 don't think 1 was alone 

in this perception of empowerment. A case in point cornes fiom the time which I 

oversaw the training program. Over that three year period, a number of reporters 

had contacted me to do a ccsuccess story" about a trainee or about a family that had 

moved into one of our houses. My sense was that the reporters wanted to present 

a "my life has tumed arouiid" type of success story. Sometimes, these reporters 

wodd manage to portray this image. However, by and large, successes corne in 

small incremental changes. This is often the case with the trainees that the Just 

Housing program works with. It often takes two or three or more efforts at 

workplaces or training programs to h a l l y  develop the confidence to become 

steady in the working world. For many, such confidence and determination is not 
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discovered overnight, but rather develops, bit by bit, with life experience. This 

reflects back on Stein and Harperys comment that "social theory" cannot be 

precise predictive theory. Each individual, each community, each situation is 

different, and therefore planning practice must be adaptable and flexible. 

6. Change occurs through successive incremental steps, by trial 
and error. 

The experience of the housing project has been one of incrementai steps and of 

trial and error. Again, because the size and complexity of the project was 

underestimated there has been a great deal of learning in order to manage the 

project to this point. Ifthis sixth element could be modined, it should read "trkd, 

error and circumstance." In many cases the project went with alternatives, largely 

because circumstances demand it. A case in point was the decision to move away 

fiom the Community Land Trust model. At the time, an answer needed to be 

given to Revenue Canada, Charïties Division, with regard to the legal instruments 

the land tmst would employ. Despite previous efforts to locate support within the 

legal cornmunity, there was no means to provide the legal context required by 

Revenue Canada. The next best alternative was to pursue wording based on a 

lease-to-purchase premise. This is the policy that is cmently in place, and it will 

likely remain for the foreseeable future. 
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As a process that can capture much of the Pragmatic lncrementalist theory, Wide 

Reflective Equilibrium (WRE) is given special attention here. To review, the 

components of WRE can be simplined as follows: 

9 First, a set of considered moraljudgements (which may be intuitive); 

Second, a set of normative, substantive andor procedural ethical pBncipZeq 

> Third, a set of backgrmndtheories which show that the set of normative ethicd 
p ~ c i p l e s  are more acceptable than alternative normative ethical principles. 

A nimiber of issues fiom the housing project can be examined using the WRE. 

The following four are amongst the more important issues in the housing project. 

There are many more that could be examined, but these four provide a good 

example and o v e ~ e w  of the workings and decision-making of the housing 

project. 

Each issue will be broken-down into the three areas, as described above. 

Adjoining the third area (background theories) will be the reflective analysis of 

each question. It should be noted that 1 have found a problem of semantics with 

two of the three WRE categories. The Grst category, moral judgements, and the 

second, ethical principles are vïrtually synonymous. It is therefore difticult to 

categorize the various questions that are to be examined. One attempt that I have 

made is to &y and look at the "moral judgements" as opinions or personal values. 

Ethical principles are then viewed more as issues of a theoretical base, or how 

things ought to be done. Furthemore, WRE is used here to review how decisions 

were made; it was not specifically practiced within the community development 

process. The analysis therefore is a synthesis of opinions observed over the 
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course of the project Opinions which are specificdy rny own will be identifïed 

as such. 

Issue 1: Is thme Q need for social and economic intervention in the North End? 

The need to irnplement c o r n m ~ t y  development based on a housing strategy was 

pretty much a foregone conclusion. The purpose of this analysis, however, is to 

show how WRE can be used to legitimate and create a decision-making process. 

a. A set of considered moral judgements (which muy be intuitive): 

The neighbourhood has deteriorated to a point where it is 

considered by many to be a slum. A large percentage of the housing stock is in 

poor condition and is unhealthy. 

e of renIê1. ho=$ ood: As a 

basic moral judgement, it is argued that the higher level of home ownership in a 

neighbourhood will result in a more stable neighbourhood. 

ood more vis- The neighbourhood s a e r s  

£rom the "broken window" syndrome, where if everythmg is in disrepair, then the 

residents (particularly children and adolescents) will have Little appreciation or 

pnde for their neighbourho-od. This negative energy will be turned against the 

physical environment, creating more vandalism and property crimes. Improving 

the condition of the homes, their outward appearance and their interior design and 

structure, would have a major impact. To create even greater impacf the 

organization should acquire houses in close proximity of each other, to give the 

appearance of sweeping change, and to allow community development efforts to 

be more focused. 
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The As an integrated plan for revitalization, community 

development efforts should seek to create conditions and networks for a safer 

neighbourhood. 

ore adverse &cts 

It is felt that large familes are most disadvantaged because larger decent and 

affordable homes are more difEcult to corne by. Frequent changes of homes, 

&ends and schools WU lead to stress and poor health, behaviour problems and 

poor school performance. 

b. A set of normative, substantive anaor procedural ethical principles: 

1s kev to Many of the ethical principles of this 

project evolve around community development aspects of the initiative. One 

motto of the organization is 'Working together to rebuild, revitalize and regain our 

community." To "regain" the communïty speaks to the perception that the 

community has been lost, and that certain elements of the comxnunity need to be 

fostered in order to bring stability back to the neighbourhood. From a social point 

of view, this means that the effort not only needs to be about renovating housing, 

but also reconnecting people and fostering community networks. 

eveIo As a 

revitalization project there are CED principles that the organization can support- 

Encouraging local employment in the project will create more pride and sense of 

ownership or of belonging to the project. As part of its mandate, North End 

Housing should stress local employment rather than volunteerism. North End 

Housing should work with training organizations that train local residents in basic 

carpentry and renovation skills. 
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J.et 'c for altoutcornemative ethical 

principle would be to allow market forces to determine the outcornie of the 

neighbourhood. Govemmental intervention (funding) into such neighbourhoods is 

arguably a "lost cause", and that attempted intervention is only "throwing good 

money after bad." If there was a level playing field, which ideally. included no 

subsidized housing and no rent controls, then investors and entrepreneurs would 

have better access to the market (renters) and the improved profit base wodd 

result in a better level of re-investment in the housing stock. 

c. A set of background theories and anaiysk to determine an acceptable sef of 

p i n  ciplex 

There has been clear support and need for intemention in the N o r d  End. In facf 

there was no debate w i h  the steering cornmittee for the Just Housing 

demonstration project as to whether or not something should be done. Put simply, 

there has always been a need to upgrade the housing stock, despite previous 

efforts to improve housing in the North End. 

hourboodL To be fair, market driven 

improvements in poor working class neighbourhoods can also occw, but such 

occurrences are most ofien a result of supply and demand pressures, offen for 

lands that are close to central business districts and, over time, have become more 

vdued for their location. Major market driven improvements in oEder and poorer 

neighbourhoods ofien result in cLgentnncationy7, where higher incoeme eamers will 

displace poorer residents who can no Longer &ord rents in the innationary 



It is extremely unlikely that the North End wfl  experience gentrification in the 

foreseeable hture. The North End neighbourhood developed as a working ciass 

community on lands which were devalued by a large rail yard complex. Those 

rail yards still exist and the value of the surrounding lands rernain low. In facf 

there isn't any commwity in Winnipeg that shows clear indication of 

gentrifïcation.2s The demand for centrdy located land hasdt increased largely 

because suburban access to the central business district is still relatively easy. In 

larger metropolitan areas, the factor of "grid lock" on major t r a c  arteries make 

close proximit, to the central business district more valuable. 

* .  an or blight 1s difficult to revers  So what would become of the North 

End if there were to be no intervention? It is difticult to give a predictive answer 

to such a question. There are at least two scenarios for this answer. The one that 

is feared the most is that the North End, and other parts of Winnipeg's ber-city, 

will continue to decline: more and more houses will be abandoned, bulldozed, 

suffer arson, and that this wiU result in more vacant lots. With further divestment, 

the community's social structures wiU corne under greater stress as the area 

struggles with higher levels of concentrated poverty and social problems. This 

scenario follows a path that many cities in the United States have experienced, 

where entire neighbourhoods have collapsed and have become "no-go" zones. 

. . 
t forces willstahilize A second, more optimistic, projection is that market 

forces will rebound and that the various ethnic communities will establish a level 

of commerce that will slowly economically revive the community. Rooted in this 

28 . It can be said that the Wolseley nieghbourhood has gentrified. The argument could be made for the 
West Broadway community. immediately adjacent to the cenuai business district, but in the author's 
opinion it isn't certain that a trend is developing. 
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revitalization wodd be the low cost of commercial and residential property. 

Because properties are so cheap, more and more people will be able to aBord 

homes and commercial properties in the area. 

Based on the trend since the inception of the housing project, I wodd argue that 

the North End continues to expenence the former scenario of decline. Market 

conditions are hampered by a number of negative forces. In terms of home 

ownership, it has become evident over the last five years that lending institutions 

are more reluctant to provide mortgages in the North End and other inner-city 

areas. Lending institutions have experïenced a high degree of foreclosures in the 

ber-city, and in attempting to dispose of these properties have been forced to 

either hand properties over to CMHC (if the mortgage is insured) or to take a loss 

on the sale. Lending, therefore, has become more discriminatoy. Lower income 

individuah who are interested in buying a home will need a large downpayment 

(equity position) before most lenders will offer a mortgage. 

Insurance companies have also been accused of ccredlining" the area, although it is 

not impossible to get insurance (see Redekop; 1996). The main problem with 

insurance is that the premiums and deductibles tend to be higher than h other 

areas of the city. This is a result of the higher degree of theft, property crime and 

arson in the area. And it isthe crime and violent images that continue to reinforce 

a city wide mythos about the North End. It is this exaggerated image of the 

neighbourhood that, perhaps more than anythuig, hampers the market forces that 

are needed for recovery. 

There are a number of interventions that are atternpting to arrest the decline, and 

there continues to be a s m d  amount of new market activity that also helps to slow 

-- 
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the decline. Groups such as Habitat for Humanity, Andrews Street Family Centre, 

Ma Mawi Wi Chi Itata Centre, North End Women's Centre, the Comunity 

Education Development Association, and the North End Communïfy Renewai 

Corporation are just a few of the non-govemmental institutions which are 

comnitted to stabilize and ultimately revive the neighbourhood. 

The basic community development premise for this project, as outlined in Chapter 

4, is solid and weU-integrated- The organization contracts the majority of its 

projects to a CED incubator, the North End Community Renovation Enterpise 

(NECRE), which employs local residents. The organization will dso  contract 

other private contractors in the fiiture, on the condition that at least one or two 

local residents are in their employ. For the residents and workers who have been 

involved in the f i s t  cluster of homes on M e d  Avenue there is already a sense of 

hope and a clear determination expressed by people that they are going to make it 

work. Other residents and people f?om outside the neighbourhood have also been 

impressed by the combination of local labour, the quality of housing and the 

dedication of the new residents. This is the type of pride and empowerment that 

community development theory seeks to foster. If this growth and cornmitment 

fiom local people c m  be sustained then it is possible that this intervention will 

succeed in stabilizing the community, far more so than past revitalization efforts 

or recent market forces. .- 

Much of the residents' pride and determination has to do with the promise of 

home ownership. While not everyone will agree with the moral judgement that 

increased home ownership will improve a neighbourhood, it is clear that for the 

future home owners involved it is a strong motivator for participation. The main 

cnticisrn of using home ownership as a development tool is that it will exclude 
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those who can't qualifv or those who do not want ownership. For this reason, 

North End Housing has decided to make the home ownership program optional. If 

people choose not to participate in ic then it will not a e c t  their tenue. 

Finally, North End Housing created a mandate to target families as part of this 

community development process. This decision came out of a number of 

observations. One is that it's getting more difncult for larger families to fhd 

decent and aordable housïng in the neighbourhood. Another is the apparent @ut 

of one and two bedroom uni&. A large number of homes in the North End are 

s m d  bungalows or 1 % storeys, and that many of the larger 2 and 2% storey 

homes are divided up into smaller b t s .  Even bungalows are carved-up into 

smaller units. Adding to the demonstrated need for larger accommodations was 

the fact that the organization has had many applicant families who were cramped 

into one and two bedroom unïts. 

To briefly conclude, conditions in the North End have deteriorated in recent years 

and both the housing market and the retail market have effectively collapsed. 

There are many problems and logically it wiU take many different initiatives to 

resolve the problems facing the neighbourho od. With a macro socio-economic 

question such as whether to intemene or not, the WRE analysis can be difncult. 

Obviously, the larger the question, the larger the parameters in which there can be 

analysis. What is clear, however, is that market forces are weak and that location 

and conditions are not favourable for private re-investment in the commUIlj.ty. At 

the same time, conditions are worsening and this is adversely af5ecting the lives of 

individuals and families. Since cornmufüty development attempts to empower, 

improve conditions and foster "cornmunity control", the proposition of home 

ownership appears to be a good means to increase direct control over 



developments in the cornmunïty. Put simply, this community development 

strategy can create the vested interest that sustainable commUDity development 

Issue 2: The structure of the housing organization 

The structure of the organization has developed on an ad hoc basis. The one main 

thrust in terms of following a model was the initial work with the Community 

Land Trust model. The following WRE looks at other factors involved in the 

development of the orgaakation and program delivey. - 

a. A set of considered moral judgements (which may be intuitive): 
- * 

e struc Housing development is a 

complex undertaking and in order to take on the project and do it well, we are 

reminded to "keep it simple" to avoid the headaches of too much bureaucracy and 

too many delivexy options. 

W e  a soisd structure in tems 

of co~lll~~unity housing and sustainability, the model itself is legdy complex and 

somewhat difficult for people to grasp or appreciate. 

ot be tampered y&k The ComUfllty 

Land Trust model effectively seeks to repress market forces (inflation of land 

values), and therefore is seen as comiptùig a rnainstream value. 

vmse te= AUow a choice for people. Allow a mVr of rental and home 



b. A set of normative, substantive ana/or procedural ethical principles: 
. . ?ne Ethe goal is to create greater 

community control then the structure of the Board of Directors should reflect the 

community. 

- * - CO ogmve: A housing CO-operative is one means of combiuhg 

housing and cornmunity development. 

The project should be financially sustainable 

in the long term. 

e a stoçk of ho le: This principle 

cornes out of the commmity iand trust model, which atternpts to create permanent 

Sordability . 

. * . . e or-on uphalds CED D- The stafnng structure of the 

organization should be trained in and knowledgeable of cornmunity development 

and community economic development. 

. ve II- th& The democratic 

nature of the organization should seek consensus and participation. 

volunteensrn: An alternative ethical principle would be to encourage 

volunteerism and to bolster or nin parallel "sweat equity" projects with groups 

such as Habitat for Humanity. In this scenario the sweat equity projects could 

focus on housing rehabilitation, as opposed to Habitat's mandate which is new 

construction. 
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c. A set of background theories and ana@siS to determ'ne un acceptable set of 

prînciples: 

Betty Ede1 f is t  introduced the commmity land trust model to the group. The idea 

to incorporate the organization as such was supported and pursued by myself As 

discussed in earlier sections, gaining legal expertise to support this undertaking 

resulted in fdure. The concept of the Communïty Land Trust (CLT), where the 

house is sold but the land remains with the community group, was generally weU 

received by the cornmunity. People could see the benefits of lower house prices 

with this model. However, it should also be said that there wasnyt overwhelming 

support for the idea. Other professionals involved in the project were lukewarm to 

the mode1 not to mention the local City Councillor who called it an &ont to the 

rights of property owners. 

e 1s no clear advantage ed struc 

There were some resewations about a CLT, largely due to the complexity of the 

model. A main criticism of the model was that there was no clear benefit for the 

North End community. This is because the CLT mode1 is largely premised on 

repressing land values and idlationary forces caused by gentrification. Within a 

gentri&hg neighbourhood, a CLT will still be able to supply fiordable housing, 

in perpetuity. As explained earlier, the North End is not threatened by 

genUincation, and likely never wil l  be.29 

29. A point that 1 have often raiseci is that there may never be a major improvement in Iand values in the 
North End as long as the rail yards remain in place. There has long been talk of removing the yards. 
Logically, much needed green Wace would take their place, This wodd Likely r a t  in a major shift in 
properiy value. 
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IV-tv - Board c u r o w d e  c- : Despite these 

setbacks, the organization went forward and borrowed the organizational structure 

of a comrnunity land trust In doing so, a number of ideds and principles were 

incorporated. The most important among these is the structure of the Board of 

Directors, which includes two-thïrds community people, but also one-third 

ccoutside77 members who bring specinc expertise to the organization. The presence 

of members that have a specinc expertise does provide much needed stability. 

Housing re-development is a cornplex undertaking, and for some community 

members comprehending financial figures that nin into 6 digits it is an 

ovenvhelming task. The presence of the c'outsiders" does create a sense of group 

confidence. 

Of the eight comuaity members on the Board, only four are lessees. The 

lessees, who presumably have the most interest in the organization, are 

intentionally held to a minority. The reason for this is to eLiminate the possibility 

of homeowners dissolving the corporation and benefiting fiom the equity the 

organization would have invested in the housing. The rninority structure, 

therefore, is a check and balance that is intended to preserve the Sordability 

component of the housing stock. 

ered h o u  CO-oneves are pot ea 
. . 

: The only other 

organizational structure that was senously considered was a f o m  of housing 

CO-op, or an umbrella for a group of CO-ops. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there 

was some exploration of adopting the CO-operative mode1 created by Quint 

Development Corporation in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Groups of ten households 

each, scattered tbroughout Saskatoon's inner-city, were incorporated into 

CO-operatives. Ifafter 5 years a household didn't quaw to assume its own 
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mortgage, or ifthey chose not to enter home ownership, then they could simply 

carry on in the form of a rental housing CO-operative. For North End Housing, the 

thought of managing several CO-operative entities wasn' t seen as a simple task. 

The organization did borrow the 5 year lease-purchase concept as it was a 

straigheorward and simple program that everyone understood and preferred. 

The tenure options for NEHP housing stock therefore became both rental and 

lease-to-purchase. As a home owner model, the lease-to-purchase is easier to 

implement while still being able to incorporate the subsidy retention ideals of the 

comxnunity land trust. Perpetual affordability, however, is not attainable since the 

organization forgives and foregoes al l  subsidies invested following 15 years of 

ownership by a single household. A ri& of fïrst refusal will remain on the title 

after 15 years and in perpetuity, but mainly to pre-empt sales to absentee owners. 

Since the organization has not M e r  pursued the CLT model, it nins the risk of 

not having a sustainable structure. Certain elements of the curent structure will 

retain some subsidies, but how much is unknown. There will be one to two stages 

that the housing stock will go through. The h t  is the initial five year 

lease-to-purchase period. This period will see its share of households that either 

move out or chose tu simply remain on as renters (not pursue ownership). This 

should result in in some ongohg revenue for the organization. However, the 

higher the turnover within the five year penod, the higher the clean-up, repair, bad 

debts and vacancy costs will bey resulting in financial loss if turnovers are 

excessive. 

The second stage is the next ten years, providing the tenant has qualified to 

assume the first mortgage. Within this 10 year period, a "silent" second mortgage 
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is registered on title. This mortgage represents some or al l  of the subsidies that go 

into a house but remains ccsilent", requiring no payments unless the household 

seUs the house witfiin the ten year penod. The second mortgage is effectively 

structured to deter the resale of the home into the private market, and instead 

encourages the homeowner to resde the home to North End Housing. Ten percent 

of the mortgage is forgiven each year, however, a .  interest rate is also applied 

each year. The result is that, even after 9 years, there will be a sizable 

mortgage that, when paid, may resuit in Little or no equity gain for the vendor. 

Unless there has been major improvements in the real estate market for the area, it 

will likely be in the interest of the homeowner to sell the house back to North End 

Housing and have the second mortgage and its interest charges waived. The 

purchase price in this case would be the appraised value of the home less the 

outstanding second mortgage and interest. 

The option to sell within the latter 10 year period d l  be govemed by a 

right-of-fist refusal, which is written into the original purchase of the home. The 

horneowner has the right to put the house up for sale and to receive bonafide 

offers to purchase. If the homeowner has a buyer, then North End Housing will 

either have to match the offer and purchase the house, or let the private sale go 

through. Again, if the private sale goes fonvard, then the vendor wiu have to pay 

al l  of the outstanding second mortgage. The vendor will likely have little to gain 

fiom this, particularly if they are to pay a 7% real estate commission. 

Part of North End Housing's staff component will be committed to monitoring and 

rnentoring the lease-purchase arrangement. Other commUD_Ity development 

supports and project management positions will administer the c 0 - h ~  

development and CED aspects of the project. 



Finally, due to organizational coLIlfILitment to CED, the volunteer or 

"sweat-equityi' mode1 is largely rejected by the organization. OrganUations which 

emphasis volunteensm require speciiïc CO-ordination positions to administer such 

programs. Winnipeg Habitat for Humanity has a well organized volunteer 

CO-ordination system which, when activated, can produce a large number of new 

homes in a relatively short period of time. Volunteers corne fiom inside and 

outside the city to help a designated c%omeownef' build their house. It is an 

outstanding experience for the volunteer, simply because they can see the tangible 

results i-nost imrucdiately. However, as a charitable cause, these "building 

blihes" will provide no local economic exchange for local businesses or residents. 

Paid employment is limited in these projects and it is likely that the local residents 

will not have paaicipated in that employment. 

Issue 3: Renovaiion costs and housing operations 

One landlord recently told me that North End Housing was "doing too much" and 

putting too much money into rehabilitating homes. This has been the sentiment 

among other landlords, and even a few residents that 1 have talked to. For the 

landlords there is obvious resentment to wards another non-profit being 

"banlaoUed" by governments to get into the rental housing business. But there is 

also an underlying sentiment that the project is investing too much in a 

neighbourhood that has a very low market value. 

The extent of the renovations, and subsequently how much the organization 

should be spending on housing has been an organizational debate fkom the 

beginning. This decision directly e e c t s  the operathg costs of the organization 

and therefore the rents that need to be coilected. To examine these decisions 

closer, the WRE can be used to illustrate NEHP's decision-mahg process. 
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a. A set of considered moral judgements (which may be intuitive): 

oiect e t  be a p r & k ~ ~  Considered as a moral judgement 

(and for some, an ethical principle) is the belief that the housing market is so 

cheap in the North End that there will not be a need for governent assistance; 

that private lenduig (and gifting) can cover all costs. 

e of To counter the %roken window" 

syndrome and improve the appearance of the neighbourhood so that people wiU 

have more pride in where they live. 

fom of sweat ea CC *Gwr Ln order for people to feel more 

attached to their house, they should be encouraged to take a part in its renovation. 

oreca-ening resid- There shouldn't simply be a "for renf7 

sign hung outside the door. Tenants should be carefully screened to Save the 

organization fkom problems with non-payments or excessive damage to the 

P=OP=W- 

e of thdxmux Encourage a 

self-management system that will foster tenant responsibility and reduce operation 

costs. 

s neussq;  It can be argued that only the basic necessities of 

the renovation should be covered. 
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b. A set of normative, substantive and/or procedural ethical principles: 

cowee-t val- A major 

ethical principle is the issue of intervention in the housing market. The housing 

project itself is an intervention: an attempt to arrest deterioration and stabilize a 

community. Aside fiom the social intervention of community developmenf there 

are two other strategic aspects to the project: how many houses need to be 

rehabilitated and what quality should they be. Idedy the community needs as 

much improved housing as fiioding cm allow for. The more difncult question is 

how much to invest in each house, when the average selhg prke in the 

neighbourhood is $lg,OOO. The principal put fonvard here is that rehabilitation 

costs that are above market values should be pemissible as long term investments 

and an intervention that will ultimately stabilize or even increase market values. 

creates 1 Directly related to the above principle, 

and highlighted in Chapter 4, is the condition of the houses. Due to the poor 

condition of the houses that are acquired, a substantial amount of work is needed 

in tems of rehabilitation. The principle here is to do the job right the first time, 

and avoid structural and deficiency problems which will occur at a later date if 

unchecked. To simply patch and paint, to cosmeticdy renovate a house while 

ignoring other potential problems, will only lead to future hancial difnculties for 

low-income homeowners. .-- 

. * 

ov CED in w o k  Given the amount of work that 

will be created out of this housing initiative, it should be combined with local 

employment strategies. Such initiatives will have multiple impact benefits for the 

overall neighbourhood. 
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A fourth ethical principle is to make the 

housing af5ordable. The rent levels for the housing should reflect the levels that 

exist in the neighbourhood. 

c. A set of background theories and analysis to determine an acceptable set of 

principles: 

Tbe intention of this WRE is to examine a conflict that exists between the costs 

the housing rehabilitation and the amonnts that must be recovered through rents. 

As explained in Chapter 4, in the initial stages of the demonstration project there 

was an assumption that, due to the depressed housing prices, public subsidies may 

not even be needed Furthemore, it was assumed that "'the amount of money 

required to s e ~ c e  the monthly mortgage costs of a non-profit housing initiative 

would be well within the rental guidelines of the social assistance programs" 

(CEDNHope Centre; 1996: 4). It didn't take long to discover that these 

assumptions were wrong. The only way that the rental guidelines could be met is 

if the organization chose to renovate in a "patch and paint" rnanner. Housing 

costs could be lowered substantially with a patch and paint approach, or in other 

words, nxing only that which needs to be *ed. 

As it tunied out, the housing project wouldn't have a choice. Because the 

Residential Rehabilitatiom-Assistance Program was involved, subçtantial 

rehabilitations were specsed as a requirement for funding. Other basic factors 

added to the costs of rehabilitation. B e a u m g  the homes, adding amenities such 

as Gront porches, also add to housing costs. Paid labour on these projects also add 

signincantly to the cost of a house rehabilitation. Rehabilitations can be difncult 

and time-consuming work. For the housing projecf labour would typically 
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amount to 40% of the renovation costs, while sub-trades and materials would 

account for the remainder. 

At the start of the Hth year of the project, mortgage Gnancing was averaging 

$27,000 per house, while grants made up approximately $33,000. Monthly debt 

seMchg and operation costs for a four-bedroom house (no t including utilities) 

broke d o m  as follows: 

Table 5.1 
Example of Operating Costs 

Morîgage payrnerrts @ 8!4% $235.00 
property taxes $1 10.00 
Insurance $3 5-00 
Miintenance Reserve $60-00 
Replacement Reserve $40-00 
Management fee $20.00 

TotaI $500.00 

P r o d  welf;ire rates set a 
* .  

de f a c t o r e n t  area CC Y i  : Urhile $500/month 

for a newly renovated 4-bedroom house is clearly at the lower end of the rental 

market, it still doesn't corne near the Province's expectations of the rental market 

(see Table 4.1). As a result, North End Housing has found itself in conflict with 

the community people it is ûying to help. For anyone on social assistance, the 

rents established by North End Housing are mattainable. The result is that more 

and more, the only f a d e s  the organization c m  house are working families. 

Aside fkom the occasional house that is rehabilitated by training labour, the 

organization is unable to uphold a key ethical principle regarding local rent levels. 
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Issue 4: The viabifiîy of new house construction (in process) 

The possibfity of new home construction is currently being considered by North 

End Housing. There is a dilemma with this issue because new house construction 

is more costly than rehabilitation of old housing stock. This is a decision that is 

still in process, and an excellent example for the use of WRE. 

a. A set of considmed moral judgements (which may be intuitive): 

housing the design of the house recreate 

the style of housing that is common to the neighbourhood. 

e are too v a c a n t  lots: housing can replace the large number of 

homes that are being demolished. 

~ o r c k  In recreatïng the old style house, create fiont 

porches, set close to the Street, which will encourage a neighbourly s e t h g  of 

people sittuig out on their porch. 

to Save cos& Because the people getting the homes cannot 

afford much, and because new housing wiU cost more than what it will sell for in 

the neighbourhood, only a basic design should be used. 
..- 

ew house CO 

because the house WU cost more than what it will be worth, building should not 

even be considered. The project should just stick with renovations. 

- - - 
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oodt New construction WU 

improve the neighbourhood and the housing market. In the long tem it is one 

intervention that will tum the area around- 

* .  . - 
wavs to b t  costs n the builduig tec The way the structure of the 

house is designed can limit costs. For example a bi-level is effectively a 

two-storey building with living area on both levels. Another example would be to 

build on piles or a concrete slab on grade, to Save on foundation costs. 

b. A set of normative, substantive anuor procedural ethical principles: 

T Jse local to b h o u s e s :  As a CED principle, local people should be 

employed in the construction of new houses. 

bour to save cos& Because of the higher costs of new 

construction. volunteers will help bring costs d o m -  

Provideanapp-@ for training, 
. . - Using training labour will Save costs. New 

home construction will also provide an excellent experience for the trainees. 

Trv out mw building t e c m  
- * - New house construction can experiment with 

new and more af5ordable building technologies. 

c. A set of background theories and analysis to determine an acceptable set of 

principlex 

e me m e d  rewews onpast : There are a number of 

innll houses in Winnipeg's inner-city. In the 1980's govemments funded an innll 

program and a number of builders took advantage of the program. 1 have 
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observed that the dinerent builders had a wide range of styles but were generally 

v e y  attractive houses. There are some basic styles such as bungalows and 

bi-levels, however, the most attractive houses, in my opinion, are the two storey 

units. In fact, some of the design features of the two storey houses are so dinerent 

fiom the surrounding houses that the house not only stands ouc but also appears 

to be out of place. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum are the recent styles of Habitat houses. 

Winnipeg Habitat for Humanity, which builds homes for working poor families, 

have gone to a xninimalist approach in order to cut costs. The typical house is a 

bi-level with a side entrance au4 more recently, no detail to the exterior of the 

house. The crudest description would be that they are small characterless 

rectangle boxes with low slope roofs. The design is so basic that, again, these 

infiIl houes seem out of place. 

As a resident of the neighbourhood 1 have grown weary of this solution for the 

North End. Part of this weariness admittedly cornes fiom second-hand accounts 

fiam home owners and builders that the houses have problems. 1 have taked to 

one builder who implored the Habitat organization to stop the c'building blitz's", a 

form of building where the house goes up in two or three days, and is f i s h e d  

over the next couple of weeks. The problem of building too quickly is that the 

structure is not given time to "settle". As a result, movement can cause havoc on 

the waUs and openings for windows and d~ors.~O 

30. Likely adding to this problem was the fact that Habitat built wood frame basements for a period of 
tirne. More recently they returned to poured concrete. 

-- 
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My biggest problem with the Habitat houses is my fear that they will not add value 

to the neighbourhood. The effort brings in home ownership, but can these houses 

sustain home owner appeal? Will these houses, 20 or 30 years fiom now, still 

have homeowners in them? 1 raise this criticism because 1 fear this is a pattern of 

histoxy repeating itself: as at the t u .  of the last century, a demand to house poor 

working class families is being met with houses that are small and built cheaply 

and quickly (see Housing in the North En4 Chapter 4). 

The real question is, should we be building new houses at all? Should we just be 

encouraging property owners who are adjacent to vacant lots to take over the 

space, in whole or in part? This is certainly one alternative, although not all 

property owners could be convinced of this. Comunity gardens or other types of 

green spaces is another alternative- The North End severely lacks parks. 

The answer really lies in the cost of new home construction. In the building 

industxy the lowest end of construction costs are estimated to be %50/square foot. 

This would be a vev basic construction with few special details and some cost 

cutting features. The major cost-cutting feature would be either a bi-level design 

or a slab on grade foundation or crawl space. Amenities would be low cost. 

Flooring, windows and kitchen cabinets would be low end stock. At this pBce, a 

1,200 square foot three bedroom home would cost $60,000. This would be 

considered a medium sized house for the neighbourhood and would be a 

cornfortable living space. 

At $60,000, and with no major surprises during construction, this size of home 

would be comparable to the cost of rehabilitated homes. (For our purposes, North 

End Housing includes acquisition and overhead costs as part of the project costs.) 
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Project costs for houses rehabilitated by North End Housing have reached as hi& 

as $62,000 for a 1,400 square foot four bedroom house. Ifwe added $6,000 for 

overhead costs on new construction (and assuming that the City would donate the 

land), then the cost of new house construction will not be too far off the costs the 

project is currently facing with rehabs. 

There would need to be M e r  tests to halize this decision. Specincally, more 

accurate costing will be needed, and alternative built foms should also be 

estimated. To date, costing has been based on a basic two storey structure with 

slab on grade or grade beam foundation. The design also includes an open.porch 

concept with the house set close to the Street. The pitch of the roof is considered 

with regard to further expansion or attic space. Cost constraints will allow only a 

basic gable roof (no dormers) with more detail given to facade and porch roof. 

The outward appearance is identical to other homes in the neighbourhood- 

Ideally, in keeping with the principle of employing local people, the work would 

be done by a wage crew, not by volunteers. Altematively, and undoubtedly safer 

in tems of costs, would be to take on an initial project with a t r e g  group. The 

experience with a training group would provide us with a window of the exact 

material costs of such a project. Other built forms could also be considered and 

tested. To date, North End Housing has looked at three alternatives: straw bde 

construction; stressed skin panel construction (pre-fabricated); and r n a s o q  block 

construction. If one or two of these built foms are chosen, then a training 

component will likely be involved. 

In general, the idea of building new homes in the North End has been looked 

down upon, largely because the costs heavily outweigh the end value of the home. 



However, the same can be said about current rehabs. New homes, if provided 

with a little "curb side appeal", can be an improvement on the housing stock and 

therefore, raise market values for the area. New homes should also have less 

maintenance issues than older rehabilitated homes. Given these factors, the 

concept should be given M e r  consideration. 

5.2 CONCLUSION 

Stein and Harper's theory of Pragmatic Incrementalism is a reasonable process 

through which to examine community development and plan its processes. The 

various elements of the theory are a natural fit for e x p l o ~ g  the context and 

complexities of commmity development- 

The Wide Reflective Equilibrium (WRE) can be used as a decision-making 

process, and plays an important role in the review of goals and objectives- The 

only problematic aspect with the WRE is the sometimes niffIcult task of 

identifying what rnay be a Moral Judgement and what might be considered an 

Ethical Principle. In practice, it would likely be easier to illicit responses to the 

question of positive and negative aspects of the commUILity, rather than a s h g  for 

ccmoral judgements". Nonetheless, the WRE's importance lies not only in its role 

as a guide for identifying shared values, but also as a check and balance system. 

By using it as a review tool, we are able to note how values may have changed, or 

where we have simply stepped off the intended path: 

A WRE process ailows us to ident*, agree on, and incrementally m o d e ,  
shared values. When they are applied to Our actual practice, it will often be 
evident that these d u e s  are not being foiiowed. Pointing this out is an effective 
critique, fiom 'inside' Our moral culture. 'Indoctnnation' can be most effectively 
eliniinated by this kind of incrementd process (Stein and Harper: 1997;25). 



With regards to the WRE processes examined above, it is apparent that North End 

Housing has more work to do in certain areas. For example, particular solutions 

or goals must be clarified Ki the area of sustainability. This may mean another 

long hard look at the community land trust and the benefits it promises. Finding a 

so1ution for even more Sordable rents is another challenge that requires 

revisiting. While parameters and circumstance have helped to shape decisions to 

date, evaluation and incremental modifications can get us closer to where we want 

to be- 

Finally, since this theory wasn't employed fkom the siart, the logical question is 

'would we have done ttiings differently, or would things have turned out 

differently?' To try and answer the latter question first, I would hypothesize that 

-the project would not have had a dinerent outcome had the theory been employed. 

The project has unfolded as an incremental process, responding to the challenges 

and obstacles dong the way. However, employing the theory would have created 

a Merence in the way that the project was managed. By the third year strategic 

and participatory planning was lacking, and decisions at times were based on 

opportmistic choices. Throughout the project, resident participation has ranged 

fiom a consultative process to direct community control over the decisions. Often 

Board or committee meetings are dominated by the professionals on st& or within 

the Board, since they ofteri bring important information to the discussion. 

However, greater cornmdty control of the project could be organized through the 

cornmittee structure. The committee structure serves the Board in the maintenance 

and operation of the corporation. Ifproperly CO-ordinated, the cornmittees and the 

regular Board meeting itseIf could undertake strategy sessions more regularly. 

This would be no easy undertaking for staff or Board members since scheduled 

meetings tend to be crowded with the regular business of the corporation. 

- -  - 
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However, the employment of a structured decision-making process for large policy 

and programrelated questions could provided a better opportunity for all 

community members to have input and dialogue on important issues. The WRE, 

while not alI that different fkom other strategic planning methods, reminds us to be 

true to our values and to be respectfid of other knowledge, theones and values. 

In general, Pragmatic Incremetalism is flexible enough for commmity 

development practice, while providing some structure at the same tirne. It views 

trial and error not as haphazard, but as a process that c m  achieve change. It is a 

theory that recognizes the daily reality of organizations and as such is a very 

practical tool for planning and evaluating work. 
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Revitalization has been an issue in the North End throughout its history. Adjacent 

to the Canadian Pacinc Rail yards and adjoining indushial district, the North End 

started as a working poor neighbourhood and remaius so to this day. There have 

been many changes. In particular, the large East European population that built 

the North End into a tbriving and radical community has moved on. The 

community continues to be in transition, but during this transition there has been 

severe divestment. Also during this period the North End's ageing housing stock 

has seen Little improvement. The housing stock, which includes a large percentage 

of small bungalows and 1% storey houses, is now the cheapest market in the city 

with resale values averaging only S l9,OOO in 1999. 

Housing conditions in the North End reached a low point in 1999. During that 

year there was an explosion in acts of anon, mainly committed by local youth. 

The arson was a symptom of many of the ills facing the North End. The number 

of abandoned and boarded-up houses has been nsing rapidly, due to a combination 

of absentee landlords and unprofitable maintenance and rehabilitation costs in the 

depressed local rental market. Social problems such as propem crime, gang 

violence, and drug and alcohol abuse have contulued to reinforce the city-wide 

image of "the wrong side of the tracks", making the community one of the least 

attractive neighbourhoods to set down mots. The end result has been the creation 

of a neighbourhood that suffers fiom the "broken window" syndrome, where 

everything is in disrepair, and where residents have little appreciation for or pride 

for their neighbourhood. This negative energy ends up being tumed against the 

physical environment, resulthg in more vandalism and property crimes. 
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The neighbourhood requires intervention in ail aspects of the community. Many 

interventions in the areas of business development, housing renewal and social 

services have been attempted or maintained over the years. For housing, however, 

there has not been a clearly successful revitalization sirategy. While national and 

provincial housing programs have injected new Life into parts of the North End, 

there haven7t been any programs that have created a sustainable solution for 

renewal. Initiatives have ranged fiom the 1968 razing of the Lord Selkirk Park 

neighbourhood to make way for public housing, to non-profit and homeowner 

support for rehabilitation, to new home ïnf3.l construction. None of these renewal 

attempts have been community-driven and have only marginally improved the 

overall housing stock. 

The housing initiative studied here is attempting to avoid the re-development 

mistakes of the past. By employing Community Economic Development (CED) 

principles, the project is seeking to create multiple impacts for the commUIUlty and 

its economy. It is an ambitious undertaking that will improve housing and create 

local employment, while empowering residents to exert control over their 

environment. These goals are not easily achieved. In particular, the fostering of 

community control relies on the hope and dete,?nination of the residents directly 

involved As a commmity driven process, this initiative provides the best 

alternative to date for sustaining a long-tenn goal of neighbourhood revitalization. 

It is, however, only one piece of the solution to the housing crisis. The initiative 

does not have access to the "deep subsidies" required to create and maintain 

housing for the poorest of the poor. 
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As of this writing, elements of the CED project are stiIl emerging and there 

remains much work to be done. However, this study has been more concemed 

about understanding the dynamics of community development than it has been 

about CED itseK The main challenge for this practicum, therefore, was to show 

how planning theory can be applied in the context of community development. In 

the pst some planning theorists have attempted to encompass community-based 

participation in their theories. As well, the planning profession has embraced 

c o m m i t y  development as a field of planning activity. The problem, of course, is 

that commdty  development is not an easy field to embrace. Community work in 

poor neighbourhoods tends to be complex and unpredictable. Because of the lack 

of structure, and sometimes even process, it is often difficult for the practitioner to 

avoid "planning for" the community rather than having plans created by the 

commi ty .  This has often been the case for the housing project studied here, and 

1 would argue that the ideals of "cornmunity control" and "community driveny' 

processes caruiot be taken lightly. They are M c u l t  goals to achieve. 

The main challenge of this paper, therefore, has been to identify a planning theos. 

that could both help explah the comunity development process and guide it. 

Stanley Stein and Thomas Harper' s theory of Pragmatic Incrementalism, a 

modification of Disjointed Incrementalism, appears to be the best fit for this 

undertaking. Incremental planning theory works well with the variety of social 

theories that are embodied by community development Goals and theories 

regarding community control, empowerment and sustainability cannot be treated 

as precise predictive theory. Each individual, each communityy each situation is 

differenf and therefore planning practice must be adaptable and flexible. As a 

result, community development will often proceed through trial and error, making 

incremental gains towards its goals. Pragmatic Incremetalism recognizes these 
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realities and prescribes a means to clearly identify, jusw and maintain chosen 

goals. 

Due to the minimal resources and uncertainty that have complicated the housing 

project, many tasks of the project have been underestimated. Trial and error, 

therefore, c m  characterize much of the development process of the project. The 

application of trial and error, however, did in fact stimulate creativity and made it 

possible to exploit some of the unintended effects. This occurrence is perhaps the 

antithesis to planning, but it shouldn't be unexpected or ignored. As Albert 

Hirchman argued (1967: 13) creativity always cornes by surprise: "the ody way in 

which we can bring our creative resources fidly into play is by misjudging the 

nature of the task, by presenting it to ourselves as more routine, simple, 

undemanding of genuine creativity than it wiU him out to be." While the housing 

praject has stayed mie to most of its goals, it has had to alter its development 

strategies in order to achieve these goals. 

The core of Stein and Harper's theory is the use of Wide Reflective Equilibnum 

(WRE). The WRE process involves seeking coherence amongst ethical principles 

and theories and reflecting on these with one's own judgements and intuitions, as 

well as incorporating background theories. As a communicative tool the WRE 

c m  be used by the practitioner to provide a smctured debate within the 

commulllty development process. The starting point would be to seek agreement 

on an 'overlapping consensus' of shared moral principles, values and empincal 

facts. In this way the WRE can also help bridge the class and value divide that 

may separate the practitioner and commmity members. 



The WRE (and other elements of Praginatic Incremental theory) was used in this 

study to review how decisions were made. It was not specincdy used during the 

debates facing North End Housing. It is estimated that the use of the theoy 

wouldn't have necessarily changed existing outcornes, but that its practice would 

have improved the management and commUILity building process of the project- 

The riding of this study is that the WRE would be a valuable communicative tool 

for creating a more participatory and consensus-building process. Specincdy, the 

W E t  c m  be used to help define policy and provide the groundwork fkom which 

regular operational decisions can be guided. 

In conclusion, Pragmatic Incrementalism can refiect the goals of community 

development and provide a means for engaging strategic planning, 

decision-mabg and evaluation. The theory is flexible enough for community 

developmenc but at the same time can provide to the planning practitioner the 

guidance and structure that c m  often be lacking in practice. 
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T h e  William Whyte Neighbourhood 



General characteristics of William Whyte, 
ccimpared with the Winnipeg CMA, 1996 

Total Population 
Ethnic origin - Single responses 

Canadian 
Ukrainian 
Polish 
French 
English 
Geman 
Aboriginal 
Metis 
Fil ipino 
Others 

Average family sire 
65 years and older 
14 years or younger 
Single parent families 

Average family incorne 
Incidence of Low lncome (Families) 
Incidence of Low Incorne (Individuals) 
Unemployment 
Labour Force Participation Rate 
No High School Certificate 

Age of housing 
Before 1946 
1 946-1 960 
1 961-1 970 
1 971 -1 980 
1981 -1 990 
1991 -1 996 

Condition of housing (# of units) 
Regular maintenance 
Minor =pairs required 
Major repairs required 

Tenure = Owned 
Had moved between 91,96 census periods 

William Whyte 
6285 
4475 71.2% 
380 8.5% 
360 8.1% 
255 5.7% 
240 5.4% 
230 5.1% 
120 2.7% 

1115 24.9% 
460 10.3% 
590 13.2% 
725 16.2% 

CMA 
61 3205 

54.1 % 
1 3,4% 
10.0% 
3.9% 
5.9% 

10.6% 
9.9% 
4.1 % 
2.0% 
6.9% 
23.7% 
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1, Introduction 

The h e r  City Housin3 Foundaticm wiii be a newiy estab lished non-pros independent, 
nan-governmd entity which will be governeci by a Board of Directors cmsistiq of represatatives 
from the valiarta.ry, private and public sectors. î h e  Fomdation wiU a a  as an imermediary to rnobilize 
socid and economic investment for hner city houskg renewal. NeighborrrIld or comrnunity based 
intermediaries su& as community deveiopmgit corporations or non-profit housing goups wouid submit 
business pians on annual basis to apply for f i r n d ï q  for housing initiatives within their communicy. The 
wmunity based intermediaries wouid have to demonstrate capacity in the areas of comrnuriiq 
development, construction manasemait and financiai management, 

The h e r  City Housing Foundation is not a replacement for goverornent subsidy and support for 
socid housing. It is not a panacea or a single solution for addressing inner housing 
revitabation in Winnipeg. The Foundatîon wifl be one rtsource witbin a continuum of resources 
reqinrcd for 3 comprebensive approach for inner city housing renewd. 

The soal of the Inner City Houskg Foundation is to procure a capital base of $38 million over a five 
year period of rime. The Foundation wouid be initiail y capitalized widt contri butions fiom the fideral, 
provincial and municlpal levels ofgovernmen& as well as the voltinrary and private seaor. Staning in 
the 6fth year, the eamings of the capital h d  will finance the ongoin3 operational costs and the fiuiding 
for the housing renewal program offerd by  the Foundation. The Foundation will suppternarr h e  
eaniings of the capital fund with an annual funciraisins campais,  The Foundation will provide the 
imer city with an annual housïng renewal resource in perpenrity in order to engage in the required long 
terrn approach for rneaningfid inner ciry reviralization. 

The mandate of the Inner City Housing Foundarion will be to build community, not just houses. The 
Foundation, therefore, will provide funding for the "sol3 costs" of housing renewaI Le. cornmuniry 
devdopmmt, home ownenhip training and resident supports as weil as the "hard mas" i.e. renovauon 
gants, construaion management and financial management. The private financial sector will provide 
market rate mortsages to finance acquisition and a portion of the renovation costs of each home- 

The Inner City Housin3 Foundation wili have a ta%= to provide b d i n g  for the renovation of 100 to 
150 houses on an annual basis. Iii one model, the maximum mortgage for each home wil  be S30,000 in 
order that the houes remain &Forciable for low and fixecl incarne families and individuais. In many 
instances, the nei&bourhood or community based intermediaries wouid own ana manage die houses for 
a set period of tirne Le. 5 years. During this p e n d  of tirne, the family or individual would be assixed to 
make the transition to become a home owner. M e r  the 5 year transitional period, the famiIy or 
individuai has the option to take title of the home in which ïhey [ive. 

2. Vision Statement 

In parmership with the vollartary, private and public sectors, the h e r  Ciq Housing Faundation will 
faditate social and economic investman: in our cornmtrnity by providing new, innovative sources and 
mechanisms for hancing the acquisition and developmern of low-income, community bas& housing. 



3. Background 

According to L996 caisus data there are 50,785 dwellings in WUuiipes inner city of which 6,120 
homes are in need of major repairs- In the north end there are 14,675 dweilings of wbich 2,090 are in 
need of major rqairs; in the Spence neighbourhood there are L ,625 dweiliqs of which 180 are in need 
of major repairs; and in West Broadway there are 2,985 dwelliqs of wtuch 475 are in need of major 
repain. On average, there are 250 boarded-up houses in the tnner city on an annuai basis. In 1998, 87 . 
homes were demotished by the City of Wuinipeg. By June of 1999,15 houses had been demolished. 
Anon has becurne an epidemic in our carnmunity. Since the fdl of 1998, there have b e n  over LOO 
anons in boarded up houses in the no& end. Wuinipeg ranks ar: the top of the list nationwide when it 
cornes to arson- In 1998, 42% of the 2,500 fires in Winnipeg were ciassified as arsons or suspicious. 
The nanonal average is 17%. 

The average rnonthiy rem in the hner city of W&peg according to 1996 census data was 5463. The 
monthly social assistance rental allowance for a farnily of four was $35 1. The rnonthiy mortgage 
payment @.i.t.) on a home purchased for S30,000 is 5300. Despite the obvious cos advantages of a 
mo-e compareci to  rnomhiy rent papents ,  peuple on social assistance and some working class 
families have geat  difficulties in securing d o m  payments and morrgase financing even thou& they 
demonstrate an ability to pay rnonthiy mortgage payments. 

In 1998, 242 singe family dweiliqs were sold for under S25,000 in the inner ciry Multiple Lis&% 
Service areas GA, 4B, 4C, 5k SB, 5C, 5D and 9X. The average sale price of a home in the nonh end 
(PvWtiple Li*% Service area 4A) was S39,925 in 1988 and decliried to S19,090 in 1999; in die west 
end (MLS area SX) the average sale ptice was $43,945 in 1938 and declined to S23,399 in 1999; and in 
the m u a l  cky area (&ILS area 9 A) the average sale price declined from S37,9 13 in 1988 to S 19,167 in 
2999. 

f i s  drastic decrease in the market value of homes in the b e r  ci- results in a decline in the inner cïty 
property tax base. This in turn resdts in a geater shift in the properry rax burdai to the suburbs. The 
a s t  of nesieahg inner city housing, therefore, hits suburban  ta.^ payers directly in their pockets. A1 
residents of the city wouid benefit if the issue of inner ciry housing revitaiirarion is addressed. 

As a result of the serious decline of housing in the inner city and rapidiy declinin3 market values, there 
is a si@cant 3ap baweai  the acquisition and raiovation cons of a home and its a d  end markec 
value. Private houçing marka forces do not funaion effeccively in low incorne inner city 
neighbourhoods. Some form of subsidy is needed in order to do the required upgadins of the housing 
stock 

Debt seMckg corn required to upgade housing stock in the inner city exceed existins market raits and 
market p r o p e q  values. Houses can be purctiased for S20,000, however diese homes typically require a 
funher %20,000 to $30,000 of major system upgrades invol- elecuical, plumbing, heating. roof, 
windows, Uisuiation, foundation renovaùons. 

The end resdt is that the total cos& for acquisition and renovation of a home could be as hi& as 950,000 
on strens where the market value of housing couid be as low as S29,OOO. Unless this gap berween 
required renovatinis and market values is addressed, renewal of e x i m  housing stock will n a  take 
place in the inner Üty. 



A strong ho- poky is laciang at ail levds afgovemnent, The currart crisis in hou* in the irmer 
ciry provides amciusive evidaia that the c o m m e  sgtor and the p n m  s-r on th& mm are nat 
able to maintain and improve the qualis. ofhousïng in the Ïnner city. The public s a o r  must be a 
parmer in any attanpt to 8ebively address the issue of inner city ho- renewal. 

There is a need for a conimirnity, public and private sector partnership approach to address inner city 
housing rehabilitation. In parricdar, there is a remgized need to inciu.de ho us^ as part of Iarger 
neïghbourhood-based oommunity deveiopment initiatives that apply a community-buil- approach. 

3.2 What is a community-building approach ? 

The community-buildïns approach has recenly been clearly defineci in a report co-published by 
The Urban InSritute and The Devdoprnent Training Insime hc., uded Community Builchgr Coming 
of Ag& The c& focus of this approach is to foster amtudes of self-reliance, selfsadidence, and 
responsibility arnong residents of dinressed ne@bourhoods. Seven diemes defme these &ons: a 
geater  ernp hasis on building social and human capital and reinforcing values; community driven, with 
broad residem involvement where resident goups take a central leadership role in both plarJun3 and 
impIementing suatesies; cornprehensive, suate@c and enuepreneunaI; asset based; tailoreci to 
nei&bouhood scaie and conditions; wllabomively linked to the broader socîay, and consciously 
ctian&g indtraional barriers and raclsm. 

3.3 What project types will be supported by the fiind ? 

There are two types of supporc required for any community-buildins housing iniuauve, hard and soft. 
The hard supports inciude renovation gants, propercy identif idon and evaluauon, propeny 
acquisition, p lanriing and design, p rojea renovarion, construction manaseemait, p rofessional lespl and 
financiai services including technical support for funding applications. 

It is recogized diat many potential home owners will m e  financially ro p urchase and maintain 
m o d y  rnortga~e payments on a home, in addition m needed repain. Therefore, sofi supports are an 
equally c r i ü c .  ccmponent. This indudes community outreach and program promotion, rrcniiunent and 
selecrion of participants, home ownership training includin3 bud.@q and maintenance, home 
renovation trainin% organizational developmait resources for home ownenhip supporr sysrems, Long 
term program support for maintenane and hancial tïouble s h o o ~ g  and linkase to odier community 
developmerrt initiatives, stratesies, p rograms and workshop S. 

The ownenhip mode1 may vary accordïrq to die commimity-building su-ate~~. Theref'ore non-profit 
housing organizations, home ownership cwperxives, co-housin% comrnunity land m, oinri@t 
purchase or other ownenhip form thar serves to move residents "toward home ownership" will be 
eiigible for funding, 

Any low incorne workkg family, penon or Family on social assistance, Licludhg two-parent families, 
single parent families, senior citirais, people on 10% term disabiliy incornes, singes or othen who 
demonstrate a capacicy to m e a  schedded rnonthly payrnents over an enmded penod of time are eligïble 
for reha bilitated housing. 

Copies of Community Building: Coming of Age are available &om the Urùan Inxinite =ce of Public 
Affain; to order, phone (202) 857-8709. 

3 



3.5 Who u W I e  for the fimd ? 

The goal of the fùnd is to gaierate greater local ownetsfiip and convol of housing resourus for the 
benennent of inner city neighbourh.oods by improving housuig and rebuilding communities; and the 
Iarger city b y  e v d y  reduciq the property tax burden on suburban residarts who currentiy shouider 
the costs of inner city dedine. 

Nei&bourhood based deveiopment corporations, neigtibourhood resident associations, Aboriginal 
organizations, non-profit housing corporations, Winnipeg Housuis Rehabiliratïon Corporation or other . 
representative bodies that can dernomte ,  through an efFédve business plan, that they are w o r h g  to 
move residents towards home ownenhip, that they can provide the necessary bard and soft supports and 
that they are applying a wrnmunity-building approach to deveiopment can apply to the b d .  

3.6 Why housing ? 

The importance of hi& quality, safe, stable and affordable housing is essential for the economic health 
and well-being of our commimity. The issue of Ïmer city housin3 renewal affects the whoie aty. It is 
not just an inner city problern. The dedine in the market value of inner city housing resuits in a shifting 
ofthe property tax burdm to suburbantax payers. The 1998 City of Winnipeg properryta,~ 
reassessrnent reduced taxes for inner city wards su& as Poim Douglas by 4.7% and Daniel Mchtyre by 
3 -28%- In contras, taxes increased in suburban wards such as Charleswood/Fort Gany by 2.36%; 
North Kildonan b y  1.96%; St-Vital by 1.72 %; and St. Charles by 1.7%. Investment in inner city 
housing rehabilitanon can be viewed as a conuibuting factor to reduce the property tax burdm on 
suburban residents. 

Police forces across the country are beginnins to recognize diat poor housin3 conditions, from sub- 
standard d w e l h g  to hi@ rates of m i e n c y ,  are a conuibt&g faaor of hi@ rates of police 
intervenuon and hi* policing costs associated with some neighbourhoods. 

School teachers and prrncipais are increasingIy involved in discussions around stable aEordable housing 
because of the negative consequaices of inadquace housing are being feit in die classroom. Migancy 
of studem, the movement of >.;tudents in and out of a school dunng the course of the year, is a major 
issue fa& by the W ~ p q  School Division. Li inner city sdiools it is not uncornmon for diildren 
8 years of q e  to have Vansferred in and OUI of 10 to 15 schools. Families move from one sub-rtandard 
home to another. Tt is almon impossible for chilcirai to obtain an education under these type of 
urcumstances: The Wuuiipeg Schwl Division has recendy adopted a public awareness campaign 
feanuing the slogan "One School, One Yeaf in an auempr to educate inner city parents about the 
negative consequaices of studazt migancy. Some inner cky schools have established housin3 r ~ ~ e s  
to a iaurage  families to rnove into houshg accomm&on widiin the school's catchment area if 
families are for& to move due to inadquate housing condiaons. Educators, therefore, see direcc links 
bemeen mident behaviour, academic achievement and hi& turnover rates in their classroom wirh the 
Iack of stable, safe and affordable housing in the sumounding neighbourhoods. 

Social service providers are reali- that welfare rem ailowances are in hct suppo- much of the 
substandard housing in the imer city simply because social assistance recipients have to h d  the 
cfieapex places to live on their restriaed shelter allowances. In the 1998/99 fiscal year the amount of 
social assistance r d  allowances expended in the private housing seaor in W i n n p q  was 555 million. 
This is a sigrifkant annual public inves&nent rhar needs to be directeci to safe and adequate housing n a  
sub-standard housing, 



Heaith workeis are reaiiPng t h  the gnrning move towards home-based care means that mariy peopie 
will have a more d ï fEd t  time fecovering k m  illness because the homes that they Gve in are unheaithy, 
overcrowded or u d e  places. h ha, h d t h  profirsionals increasiqiy &bute poor quaiity housinn; 
as the cause o f  many hedth problems. 

lhere is potentïdly a huge multiplier &kt for inv-ent in housing in our communines, indu- for 
reduaion of d e r  social wsts - policing, eduution, heaith and s o c i a l  services. More s p d c a i l y ,  
srudies have shown that for each $1 million that is vent on housing construdion, 30 person years of 
jobs and 51 -5 million of a d d i t i d  -en* is senerateci in the comrnunity. = Studies on raiovation 
spending show an even p a t e r  beriefit to the local conimunity, in terms of job creatian, and Ions terni 
community improvemair. Some smdies suggest that each doIlas spart on raiovation grnerates a 
mdtiplier of 14.3. 

there are few active proponents for affordable housing in Our comrnunicy 

those that do e x i n  need support in order to achieve their capability to act 

whiie i t  is cornendable that various community-based non-profit housing groups diligendy 
renovate 30 houses each year, the s a l e  of the work that they are doing is no where near what is 
required in order to make a meaningfui impact 

there is d l  great difficuity in accessing fiirrdîng and £inanch% 

These are the issues that the b e r  City Housing Foundation intends to address through a 
communiry , p rivate and public sector parmenhip. 

4.0 Program Description 

The h e r  C i v  Housing Foundation will look for rnethods to aaracr private and public seaor equity 
investment. These wi11 be developed and implemented to increase accessibility to affordable. quality 
housing within a neigtibourhood/comrnunity deveiopment contes- 

The intemion of the Foundation is to encourage a dramatic example of sunainable development. In 
d o i q  so, the p r o p m  envisions an annual acquisition of 100 to 150 homes. Effons will be employed to 
insure thac significant nurnbers of homes will be in proximity, allowing for curnprehensive community 
development. A house alone will not s a c e :  a home in a community, will. 

Existiq and new community based groups will be aicouraged to app Iy for resource support from the 
Inner City Housing Foundation. h doing so, we will attempt to maximire existing infrastruchues 
and avoid duplication o f  cos& and delivery services. Participant members will benef3 h m  access to 
innovative financing merhods; rnanagemerrt modds; technical c a r n a i o n  expertise; and in some 
instances, vocational training. Each goup will have, and main& its own particular requiremmts- 

Economic Impacts of Residential Construction, C-MKC. 1993 
"Remvation is good for the economy", Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, April26, 1998, reporting on a snidy by the 
Saskatoon Chamber of Commerce 



The ~ommunity ho- graups would presex an application for f i r n d i q  on an muaI basis to the h e r  
City Housing Foundation, The Faundation WU review appiidons to assess the c~mmunity 
developmem, cairmtcnon managemectt and hanciai management: capacity of the groups to carry out 
their i d d e d  housing initiatives. lfgroups lack the mpird capacity to carry out the housing projea, 
the Foundation wiii Iuik the community housing goup  to techicai assistance providers that c m  help the 
goup  deveiop the capacity reered to succesf i ly  underidce their iderrtifTed housing projeas. 

The role of the h e r  City Housing Foundation will also be to monitor and evaluate the work of the 
community housing goups  on an annuai basis. This is an i m p o ~  acauntabiliry funaïon that will . 
sewe to main& a standard of service of the housuig g o u p s  to the comrnunities they serve as well as to 
the funders of the Foundatim. 

4.1 Innovative Fuimckg 

By definition the housing groups that will work with the h e r  City Housing Foundauon do not 
qualify for conventional financin~ This is because: 

The resident members do not qualify for a mortgage due to low incornes; 
The goup, through its members has little or no qui- available for down payments; 
The needs of die group daennine a housing p rodua h t  is unconventional. 

hovat ive  hnance will allow these goups  to establish solid cornmunity connections and develop an  
equity base from a combination of "sweat equity" and consistently managed paymairs. .&sisance wilI 
also be provided to ensure the development of expertise requïred for comunity goups  and households 
to b a r n e  viable owners and operators of üieir housing. 

4-2 Program Parameters 

At firsr, acquisition and development wiIl be within clearly de£Ïned ~ e a g a p h i c  borders in the inner city. 
Evenwl home ownership will parti y determine the suita biliry of participants i .e. famil y group s that 
have worked to develop necessary skills and artimdes towards owning and maintairing their own house 
will be given p noriry. Total household earnings and concomitant abiiity to acquire conventional 
financing will be pan of a qualifvins fornuia. Gaierally, those f a d i e s  who have an income, bur: not 
enough, or of a nanire rhat does not qualie for conventional finance; have not previously been able to 
be succesfiil p r o p e q  owners; and, are wiIIing to oblise dzernselves to a long terrn cornmirment, will 
qualiQ. 

Fitiancing Model 

The Inner Ciq Housing Foundation will build a capital endowment fund over a 5 year period with an 
estimateci value of S38 million (projecred 6% compounded annualiy) and capable of suppl% an 
average mual operating btldpet of S2.25 million in perpeniiry. The endowment fund would be raised 
fiom contributions from the federal, provincial, and municipal govemments, do% with the volrmtary 
and private secton. h addition to providiq f u n k  for the capitaiizatim of the endomna fun4 the 
three levels of sovernment would provide start up h d s  for the 6rsc 5 years of operation of the 
Foundation in order to be@n to imrnediately address the urgenr need for housing renewal resources in 
the inner city 



Each of the three leds of goverment would amnibuce S7.5 million to the endoumrerrt finid over a 
3 year pend of time. The voIuntary and private seaor wouid initiate a firnd raising campaign and 
&bute $7.5 rniliion over a 4 year period, It is projeued that rnonies will compound at 6% per annum 
resuiting in a S3 8 million aidowment fiaid by year 5. No h& wudl be withdrawn from the endoment: 
fiaid mtil the end of the 5th year. An existùig philarrthropic organization would be approached to 
manage the mdowment b d ,  (for example the Thomas Si11 Foundation has provided effective 
leadership and support with regards to the issue of imer city housing) 

Sub-Total 8.531 9.OM 10M 2.m - S 3 0 M  

En)tancement - Interest Earned 8.0M S 831 

Each of the three IeveIs of sovemmerrt wouid provide start-up operationai funding for the Foundaüon in 
the amounr of SI million each for a 5 year period. These funds wodd cover initial adminimation COSIS 

of üie Foundation and gants for die "soft" and "hard" housin3 resources required by the communi~  
housing sgoups in the firn 5 years of operauon of the Foundation. The annual $3 million alIocarion of 
srart-up operationai fuiding from the three levek of governent wouid invoive the provision of 
3500,000 for adminisuaüon/fundraising corn and S2.5 miIIion for the a d  houshg program. 
The a d m i n i d o n  costs would include a manager, fiind raiser and fund rais% carnpaign budget; and 
funding in cooperation widi Wurnipeg Housing Rehabilimtion Corporation for conscrucrion manasement 
personnel, bookkeeper and clerical staff, as weil as office overfiead expendtue. 

Government of Canada 
ProWrce of Manitoba 
City of Winnipeg 



5.3 The Money Ba& Gmraacc 

Toward the end of the 5 year srart-up phase, the impact of the h e r  Ciw Houskg Foinidation's housinq 
r e n d  pr- wodd  be evaluated. If the initiative is seen as ineffechve or inadequate, the 
contribumi fiai& and eamed interest aitiancement that is held in the endowmerrt h d  could be 
redistributeci to the the Iwefs ofgovernment. The volmry/private seaor contnbibion to the 
endowment firnd could be tramferreci to an e?ùstins phiIanrhropic organization to be disbursed for the 
baiefit of the community. (for exampIe, the United Way) 

If the 5 year nan-up phase is viewed to be a success, a determination wouid be made regardhg the 
amual funding requirements of the Inner City Housing Foundaùon. At this stage in tirne a number of 
fiindkig stratees codd be explored to n i ~ p k m a i t  the annual operathg revenue of S2.25 miIIion 
generated by the eaw fiom the aidowmem h d .  This couid include cominuing an onso* a ~ u d  
h d r a i s i q  campais in the volmry/private seccor andor die provision of annual gants or capital 
formation assisrance tools fiom the public seccor. 

Governrnent of Canada: 
Endowment Fund 2.5bf 2.5M 3-5&I - - 
Start-up Operating Fund 1 .OM I .OM l .OM L .Ob1 1 .Ob1 

Province of hfani~o ba: 
Endowment Fund 3.5M 2.5M 2.5M - - 
Start-up Opera- Fund 1-Ob1 1.0bt.I 1.0M l.0M 1.0Pvt.I 

City of Winnipeg 
Endowmaa; Fund 2.5M 2.5M 2.S'iL.I - - 
Start-up Operatin3 Fund I.0h.I L.OM I.OM 1.0M I.OM 

Volunta rynrivate S ecto r 
Endowment Fund 

Enhancement 
Interest on Endowment Fund 

Additional Accessed Funding 
Financial Sector 
(Mortgages for 150 homedyear) 4.5M 4.5M 4.5M 4 . S I  4.534 

Total 1 6 M  16.5LM 17SM 10M 15.331 



5.5 D k c t  Resourcc Levcraging Ratios 

The Imer City Housinq Faundation wiU. mobilize S75.5 million of resourcg in the fim 5 yeaa of its  
existence. Each funding parmer d l  [everage the following resources: 

Govemmem of Canada - %5 leveraged for every S 1 conuibidion 
Province of ZManitoba - $5 leveraged for every SI contriburion 
City of Winnipeg - S5 Ieveraged for every S 1 contribution 
Voluntary/Private Sedor - S9 leveraged for every S 1 contribution 

6. Benefib 

The members of the h e r  City Kousing Foundauon Working Group beiieve that stable, affordable 
housing is essential to the economic and social well being of our c m u n i t y .  Housin3 is an 
appropriate and baieficial focus for social inveçnnart, wïth the added benefit that housing mys  in the 
comrnunity forever. Therefore, returns on invesunents can be measured not j u s  in financial, but aiso 
soàal terms - improvement in the quality of life of the comrnunity, reduced social corn, stabiIization of 
neighbourhoods - al1 inmgibles that mosr investments overloo k. 

addressing housing needs is a primary focus for preventive health, education and social s e ~ c e  
prosrammin% and should reduce future social corn 
invernent in housing stays in the province, and increases "multiplier" of spending for jobs, 
materials, taxes and other househotd exp endime 
brins much needed private investment and involvement into affordable housing 
improves leverage of public seccor spending by amacting p rivate and voluntary sector invesunenr 
increases "social capitai", capaclty of communiues to tackie housirg and community development 
needS 
enables parmership between governments, pn~a t e  sector, and community orwzations to irnprove 
the q d i q  of life in the whoIe community 

maximire the use of exlsting resources, housing nock and infrasuucrue to increase the availability 
of aEordable housing 
revitalization of at-nsk neighbourhoods by directin3 invernent into those cornmuniues, and 
providing a way for invested frrnds to stay in the comrnunity 
sustain the social sesources and networks that support individuals and households in the community 
b r i n s  both private and charitable sectors further into cornrnunity development and housing arma 

greater availability of fiinding and financing will encourage conunraities to take action on housing 
and neigh bourhood re-development 
expemse and support provideci wili assis developing the skills and abilities of community goups to 
better manage the housing resources in their community 



overcome existing baniers to Iow and fixed incorne participaxion in ownerstup of thar hous@ by 
offering new ways of b c i n g  h o u s i .  acquisition and devdopmart 
ownenhip ofhousïng brings stabiliry to families, sense of belonging to commnity 
ownership in housing builds equity, mates more &oies and oppomrnities for the finure 
opportunities for skills enhancema and training within a supportive envi romnent 

6. Concfusion 

The deciine of the inner city impacts the ciry of Wuinipeg as a whoie - both in b n a I  and econornic 
terms- Winnipeg is a ca- community that has a history of pdling together to face the chailenses 
which n& to embraced - whecfier i t  be a threat such as the flood of 1997 or major wodd cfass event 
such as the Pan herican Games of 1999. We need to buiId on this sense of cornrnunicy and 
cooperation in order co address a challenge in our commUNty that threatais our wdl being as a ciry. 
The challenge of inner cky housïng renewal m o t  be addresseci by any one seaor on its  own, X 
voiuntary-privatepublic seaor parmership is required in order to tadde tfiis issue. It wili require a Ion3 
term and comprehaisive approach. This means that housing renewai musi: be done within a cornmunity 
buiIding conte=. The easiest task is to build and renovate the houses. The real task, however, is to 
budd community. ï h e  b e r  City Housuis Foundation provides a vehicle to mobiIize interest amd 
resources in Our comrnmiity regarding inner ciry housin3 revitalization. The Foundation is n a  a 
panacea for change, nor is it a replacement for die role of sovemment in the social housing fieEd. 
However, the h e r  City Housing Foundation couid be one resource in a continuum of resources thar are 
required to address die issue of imer city housing rmewai in our comwiity. 



lnner City Housing Foundation 
Working Group 

Working Group Members: 

Inner City Hoosing Groups 

Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg Aiyawin Housing 
f i e w  Houshg North End Housing Project 
West Broadway Development Corp. Lions Club Housing 
Solutions To Overcome Poverty Winnipeg Inner City Home Ownership 
Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corp. Just Housing 

Voluntary Sector 

United Way Thomas Si11 Foundation 
Social Planning Council of Winnipeg 

Private Sector 

Assiniboine Credit Union 
Toronto Dominon Bank 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
Bannatyne Financial 

CIBC 
Royal Bank 
Portage Ave. Property Owners Assoc. 

Public Sector 

City of Winnipeg - Urban Planning Branch 
City of Winnipeg - Mayor's Office 
Province of Manitoba - Department of Housing 
Province of W t o b a  - Native Affairs Secretariat 
Province of Manitoba - Taking Charge Program 
Governent of Canada - Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 



APPENDIX "B" 

Issues that need to be addressed 
that will impact Foundation 

(1) A broad based Board of Directors must be established to oversee the h d  and tu review business 
p [an requeSLS for funding It is imp orrant diat the Board of A reaon understand and accept rhe 
community-building ap p roach to comrnunity development. 

The Governent  of Canada must address policies on (2) renovation gants and Ioans for a 
mrnprehensive communiry-builciin3 housing initiatives; (3) infi11 housing resources; (4) a rax credir 
program to assin in the f o d o n  of capital for inner city housin3 raiewal; and (5) comunity 
development resources required for inner cïty housin3 renewa1. 

C.&fHC. must address policies on (6 )  undenmitin3 loan guarantees so chat hancial  innirutions can 
provide moqages  to low and fixed incorne people; and (7) sweat equicy conuiburions to housin3 
rehabilitation. 

The Province of Manitoba must address policies on (8) renovarion gams and loans; (9) infiIl housing 
resources; (10) a tax credit prograrn to assis in the f o d o n  of capid for inner city housing renewal; 
(1 1) commmity development resources required for inner city housing renewal; (12) policies r q r d i n g  
liens on social assisance paymenu toward principal mortpge paynents ; (1 3) social assistance rentai 
allowance rates that are currently fortins people into slum housing; and (13) amenciments to the City of 
Winnipeg Act to expedke tax sale procaeduig for boarded UQ houses, prevenc the "flippin~ of 
property by slum landlords in order to avoid building d e  enforcernent orders, provide commmiity 
proteaïon frorn boarded up houses and hcrease fines for landlords that do noc comply with building and 
health code orders. 

The City of wnnipq musc address policies on (15) renovation gants and loans; (16) infill housing 
resources; (17) comrnunity developmmt resources required for inner city housin3 renewal; (18) fee 
waivers and tax incaieves to promote inner cïty housin3 renewd; (19) building code equivalency 
modiEcations to reduce the con of housing rehabilitation; and (20) sub-dividkg and leasin3 Ciry-owned 
vacant land to adjacent propemes in order ro expand yard space in inner ciry nei&bourhoods or ro 
permit neighbourhood based groups to use vacant lots for community girdais and tot lots. 

Financiai instinuions need to address (2 1) credit hiaory challen~es of families on low and fixed 
incornes. 

Volinicary sector funden and Foundations need to address policies on (22) expandins the e l i g b i l i ~  of 
funding requirements to indude fun- for "soft" supports required for inner city housing renewal. 
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1. Discussion 

The key issues still to address, before M e r  development of the details of the business p h  
can be cornpleted, are politicai control and polÏticai credit. A fiind such as this cannot be 
subject to political control (but am be subject to political and b c i a l  accomtability), 
without politics ultimately sbaping and restricting its outcornes, Le. there is a a o n g  
possibllity that if the finid remains within a politicai hmework, the financial pian will be 
sbaped to fit a "program" based on politicaily based and driven goals rather than the broader 
goals of comunity building as dehed and driven by the cornmunïtytY 

Although it is attractive to the various levels of govermient to spend money on projets 
now, just renovatmg houses will not address the issues of resident capacity to move toward 
homeownership that needs to be b d t  over time, nor wül it address the issue of the need for 
greater community ownership of assets. Not ody will the longer term strates provide 
greater sustainability of hding, it will ailow the cornmunity-based groups to work direct@ 
with residents to build their capatiq in a more appropriate naturai time -e, as opposed to 
a "use it or lose it" budget driven time &me- 

In order to attract fùndÏng, not ody  h m  the three levels of govemxnent, but firom the 
private sector as well, then the resuitant "partnership" mode1 requires rehquishing a degree 
of control One particula. vahe that a foundation fhmewodc offers over a govenimerit 
b e w o r k  is the ability to keep purchase costs down by negotiabng with the seilers of 
exktmg housing stock using a combination of cash payments and chantable tax receipts. 

The political credit issue may be able to be addressed by coUaborative1y working with a 
marketing specialist to de& a logo, a letterhead or other advertishg medium and campa@ 
that specindy credits ai l  of the leveis of govemment, consistdy over time, dong with the 
private and voluntary sectors who contcïhte m various ways to making the Fomdation 
mode1 work 



As stated in Part I of the Inner City Housing Foundaîion Business Pian, the goal of the 
Foundation is not to only promo te the rebbilitation of housing for low-incorne residents but 
to foster the commiunïty building approacfil The centrai focus of this approach is to foster 
attitudes of self-rehce, selfkonfidence and responsibility among residents of distresseci 
neighbourhoods- î k r e  are seven themes that de& t h  approach, one of which is 
c'communïty driven." A community dnven approach involves residents in taking a central 
leadership role in both ph r ing  and implementing strategies. Such a process i. never a 
"cookie cutter" approach as is often dictated by govemment driven programs, The 
government driven approach creates clients and consumers and success is generaily 
measured by the oumber of clients-= The outcorne is ofien dependency. AIlernatively, the 
communïty driven approach manifests care and develops capacity by encouraging residents 
to share skiIIs and resources. "Communities are a part of  good governance, because they 
sometimes address probIems that caxinot be soked eÏther by individuals acting done or by 
markets and govemments-''' 

This business p h  is also mtended to address the lack of sustainable fùnding and the 
constant& c h g b g  emphasis of govemments and fiinders, C o m m ~  building cannot be 
effective if the f b d h g  is not flexible enough to allow the residents to coilectively identifi. 
strategies- Fundinp needs to be available at key times, so that decisions can be acted upon 
and confidence built for individual personai development to occur- 

3. Name of Foundation 

Discussion is on-going as to the appropriate name for the Foundation, The tenn "inner city" 
may inadvertently geographidy limit 10 w- inco me sesidents. The name "Urban Housing 
Foundation" tias k e n  considered but no conclusions have k e n  reached to date The -et 
for the Foundation is non-pro& housing for and with very low incorne and low mcome 
residents in a CO rnmunity- building context, 

4. Vaiue Added Considerations 

a Social and Economic Impacts 
a Private Sector Impacts 
a Long Term Continuity 
a Linkage to Existing and New Housing Programs 

Expertise of CommUDity and Private Sector 

' Kingsley, G. Thomas, J.B. McNeeiy and 1.0- Gibson 1999. Cornmunitv Buildin~: Coming: of A s ,  Washington D.C.: 
Thc urban Institutc. 
~ ~ c ~ n i ~ i i ~  John L 1997. -A 21st Century Map for Healthy Communhies and Families" in Families and Societv. 
7821, 1 17-127. 
' Bowles, Samuel. 1999- "Social Capital" and cornrnunity gaveniance." In Focus 202.6. 



Social and Economic Immcts 

The Fomdation mode1 is strongly rooted m a strategy that looks at building community not 
just houses. As a r d t ,  the approach is able to achieve multiple impacts in the areas of 
social and economic development, employment, education and training* family suppoc 
y o d  developrnent, community d e m  leadership development, and the building of 
commuaity institutions for strategic planning and resource develo pment purposes. 

Private Sector lrnuacts 

The arms l e m  independe non-governmental format promotes the opporturiity for 
private sector investxuent from individuais, corporations and foundations. This enables the 
public sector to supplement h d m g  resources through hdraising campaigns that utilize 
unique social marketing opportunïties to mobilize interest wirhin our community to address 
the housing issues in our city. 

Long Term Conthuitv 

There is no quick fk soiution to address WrnrUlpegfs housing issues. The "boom and bust" 
commîtment of resources for inner city houshg is very - to a commUI]ity. A long 
term, sustahble approach is required, This wouid enable b e r  city groups to build the 
capacity over time to address the issue of housing renewal within inner city neighbourhoods 
on a scale that will make the required impact, 

Linkaee to Exïsting and New Housing Pro- 

The Foundation's colll~~lunity building orientation would serve to maximize the impact of 
exkthg goverment prograns such as RRAP or Neighbourhoods Aiive. Each 
mighbourhood will have innovative strategies to accompiish thiç objective. For example, 
commuaity groups could seek resources from the Foundation to do major rehabilitation of 
houses on a targeted block. The corn* group could organize a "block club" or "block 
association" on the targeted Street. Outreach wodd be done on the street to encourage 
other residents to ident9 their own housing renewai issues. The "block club" could play a 
role to link these residents to existixg provincial and fkderal governent renovation grant 
and loan programs- The whole Street, therefore, codd bene& h m  the revitaikation 
process. Existing programs couid be targeted through partnerships with commuuity based 
organizations. 

Expertise of Comrn unitv and Pnvate Sector 

One of the strengths identined by the workmg group tbat developed the business plan for the 
Foimdation was the synergy that was generated by an inter-sectord approach. There was a 
very diverse group of people h m  the voluntary, pnvate and public sectors that worked on 
the business plan The dIversity of the working group promoted a problem solving process 
that focused on addressing the issue fkom a broad range of perspectives. The creativity and 



expertw that emerged h m  this process are resources ttiat the govemnent oould ldilize Ï n  
developing strategies to address related issues of inner city revitalization 

S. Guiding Principles 

To ensure that the goals and capacities of residents are met and built upon, certain principles 
must guide the process of program development, fimdmg and evaiuation. These prhciples 
are: 

O 

O 

O 

O 

A resident-centered, community building approach to homeowxrship that is focused 
on the e>astmg and potential capacity of the residents to ward greater independence 
and individual and cornmunity ownership of assets. 

A tramprent and inclusive process that clearly provides information, d e k s  criteria, 
identines piorities, provides connections to technicd assistance as required and 
d o  ws for CO hborative decisio xmmakinig. 

A cornmitment to the mission and goals developed collaboratively by the commuIlity 
and fimders- 

To build upon the e-g capacity of the residents and provide them with hancial 
and technical knowledge and support as required over time. 

Recognke the importance of equd partnerships, ie., sharing of resources and 
Wuence, between funders, service providers, residents and other support staE 

hcrease commMity building skilis of residents and community- based organkatiom. 
A flexible, innovative approach to commuity building in the context of housing with 
a streamhed hding  process. 

Decisions to fiind the hard and so ft costs of ho usùig based on the goals of 
community building to develop the opacity of residen& in an unbiased way. 

O A cornmitment to an evaiuation process that responds to the quantitative and 
qualitative components of comrnunity building. 

O A commitment to communicate successfid outcornes to the broder community and 
to build upon out successes. 

6. Governance Structure 

The Board wodd be based on a Public-E5ate-Community Partnership. No Board member 
could be a member of a community-based group that would be applying for h d i n p  ftom the 
Foundation or WHRC (see #7 below) to avoid any conflict of interest. No howrariums wiü 
be paid to Board members. 



It is expected that Board members have an undestamhg of c o r n e  buiidmg concepts 
and techniques and are mterested in issues concerning W w s  housing issues as they 
relate to v q  Iow- and law-incorne residents. It is also expected that Board mernbers will 
be representative of the various groups appiying for fini*, rather than king representative 
of special group interests- - 

It is anticipated that the nnal Board structure, comprised of fifteen volunteers, wili be 
infiuenced by longer-term discussions with the pubIic, private and commullify partners who 
contn'bute to the impIernentation of the business p h  and communify-based organïzations 
who will draw fiindirip h m  the Foundatiou Cornmittees comprising of Board mernbers 
and other volunteers wRh appropriate expertise in a given field w3.I provide assistance to the 
Board, for example (but not M e d  to), screening applications, conductmg technicai analysis 
or recommending technicd supports. 

For now, during the interim period, the composition of the Board would be drawn fiom 
three sectors as proposed below: 

Public Sector (5 ofl: 

O Mimicipal Government 
Provinciai Government (for examp le, Urban Mirs (Intergovemmental m s )  and 
Housing and Family Services) 
Federal Government (for example, CMHC and a Federai representative of the 
homelessness strategy) 

Private Sector (5 00: 

Insurance lndustry Representative 
Accounting Industry Represemtive 
Legal Representative (with real estate and inner city policy experience) 
Building Co nstniction Representative 

O Financial Sector Representative (with mortgage £Ïnancing and b e r  city expxience) 
Fo undatio n Representative 

Communiw Sector 15 09: 

Aboriginal Councll of W e p e g  
Manitoba Metis Federation 
Assernbly of Manitoba Chiefi 
United Way 
Health CommunÏties Network 
Education (hi& schooi, c o m m e  college or UILiVersity) 
Social PIaxming Council 
Inter-Agency Organizations 
Other representaive organizations 



7, WHRC Role 
WHRC would not be represented on the Board because it is anticipated that they wodd also 
be applying for fundiag h m  the Foundation in coüaboration with residents m specinc 
neighbourhoods who may not have a local wn-profit community-based group to provide 
technical assistance when required, 

WHRC may also be able to idente key skill sets within the City and Province, m housing, 
piamhg and c o m m e  s e ~ c e s  to deveIop workshops on key subjects of interest as  
dictated by the ne& of 1oca.I groups. Workshops that have b e n  identifid to date by 
community-based groups as hp r t an t  mclude: 

How to deve1op and manage a commuaity land trust 
Tenant management skill-building 
Grant proposal wnting 
Identifting local economic development opportunities 
A-e financial modek 
CommuDity building slxategies 
Sources of development h c i n g  
Organizational issues in community-based development corporations 
Single fkmüy hor;sing development 
Muitifamily housing devebpment 
Developmg alternative tenue models 
Project and constniction management 
Property and asset management 
Home ownership skill building 
Resident develo pment of neighbourhood indicators 
Codïct rnediation and mediating racism 

8. Application Process 

One application, to be designed, wïü be used to apply for hciing. A cornponent of the 
application will require that appIicants include a COS projection of the hard costs of 
purchasing and renovating homes and the soft costs of community building supports 
required to, for example @ut not limited to), train residents for related jobs, and build 
hanciai and technical management skills of residents who acquire housing, etc. A social 
audit outline will be a component of the appiication. 

If  a .  application is mmmplete, does not meet the deria for fimdhg andlor the h d e r s  are 
concemed about the ab- of the applicant(s) to manage and deliver the proposed project, 
the applicant wiIl be rekrred to W6peg Housmg and Rebabüitation Corporation W C )  
or a community-based organhtion that is able and willing to provide the appropriate 
techn.ical assistance. 



Upon completion of the projects, applicants will &mit a financial and suciai audit of theü 
activities, a report and a budget reffecting both revenue and expenses. hterim reports may 
be r q w e d  as agreed upon between funden and applicants. (See also a discussion of 
evaluation of projects under #9 beIow, "Accountability") 

In addition to the hancial and social audit, reports and budgets subrnitted by the applicants, 
the Foundattion will also publish a semi-annual progress report on the outcomes of varÏous 
projects and a current h c i d  summary- The Fouadaion will publish an annuai report and 
conduct a financial and social audit to ensure accountabiiïty to the govenunent and general 
pubiïc- 

Evaluation of projects will be based on b t h  quantitative and qualitative outcomes, including 
financial audits @hysical development outcomes) and social audits (Le-, social, cultural and 
economic development outcomes). Evaluation criteria will be de- coktively by the 
Board and the community-based organizations applying for £ùndinp. 

Important to this evahation process is an understanding that the number of houses 
renovated is not a key indicator of neighbourhood stability- More importantiy, the social, 
cuitural and economic development outcomes of projects &en reflect more accurately the 
abiiity of tesidents to stabilize theu hes  and contn'bute m multiple ways to their 
neighbourhood, Idedy, evaluation criteria should be "bdt  on a strong theoreticai and 
conceptual base, emphasize shared interests rather than adversarial relationships between 
evaluators and program people, employ multiple methods and perspectives, and offer both 
ngor and relevance. "4 

10. Example of Existing Funds 

Nova Scotia Co-operative Community Invesbients : Emplo ys equity tax credits. 
RRSP contributions and provincial guarantees. 

O RESO hvestments Inc., Montreal: Initial capital ($5 million) was provided by 
federd and provinciai (Quebec) contniutions and £ûnding fiom the Quekc 
Federation of Labour SoIidarity Fund- 

O Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), US.: Capital is p r h d y  leveraged 
through Iow-incorne housing tax credits and duected to cornmunity-based groups for 
non-profït housing. 

CIDA created a Fomdation for Housing in Central Amerka and according to 
Reg Alcock the h d  has financed the building of 10,000 houses.. 

4~chorr, Lisbeth B. C o m n  Puruose: Strcngthenine Families and Neighbwtiobds to Rebuild Arnenu New York: 
Andior Book p. 147 
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Acco~ding to 1996 c a w s  data, 6,120 homes in the k e r  city of W d p e g  are in 
need of major repairs. On average thcre are 250 k d e d  up bouses ip the inna 
city on an annual basis Since  the'fàU of 1998 &erc h a ,  becn o v u  75 arsons in 
boardcd up houses in the north end The avcrage sale pnce of a home in the north - 

&d was $40,003 in 1988 andhas pluminetecl to $22,000 in 1998. 

The inner city of W i p e g  is in dkerate need of an inner city ho6sing repewal 
plan Va~iow community basednon-profit ha* groups are diligdy 
renovating about 50 houses a year in the b e r  ciw. While the efforts of these 
groups arc are ~mmendable, the scde of the work k t  tbey are doing is no where 
ncar what is requkd in order to make ame3ningful impact regardhg bncr city 
housingrcrmwal. 

The issue of kner city houskg r e n e d  affects the M e  civ. It is not just arr 
inner city problem The drastic decreasc in the d c t  value of homes in the inner 
Qv results in a &che in the i ~ c r  city property tax base. This in tum resuits in a 
&eater shifr in the propcay tax burdcn to the subrrrbs. The cost of neglectlig 
i m e r  city housing, therefiort, hits subeat l  tax payers dircdy in their pockcts. 
AU raïdents of the city would bene& if the issue of inner city housing 
revitalkation is addressed. 

Prestntly, the municipal, provincial and f e k d  goveniments have no po l i cd  
regarchg inna Qty housing rcaed .  We reap w5at we sow. The curent crisis in 
houhg  in the inner civ provides conclusive Mdence thatthe c o d i t y  
sector and the private sector on rhar own are not able to maiarain and improve the 
quality of h o M g  in the ber civ. The public sectoi must be a parmer in any 
attempt to effectively address the issue of inner city housing mcwal. 

The issue of inner ciq housing revitakdon rcquires long texm aneation There 
are no magic solutions. It d re@c mobiliPng the conmitment and rescurces 
of the commupity sector, private sector and public sector. Each sector has its own 
unique role to play in this pastnership approachin order to addxess this issue. 

The provincial govermuent does not have the rrq@red r&urces to deal with the 
issue of inner city housing renewaL on its OF Any ~ c c e s d d  strategy will 
requirr the participation of the senior f e d d  level of govcrnrna~ 

The h c r  City Ho&g Coalition is cd i ing  upon the t k e e  provincial political 
parties - the Progrcssivc Conscmatbe par& the New Democratic Party and the 
Liberai party - to pledge their supportta iinptement the following inner civ 
policies if they are dected ta fomrthencxtpro~üd gove&ent in Minimba: . -  



Amend C i v  of Winnipeg Act to have boarded up houses fn property . 

tPI arrears put up for tas sde after 1 (one) year instead of w h t  amoux~ts 
to be the ment 3 (&me) year perioci . 

- 
Amcnd City ofWinnipeg Act to adopt legidation similar to S&atchewan1s - 
Urban Muaicipdity Act which rccognkes the-ne@ve impact of boardcd 
up houses on aneighbourhood and enables the city c o m d  to demolish a 
bailding if it sabs'tanthUy deprcciates the value of  other Iand or 
improvements in the vicinity. This policy would serve to recoeze the 
ri- of a co&Z1I1iity re&arding the Ïmpact of boarded up hoirsing and 
movt bqond just looking at the xights of the private property owriers of 
boarded up Iiousc9, 

Providesignifïwnt tax rebam, wriivers and incentives for home 
renovation in designaied b e r  city areas. Innovative mechmimis to 
h c t  hner tity housing revitalization using the p t o p w  tax system such 
as tax incremait financing a c h  is used in àt ies such Mlnrieapblis should 
bc adopted 

Lobby the federal govenunent to expand the Home Ownership d 
Landlord Residential Rehrbüitation Assistance Program (KRAP.) 
which provida grnt3 and low in~crest laans for inna city residents to 
upgra& theu homes. 

Work in partnership with the commupity sector, private sector and the 
fcderal and municipal govemmenb to establish an b e r  Ctty Hooshg 
Fund to provide a capital contribution for the hard costs of purchase and 
renodop;  the soft costs of technical resource support; and seed f u n h g  
for hovative co~muni ty  based ho* initiatives. 

Inaease the socid assistancc rentd dowance to refl ect curent market 
rem. The socid assistance rend  allowance has not bcen inmased since 
1993. fncreass the social rentnl allowance on an annuai basis cquivalent 
t o  the a ~ u a l  rate of e t i o n  as mensured by the Consumer Price 
Inder. 

The Shelter AUo-ce for F d y  Rerrters (S. AF.F.R) aad the Shdter 
AIiowapce forl3derIy Renters (S.AFE.R), a rent subsidy program for 
seniors and woeking f d a ,  has not been incseased since 1992. 
Increase SU3.R- and S . 0 . E . k  an an annuol b a d ~  quivalent to 
the am& rate of iilfIationiis measmeci by the Consnmcr Price Index. 



kpplcment the Capitnl Region S trategy in ordu to ad&= sabutban 
sprawl and the growth of houshg ddopmmts  in bedroom commUI1ities 
just outside the perimeter highway. 

Estnbkli an Iiïixer City Housin: TPX Credit Program to assis in the 
formation of capital and operational fun& for inna city ho- 

Estabüsh an lPnu City Home Ruiovation Grant progran in duignatcd 
ber city neighbourhoods based on geoqaphic locûtion and not based just 
famiy incorne- 

Estabbh employment training fimding program to enable iPncr dty 
community p u p s  to  ~ponsor home renovation training program for 
unemployed innv city rcsidents. A sigaificant targct group of the 
renovation training program would be inner city youth 

Establish an b e r  Cïty H o d g  Improvement Zone program for 
desigmted inncr city neighbourhoods which have major houshg 
renewal challenges. Modined zoning reqeements and building code 
equivalency regdations would be established for thcse zones. The ho-g 
improvemuit zones w n l d  be eligible for home remvation grans, houshg 
program fiinds, tku and fee waivers. and technicd housing resource snppoK 

Establish an Inner City New Horne Construction Program on vacant 
b e r  city lots. Funding would be provided ta subsidize the constiuctio~~ of 
new homes in the iMer city to adàress the gap beîweefl new home 
construction costs and the reality of b e r  tity market value. 

Es tabLcrh an h e r  City NomPront Housing Pro- to provide f u n h g  
to assist h o d g  coop&tives, non-profit housing groaps, CO-housing 
groups and c o m e t y  land trust organkdow to build and remvate 
flordable bousing k the irma city. 



17. - Establish .an Ipner City Bouse FoiuidPtion Rcplncement Renovation 
Grant h o g m m  in or& to LZSSist in the rgiovatio~~ ofexiseing homes in K 

the inncr city W c h  have si@ca~t sîrucbraL damage to building 
faundations. . 

18. Establish i Tenant Management Corporation Trrinsition Pragam ta 
d s t  t~ l l i i r r t~  of pubk houshg developmmtï to d d o p  the skills to 
assume delegafed management rcsponsïbiLities in the o p t i o n  ofthe public 
houskg dtvelopments inwhich they live. - 

19. Estab- an Inn- City Home Energy Retrofit Program to provide 
home evaluations and gants to improve the energy effiuency of k e r  city 
homes. 

20. Re-instate the $325 Proputy T3x Credft, increase Msting Property 
Tax Credit by $75 on an 8~lllnal busis. 

21. Remove the d t i n g  poiicy wbich phces a lien on the pripciprl payment 
of a mortgnge for social assistance rccipiento. Develop and implement 
policies f i c h  enable social assistance recipients to become home ownm. 

22. Develop and implement an Urban A b o n g i d  Houshg policy and 
program. 

23. Provide ndequnte resources and commhty supports for rcsidential 
living for mental health swivors. 





Zero tokrance Policy for Boarded Up Housing 

1. Implement a policy of sipifiant £ines for owners of houses that are boarded 
up longer than 90 days. 

7 - Recommend amendments to City of Winnipeg Act to have boarded up 
houses in property tas arrean put up for tas sale after 1 (one) year instead 
of the present 3 (three) year period 

2. Adopt a green space policy for vacant hnd when boarded up houses are 
demolished - ie. subdivide lot and lease to adjacent properties in order 
to expand yard space in b e r  city nei@bourhoods; d o w  neighbourhood 
mups to use lot for community gardens and rot lots. 
C 

1. Develop a registry of boarded up properties and make regïstry accessible 
to local community groups in order that they can be informed about the 
statu of boarded up properties in their neighbourhood 

5 .  Recommend amendments to City of Winnipeg Act similar to Saskatchewan's 
Urban Municipality Act which recop-es the negative impact of boarded up 
houses on a neighbourhood and enables the city council to demolish a 
building if it substantialiy depreciates the value of other Iand or 
improvements in the vicinity. This policy would serve to reco-de the rights 
of a community regarding the impact of boarded up h o k g  and move beyond 
just looking at the ri@s of the private property owners of boarded up houses. 

6.  Work in partnership with non-profit community housing groups to develop 
acquisition mechanisms regardinp stmcturally sound boarded up houses 
that the city is in the process of demclishing The houshg groüps wodd 
renovate these buildings in order that families could once zain CI live in these 
homes. Outstanding property taxes on these borrded up properties would 
be weived for non-profit housing groups which acquire and renovate 
boarded up houses. 



i 

Zero Tolurance Policy for outstanding Code Violations 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I l .  

12. 

Stop landlord weuare rent abuse by w o r b g  with the provincial social 
assistance program to re-direct welf'are rent cheques to a third party 
(ie. Rentalsnan) for those landlords that have ci.it-standing work orders 
on property rented out to recipients of social assistance- Once the work orders 
have been removed the re-directe& rent money could be retumed to the 
landlord. 

Implement a policy of s i m a n t  fines for those landlords that do not comply 
to isçued work orders for building and health code violations. 

Work in partnership with community groups to provide training and 
reporting systems for local residents in order that these groups could nssist 
the city to identify and monitor by-law and health code violations. A 
co-ity improvement request system such as the one operating in the City of 
Re_@na would enable resident groups and the city to better work together to 
make local neighbourboods hedthier, safer and more attractive. 

Develop a team of building inspectors, hedth inspectors, public health 
nurses and social workers to work in desipated high need inner city 
neighbourhoods to provide services for famiIies regardktg f a d y  support 
and housing concem. The initiative would be based on the successful mode1 
developed by the Core Area Residential Upgrading and Maintenance Pro,eram 
(C-ARU-MP.) 

Re-instate the number of building and health inspectors to st3ffing levels 
that were established prior to recent city council budget cutbacks. The Ci- 
of Winnipeg does not have adequate human and program resources to 
agSessively address the issue of boarded up housin3 and code enforcement 
in an ongoing, proactive manner. The cost of negect is substantial. The 
benefits of investing in adequate resources far out weigh the long term costs to 
the inner city neighbourhoods and the city as a whole if these investments are 
not made. This is a classic case of "being a penny wise and a pound foolish". 

Utilize the f i e  department to nssist in the monitoring of by-law and 
code violations. 



13. Provide more s iggcan t  tax rebates, waivers and incentives for home 
renovation in desig~ated inner city areas. Innovative mechanisns to h c e  
inner city housing revitalkation using the property tax system çuch as tax 
inmement fïnancing which is used in cities such Minneapolis should be 
adopted 

14. Lobby the federal government to expand the Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance Program FRAP.) which provides gants and low interest loans 
for inner city residents to up-de their homes. 

1 Re-allocate existing fands within the Development Agreement 
to address inner city housing revitalization. Presently only $1.5 million out 
of the $75 million progam is allocated to housing 

16. Waive tipping fees for non-profit housing groups that are renovating inner 
city homes. 

17. Implement a policy in which a fee on new home constnicîioion in new houshg 
developments would be used to  finance inner city housing revitalization. 

18. Work in partnership with the community sector, private sector and the 
federal and provincial governments to establish an b e r  City Housing 
F'und. 




